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a little knowledge is never enough





A little knowledge is never enough. So we 
try to provide a little more. We educate ,
entertain and inform millions around
the world every day. Through our publishing
and our services, we help people live 
and learn.
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Financial highlights 2002 2001 % change % change

Sales* £4,320m $6,955m £4,225m $6,802m 2 6

Business performance

Operating profit* £493m $794m £426m $686m 16 18

Profit before tax* £399m $642m £294m $473m 36

Adjusted earnings per share 30.3p 48.8¢ 21.4p 34.5¢ 42

Operating free cash flow £305m $491m £236m $380m 29

Statutory results

Operating profit/(loss) £143m $230m £(47)m $(76)m –

Loss before tax £(25)m $(40)m £(436)m $(702)m –

Loss per share (13.9)p (22.4)¢ (53.2)p (85.7)¢ –

Dividend per share 23.4p 37.7¢ 22.3p 35.9¢ 5

Net borrowings £1,408m $2,267m £2,379m $3,830m 41

* continuing operations before goodwill, integration costs and non-operating items. Profit before tax includes discontinued operations.
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notes • Throughout this report (unless otherwise stated):

1. Growth rates are given on an underlying basis, excluding the impact of

acquisitions, disposals and currency movements. In 2002, portfolio changes

increased revenues by £10m and reduced profits by £26m;

2. Adjusted figures are presented as additional measures, to provide a better

indicator of business performance. They are stated before goodwill,

integration costs and non-operating items. Goodwill is amortised over no

more than 20 years;

3. Figures are reported after internet enterprises;

4. 2001 numbers and all prior year numbers have been restated for FRS 19, 

the new accounting standard for deferred tax;

5. The value of the dollar has been translated at the year-end rate; 

$1.61: £1 sterling.
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I am pleased to say that we have kept that promise
– in spite of the fact that the drought in business
advertising has proved more severe and more
enduring than any of us could have imagined.
However, as a shareholder in Pearson myself, I am
painfully aware that our share price has dropped
dramatically over the past 24 months. It is little
consolation that most of our media peers have
experienced similar declines. 

As I write this, the newspapers are full of headlines
about prolonged economic and political
uncertainty, stock market falls and international
terrorism. Why, therefore, am I still confident about
Pearson’s future?

1. We are now in three fundamentally strong 

long-term businesses.

As you read this annual report, you will see that
each of our businesses provides ‘education’ in the
broadest sense of the word. The judgement we
made a few years ago was that in economies
dependent more than ever on knowledge and
knowledge-based services, governments,
companies and individuals would spend more time
and money on education and information. 

In the past two years we have seen many signs that
that was the right judgement: more people going
to college or learning English around the world
than ever before; a US President who has made
education reform the cornerstone of his domestic
policy; all of us needing to take a more active
interest in managing our pensions and
investments. Pearson’s businesses will prosper in
this brain-powered world. 

If we have to be in very treacherous economic
waters, it is reassuring that we get the majority 
of our profits from education and consumer
publishing. These areas are not immune to the
recession – no sector is – but they do have some
fundamental characteristics that are well suited 
for the times we are in. Stock markets may have
plunged and, as I write this, we may be on the
verge of a war, but children are still going to
school, governments are still spending on
education and bookworms are still feeding their
excellent habit. As a result, Pearson Education and
Penguin had record performances in 2002. 

Dear fellow shareholders,

A year ago today, I wrote to you about my confidence that you would see
a strong earnings recovery from Pearson in 2002, even in uncertain times.
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chairman’s statement

pamela walker * pearson government solutions
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Despite the very fine results at those businesses,
Pearson’s overall performance was muted by a
precipitous advertising-led decline in revenues in
the business publications of the FT Group. 
The financial institutions, the technology
companies and the other major corporations that
have accounted for most of the advertising in our
newspapers have been battered by falling
earnings, plunging stock markets and the crisis 
of confidence in the corporate world.

Despite the appalling economic conditions, the FT

and its sister titles continue to provide some of the
best business and financial information and insight
in the world. Their management and journalists
deserve all our congratulations for the way they
have produced news, comment and analysis of the
highest quality. Your board is confident that the FT
Group is blessed with people, products and brands
of huge value, whose time will come again when
advertising recovers, as it always has.

2. The governance of Pearson is in good health.

Pearson practised good corporate governance long
before it became fashionable – based on some
common sense rules but more fundamentally on

the integrity and the values of the board and
everyone working in Pearson. We have never
slavishly followed the various codes on corporate
governance but have always endeavoured to
explain where and why we have not ticked the
boxes. In that spirit, we welcome Derek Higgs’
invitation for companies to ‘comply or explain’
their attitude to the new UK combined code
recommendations.

We already comply with the majority of the
proposals made in the Higgs and Smith reports 
in the UK and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the US. 
We have carried out a complete review of all our
corporate governance procedures and we will
implement several changes which we believe will
improve our governance. There are several
recommendations on which we will seek to explain
why we believe they will not make us better or
serve our shareholders well.

The revised Combined Code will not be finalised
until July this year, and we will report on our
compliance with it in the annual report next year.
However, the board outlines its initial thinking
about the implications of new governance
proposals in the directors’ report.
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Over the next few years the US federal government will transfer
850,000 jobs to private companies and our government solutions
business is making the most of that opportunity. In 2002 we
worked with the new Transportation and Security Administration 
to help it recruit, qualify and hire more than 64,000 security
personnel for US airports – the largest peace time recruitment
drive in US history.



3. Pearson’s work is done by many, many bright,

energetic and totally committed people.

There are outstanding people all around Pearson.
All of them have the admiration and gratitude of
me and of the board – whether they are celebrating
a record year in 2002 or hoping that their markets
will begin to recover in 2003. I would like to 
extend the same gratitude to our independent
directors. We have a small number of independent
directors who are a strength in themselves and
have been a source of support, constructive
criticism and sanity. 

Marjorie and the team have continued to do a
wonderful job of protecting the company from the
worst effects of the downturn while doing nothing
in the short term that could prejudice Pearson’s

long-term growth. At a time when there is much
debate about the appropriate relationship between
non-executive and executive directors it is worth
saying that they feel enormously fortunate to have 
a board of non-executives who are supportive and
challenging in equal measure.

We have set about 2003 with confidence and
determination. We tried not to be distracted by
irrational exuberance as the markets boomed, and
we won’t be deflected by irrational pessimism on
the way down. We’re keeping our eyes firmly fixed
on the big picture – which is that we have three
world-class businesses, better managed than ever
before, with leading positions in long-term attractive
markets. That’s a powerful combination that will
ensure that Pearson will continue to make good
progress this year and for many years to come.

chairman’s statement continued

04 dennis stevenson * chairman, pearson



Chief executive’s review

Our share price is at a low ebb; one of our finest
brands, the Financial Times, is becalmed in the
advertising doldrums; and the political and
economic atmosphere we’re working in doesn’t
look as if it’s going to fill with sunshine any 
time soon.

But Pearson is, in the midst of this gloom, in fine
shape. There is every reason for you to be very
proud of your connection to the company and
confident about your investment. Let me give you
just ten:

1 • Our profits took a turn for the better in 2002

and we can make yearly progress hereafter. From
1997 to 2000 we produced record sales, profits
and cash, and a rising dividend. In 2001, the
advertising slump began to be an advertising
collapse, and our business newspapers’ profits
collapsed as well. We still made a profit and still
maintained a rising dividend; but it wasn’t
anywhere near what we’d been used to.

So 2002 was a year when we had to fight back. 
And we did. We kept our promise of an earnings
recovery in spite of a global economy and business
climate that just got worse and worse.

2 • Each of our businesses is a leader in its field.

All of them have sustainable, best-in-class
positions in their markets. They are not only
leaders in size; they also have strong brands and
franchises – something special in the products they
make or the way they do things that sets them
apart from their competitors.

3 • We are in ‘knowledge’ markets, good markets

to be in when the world is moving from relying

mostly on muscle power to relying mostly on 

brain power. Those markets require news and
information to run businesses or countries;
education – cradle to grave, pre-school to
professional; entertainment and elucidation – at
least what can be found in books, one of the most
cost-effective ways there is to have a good time.
Our businesses use two methods to appeal to
people’s intellects: great publishing and the ability
to mix that publishing with services to help
customers use the words and data and ideas.

4 • Pearson is now an operating company rather

than a holding company. That means our
businesses have enough in common that we can all
work on the business at hand, not on overseeing

disparate enterprises. Including management. 
We go out with salesmen and dig for new product
ideas and talk to customers. We look for ways to
do new things, or to do old things differently. We
look for ways for the parts of the company to share
talents and assets and costs inside the company. 

Of course, you can only share things if you have 
a set of businesses that work together and help 
each other. And that’s what we finally have. 
Our businesses all make sense together, and so
they can work toward the same goals together.
Collaboration is an everyday occurrence at Pearson.

5 • We are entirely reliant on the inventiveness and

character of our people. If tomorrow we didn’t have
offices, or warehouses, or we lost all our manuscripts

If you’re reading this, you’re a Pearson shareholder, and you may be
wondering how things really are in your company. 

05marjorie scardino * chief executive, pearson



and all our software code, we’d still be in business.
We’d still have our major stock in trade – our
people’s ability to reinvent the business and their
willingness to confront tough chores. 

We’ve set our sights on being a great place to
work, a place everyone can leave because they’re
in such demand, but no one does because this
place is better. We do everything we can to make
sure that we recruit the best people and then give
them the training and career development they
need to do their job... and the next job they’re
going to have. When they join us, they can expect
to be paid fairly for doing their job and to receive
rewards for extraordinary work. They can also
expect to have a safe place to work, free from any
kind of bullying or unfair pressures. And they can,
on most days, expect to enjoy their work.

6 • We have a board of directors who understand

that their job is to help the enterprise prosper, and

who do just that. These days boards face more
rules to ensure they act responsibly and check up
on management regularly. Our board has an
informal and intimate frankness that ensures they
do both without pulling any punches. They know
management needs their help, and they give it
generously. They know the shareholders count on
them to make sure their investment is being well
taken care of, and they do that uncompromisingly.

7 • We try to make it as easy as possible for people

to understand our business and our performance.

In a world where companies have lost their way
through a confusion of accounting rules and

special purpose vehicles, and where business
stories are told in jargon and pension details 
are covered with caveats, we try to tell our 
stories – including our strengths and weaknesses – 
in plain English and plain data. We think that will
protect our shareholders and give us advantages. 

8 • We believe corporations are risk-taking

organisations whose aim is to become more

valuable over time because they produce valuable

products and services at a profit. Our company
doesn’t discover miracle drugs or miracle
technology. But we do discover and publish new
ideas; make information available and
understandable; strive to provide truly ‘universal’
education – that teaches each child. We in Pearson
work because of that possibility, and believe that if
we’re able to change the world, our shareholders
will profit as well. 

9 • We count on the fact that culture and conduct –

what beliefs we share and how we conduct

business – have a great deal to do with success.

Like all companies, we say we are ethical and try 
to do our duty to society and our employees. But
we’ve been saying our aims were to be ‘brave,
imaginative, and decent’ so long now we’ve all
begun to know what that means. And when we
don’t act that way, we know it and try to make 
sure that it doesn’t happen again.

10 • We have a clear goal and a strategy for

achieving it. Our goal is outlined in the theme of
this report. It is to add to people’s knowledge to
help them live and learn. 

latoya sims * penguin

Pearson Education and Penguin US have partnered to create a
new college book series: Penguin Academics. Ranging from
anthologies of literature to history books, the series makes
Penguin’s unique backlist available in new forms to professors
and students of literature.

chief executive’s review continued
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scott chan * penguin

To entertain and enlighten them; to teach them
new skills and inform them about their
professions. We believe it’s a good goal, 
and we’ve now got the company that can
accomplish it. But the measure of whether
we’re accomplishing it is our financial performance. 

So now our strategy for achieving it is not just
getting the right pieces, as it has been for the last
five or six years. It is having annual improvement in
sales, profits and cash; and increasing our return
on invested capital. It is exerting what Thomas
Edison once said genius required: 1% inspiration

and 99% perspiration.

2002

Last year, to achieve the earnings rebound, we
relied on all those attributes of Pearson to get the
job done. 

We were helped in our profit improvement by cost
reductions, lower internet losses and lower interest
charges (because we paid off some debt when we
sold our television business). We were hurt by the
weaker dollar, and, of course, by the advertising
environment.

Since 1997 we have measured our success three
ways – sales, margins and cash. In 2002, we began 
to work even harder on cash and, with a special
emphasis on managing our working capital, 
we were able to increase our operating free cash 
flow by 29%.

Good competitive performances • We gained
significant shares in four of our biggest markets:

higher education, consumer publishing, asset
valuation and government services. We made
modest gains in most of our other markets, too.
The only market where we lost share slightly 
was in US schools, and that was because we
decided to sit out of bidding for some school 
book opportunities we thought would be
unprofitable for us. 

Aggressive cost management and asset 

allocation • We had to reduce spending across
Pearson, especially in our business newspapers
and in technology publishing, areas hit hard by the
recession in advertising and in technology. We also
began to see the early investment costs of new
businesses come down, particularly those reliant
on the internet. As we managed costs, we tried to
balance the risks and the rewards. We did not treat
people as sacrifices to be made for financial
markets that wanted the short-term to be better. 

Continued investment • At the same time we cut
costs, we invested. We put more than £250m into
new product development, which will sustain 
our top-line in the future. And we spent £30m
integrating our businesses and their shared
functions in ways that will add to our bottom 
line in the years to come. 
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chief executive’s review continued

2003

For this year, we’re confident that, except in the
most extreme political and economic conditions,
we can deliver further significant earnings growth,
even at current exchange rates, and also further
cash and an increasing return on capital. And we’re
confident we can go on to sustain annual progress
on all three measures, working hard, task by task, 
day by day. Where will we be exerting our 
99% perspiration?

More investing • We’ll allocate our resources first 
to our markets that are growing the fastest: higher
education, English language teaching, children’s
publishing, testing, governments as customers,
investors who need our data and pricing help in 
an unpredictable market. 

We’ll also invest to take advantage of our franchise
and market share where we see our competitors
are weakened by the environment. This is
especially true in our business newspapers. Of
course we’ll make these investments carefully, but
no franchise can continue – even one a century old
– without nourishment.

Growing our own • Now that we have all the right
parts in our company, we plan to rely more on our
ingenuity than on acquisitions for new products
and services. So we’ll be working to create some
for existing brands and to customise some.
Customisation is already booming in our education
business, where professors want their own unique
books. It also works for FT.com subscribers who
want their investments monitored, or their data fed
to them their way. Organic investment means we
will also have to be even more disciplined in our
allocation of assets – not shying away from taking
risks, but taking those with the most reliable and
enduring returns.

Streamlining operations • We started on this last
year. We’ve been pretty good at getting integration
benefits from our acquisitions – we’ve always done
better, faster than planned. Now we do that with
our existing companies as well, sharing processes 

and back offices and efficiencies of all kinds;
improving sales efforts and marketing ideas thanks
to the expertise of one part of the company
teaching another.

beyond 2003

Pearson was started by an entrepreneurial
contractor in Yorkshire in 1844. Over the last
century and a half its assets and its businesses
have been built up by descendants of that
adventurer and then by others they brought 
in as the enterprise grew. It has had its high
periods and its low periods. It has gone through
digging railroad tunnels and drilling for oil and
starting airlines and providing lighting for the
public monuments of Athens. It has made 
wine and fine china and amusements in wax. 
And for nearly a century it has been a devoted 
and courageous publisher.

But whatever it has done, its owners and managers
have always prided themselves in the thought that
the assets of the company were to be improved in
value and passed on to the shareholders of the
next day. And that is still our aim today. 

We know that, in order to do our part for the
enterprise, we have to make the decisions that 
will make the company more valuable as it passes
down the line than it was when we took it over.
That means we have to invest our capital in
ventures that will bring in more value than they
cost and that will endure. And that is what we aim
to do in 2003 and well beyond.

Marjorie Scardino

charlotte hoare * financial times
olivier fleurot * managing director, ft group
mark rubin * financial times
sasa savic * ft customer
jack brabin * financial times
chris cotnoir * financial times

In a year of tough commercial conditions, the FT set
out to treat its readers and customers better than
ever. In the UK and US, the FT conducted extensive
market research, held an internal customer
awareness seminar and put a customer service
ranking system in place to raise the quality of
customer service. As a result, overall satisfaction
with the FT is now consistently 9 out of 10.
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The Pearson goals

Our six measures provide clarity, internally and
externally, about the most tangible and relevant
measures of our financial performance. We use our
operating goals – sales growth, margins and cash
conversion – to set targets for our businesses and
as the basis of incentive plans across Pearson. 
We use our financial benchmarks – free cash flow,
EBITDA and adjusted earnings per share – to align
management with the interests of our shareholders.
These financial benchmarks, and increasingly our
share price itself, form the basis of our senior
management incentive plans.

While these performance measures have served us
well, with our portfolio transformation largely
complete we have taken the opportunity to refine
our approach. We think it’s important that we
continue to look at a range of measures that give 
a balanced view of our business, rather than an
excessive focus on any single one. We also believe
that our current operating goals meet our objective
of being simple, measurable, stretching and
consistent, and that our financial benchmarks do
align our actions with the interests of our owners. 

However, we are making some modest adjustments
to our goals as Pearson enters this new phase in
its evolution. A key objective will be to deliver
returns above our cost of capital. We are therefore
introducing return on invested capital as one of 
our financial benchmarks in place of EBITDA.
(EBITDA is largely covered by our targets on 
cash conversion and free cash flow. For the 
record, EBITDA was £615m in 2002, up from 
£588m in 2001.)

Our operating goals already largely focus on the 
levers we have to improve ROIC. We will continue
to measure our performance against the goals
which drive operating profit: sales growth (at
constant exchange rates) and operating margins.
We are also retaining our cash focus and continue
to aim to convert at least 80% of our operating
profits into cash in any one year. We are adding a
through-the-year measure of capital efficiency – 
an annual improvement in the average ratio of
working capital to sales. We introduced this
measure in 2002 at Penguin and Pearson
Education, where we currently tie up an average of
some £1bn in stock, debtors and creditors. The FT
Group is a net contributor of working capital. 

Naturally, we alter the weighting of these metrics
across our company depending on the nature of
the business involved and its operating
environment. It is also important to note that the
goals set out here do not reflect the full range of
measures, both financial and non-financial, that 
we use to drive performance in our operating
companies. 

Finally, although we have always striven to
communicate our financial performance openly and
clearly, the radical changes in our portfolio have
not made it easy to compare our performance year-
on-year. Many of these complexities – which were
explained in the notes to our accounts – will
naturally fall away as our portfolio becomes more
settled. However, we will seek to provide additional
reconciliation in our accounts wherever they aid a
better understanding of our business.

For the past five years, Pearson’s performance measures have been
central to the way we manage our business. With our portfolio
transformation now largely complete, we have refined our approach.

In 2002 we reduced the average working capital tied up in our
book publishing businesses by £53m – even as we increased
investment in new authors, titles and programmes – by being
more efficient with our inventory.

rona fairhead * chief financial officer, pearson
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underlying sales growth

Pearson’s underlying sales grew 6% in 2002. We
calculate underlying sales growth by excluding 
the effect of acquisitions or disposals on the one
hand and currency movements on the other. 
As our business portfolio is now more stable, 
the ‘underlying’ impact in 2002 is primarily
currency movements.

We believe that we now have a mix of companies
that can deliver long-term through-the-cycle
growth. However, in 2001, our book publishing
businesses were unable to protect us from the
downturn in our more cyclical newspaper
publishing operations. In 2002 we delivered a
return to growth even though sales in our
newspaper and technology businesses continued
to decline.

In 2003, with the outlook for our advertising-
related and technology publishing businesses still
difficult, we expect only modest sales growth.
Looking further ahead, we expect sales growth 
to pick up again.

trading margin

Trading margin represents our ability to turn our
sales into profit. Our aim is to ensure that all our
businesses generate ‘best-in-class’ margins,
relative to their industries.

In 2002, our trading margins improved to 11.4%
(from 10.5% in 2001). We benefited from lower
internet losses and actions taken in 2001 to reduce
our cost base. This more than offset the continued
business advertising and technology publishing
downturn and a change in the revenue mix at
Pearson Education (where we saw a very big
increase in the sales contribution from our lower-
margin professional operations). Throughout 2002
we continued to take cost actions, which we expect
to help improve margins in future years. These
included ongoing business restructuring costs
(which we expense as operating costs) and a £30m
investment in back office integration and systems
rationalisations.

Looking ahead to 2003, we expect to reduce
internet losses and the costs of our business
integration investment to fall to £20m. This
investment spend will disappear in 2004 and we
aim to generate some £20m of annual cost savings
from 2005 onwards. 

adjusted earnings per share

We report our adjusted earnings after normal
business restructuring costs, which we treat as
operating expenses, but before specific non-
recurring costs, primarily the integration costs
relating to significant acquisitions and before 
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the pearson goals continued

tammy man * pearson education, hong kong
andrea crozier * penguin, canada

julie gibbs * penguin, australia

We are the world’s biggest book publisher
and we are beginning to make that scale
count in our favour. We have combined our
book businesses in Australia and Canada
and we are moving to share back office
operations such as warehousing and
distribution in the UK and New Zealand.

jeffrey atkinson * penguin, new zealand
saul matthew ireland * penguin, new zealand
michael campbell * pearson education, canada



certain non-cash items – principally goodwill
amortisation. Non-recurring costs were integration
charges of £10m in 2002 (against £74m in 2001)
and a £37m charge for the cancellation of certain
swap contracts following the RTL disposal. The
total goodwill charge was £340m down from
£436m in 2001 with an average remaining life of
goodwill of 15 years.

Our adjusted earnings per share fell back in 2001,
driven by the sharp cyclical downturn in business
advertising. In 2002, despite the continued
advertising downturn and a weaker dollar
exchange rate, we delivered earnings growth 
of 42%.

In 2003, we expect to continue to grow earnings in
double-digits at constant exchange rates, as we
benefit from a further steep decline in internet
losses and some modest improvements from our
business integrations. 

Looking further out, we should benefit from our
leading positions in growth markets and our ability
to harness the benefits of sharing our assets and
our processes. Our aim will be to deliver strong
annual earnings improvement at constant
exchange rates.

cash conversion

Our newspaper businesses typically convert almost
all their operating profit into operating cash flow, 

but, if they are to grow, our book publishing
businesses need to absorb capital – in the form of
authors’ advances, pre-publication costs, inventory
and receivables. We do not as a result, seek to
convert 100% of our operating profit into cash,
although we set ourselves a minimum target of
80% cash conversion for any year. 

We achieved that target again last year with a
strong performance in both cash collection and
inventory management.

working capital • Of our £1bn of working capital in
2002, 53% represents our investment in future
growth – the advances that Penguin pays its
authors before they deliver their manuscripts; and
the new product development (or ‘pre-publication
costs’) at Dorling Kindersley and Pearson Education.

We’ll continue to make these investments, so long
as we can see adequate returns. The rest of our
working capital represents cash tied up in our
processes, and here we see potential to become
more efficient.

In our book publishing businesses we targeted and
delivered a 5% improvement – some £53m – in the
absolute level of average working capital, based on
constant sales.
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* Pearson Education and Penguin only

pilar trucios * recoletos
gaspar gonzalez palenzuela * recoletos
jose maria pajares * recoletos 11

Marca, Spain’s leading sports newspaper,
has raised its game in the face of tough
competition. A successful redesign and an
aggressive marketing campaign helped
Marca bounce back to growth.
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Improving our average working capital to sales in
2003 and 2004 will be extremely challenging as, at 
our education business in particular, we’ll be
ramping up new product investment ahead of very
strong expected sales in 2005. However, we will
seek to deliver continued efficiency gains and
yearly progress on this measure.

free cash flow

Free cash flow is the measure of the cash that is
available from our business operations, after the
payment of interest and tax, for distribution in the
form of dividends or for re-investment in our 
business. The proceeds of disposals and the cost 
of acquisitions, together with any substantial
integration costs associated with them, are 
excluded from the calculation.

Pearson’s total free cash flow has been depressed
in recent years by a high level of investment,
particularly in the internet operations, but also in
our print businesses. We believe that these
investments will generate future growth, but we
also need to ensure that dividends to shareholders
can be paid from the cash generated by our
businesses. In 2002, our focus on working capital
and capital expenditure helped us to deliver a 29%
improvement in free cash flow – even as we
continued to invest in our businesses. 

Looking ahead, we expect to deliver steady
progress in cash generation, although we    

recognise that free cash flow in any one year may
be affected by individual investment programmes.
In the short term, we expect cash flow generation
to be strongly positive.

return on invested capital

Over the last few years, the transformation of
Pearson has significantly increased the capital
invested in the business (in the form of goodwill
associated with the acquisitions necessary to build
our market-leading businesses) and required
substantial cash investment to integrate those
acquisitions and to deliver an increasing
proportion of our publishing and services online.
With that transformation now largely complete, we
are in a strong position to improve, each year, our
return on invested capital.

We define ROIC as operating profit less cash tax as 
a percentage of our net operating assets plus total
goodwill (that is, before goodwill amortisation). 
In 2002, our ROIC was 6%, up from 4.6% in 2001. 
Our cost of capital is a little lower than 8%. Our
goal is to generate returns on invested capital
above the cost of our capital as soon as possible. 

Going forward, we have two main levers to improve
returns: increasing operating profit and reducing 
the level of operating assets. How quickly we can
generate returns above our cost of capital will be
dependent on a number of factors such as the
business advertising environment.

operating free cash flow
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  £305m  $491m

£236m  $380m

£159m  $256m

£298m  $480m

£266m  $428m

the pearson goals continued

for further information, please see five
year summary on page 103.

For the first time, children in the US, UK, Australia
and Canada will learn to read from the same series of
books thanks to an ambitious collaboration between
Pearson Education and Dorling Kindersley. The Four
Corners reading programme consists of 140 books
which combine Pearson Education’s mastery of
content with DK’s design magic.

elise see tai * siân williams * catherine goldsmith * rachael foster * dk designs lynn trepicchio * betsy niles * suzanne keezer * celia argiriou * pearson education

return on invested capital 2002 2001

return (operating profit 
less cash tax) £419m $675m £394m $634m

total invested capital £6,976m $11,231m £8,584m $13,820m

return on invested capital 6.0% 4.6%
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We’re a publishing company: whether data or
images on paper or screens; whether in real time
or from another century. Our customers trust us

to make the right calls on which authors to sign up,
which news stories to put up front, or how best to
illustrate a science experiment. That takes
good judgement in thousands of decisions
about what’s true, what’s important,
what’s entertaining and what’s inspiring.

We mix services with our publishing to make

the content more valuable and introduce us to

new markets. We combine textbooks with 
tests, so a teacher can diagnose how a child is

learning, and prescribe an individual programme to
help him along. We blend today’s company news and

analysis with historic data, so an
investor has the information he needs
to manage his money.

We’re one company. Our special
mix of assets is generating some
wonderful opportunities – both

to save costs and to grow revenues. We’re realising
the scale advantages of being the world’s biggest
book publisher, and we’re creating new products
that are more useful and more appealing because
our businesses are working together.

Our most important advantage is our

people. Everything we create – ideas,
stories, newspapers, images, books,

websites – is only as good as their minds and
imaginations. They’re responsible for helping
children learn and for testing them to check that
they have; for helping business people to make the
right choices; for telling stories that help people
understand the world or bring a smile to their face.
So our company extends beyond newsrooms,
design studios and warehouses and
into classrooms, colleges, businesses,
trading floors and homes.

In a world where the prosperity of individuals and countries increasingly depends on their knowledge and

skills, our products matter more than ever.

From business to education to books, our products last a lifetime.



Pearson is one of the world’s great publishers. We publish more books
than any other company and our news and analysis reach millions of
people every day, in print and online. Over many years our publishing
brands – Penguin, the Financial Times, Scott Foresman, Dorling
Kindersley, Prentice Hall, Longman and many others – have earned the
trust of readers because of their commitment to accuracy, integrity, and
independence of thought. Our journalists, authors and editors are
constantly seeking out the next scoop, blockbuster author, compelling
story, innovative format or distinctive design.

Penguin’s best Christmas: In a year when

the global consumer publishing industry

was flat, Penguin grew its underlying revenues

by 5%. Much of that performance was down to

our strongest publishing schedule yet. Penguin

topped the Christmas bestseller lists on both

sides of the Atlantic, thanks to authors like

Jamie Oliver, Roy Keane, Zadie Smith,

William Trevor, Tom Clancy, Patricia

Cornwell, Nora Roberts and Jan Karon.

A publishing revolution: For many

years, Dorling Kindersley’s unique

style of illustrated reference books has

brought learning to life. Acquired by Pearson

in 2000, DK has been working hard to turn

around its commercial performance and

unlock its creative magic. Those efforts paid

off in 2002, as DK returned to profit and to

its publishing best with a new generation of

beautiful books including Bill Wyman’s

Rolling with the Stones and Judith Miller’s

Antiques Guide. DK’s progress is set to

continue in 2003 as it strengthens its

partnerships with world-renowned

institutions including The Smithsonian and

The Royal Horticultural Society and prepares

to publish new titles from leading experts

such as Peter Ackroyd in history, Monty Don

in gardening and Tom Peters in business.

Rethinking the Classics: For more

than 50 years, the Penguin Classics

have provided the most authoritative and

informative editions of classic literature for

students and general readers. Launched in

1946 with a paperback translation of

Homer’s The Odyssey, the Classics were

described as ‘the greatest educative force of

the Twentieth Century’. This year we’re

relaunching the entire list of 1,000 Classics,

with new introductions and prefaces, up-to-

date suggestions for further reading and a

fresh new design.



English lessons: There 

are more than a billion

people worldwide learning

English as a second

language. Through the

world-famous Longman

imprint, we teach more than 

40 million of them every year.

The web of life: In colleges and schools

across the US, we are moving our teaching

materials from pure textbooks to a blend of

printed and online content. Working with leading

biology expert, Neil Campbell, Pearson Education

applied content and technology from its college

business to develop a slimmed-down core

school textbook. We moved much of the detailed

content online, enhancing lessons with tests,

simulations, experiments and rich data.

Playing to win: When Marca, Spain’s

leading sports newspaper, was faced

with a tough competitor who began to reduce

its cover price sharply, it was faced with a

dilemma: fight a price war, as many newspapers

have in Europe, or compete on the quality of the

product. It opted for publishing quality – supporting the

editorial team, investing in the brand and expanding into

new media formats. As a result Marca gained share

during the year, despite the price competition, with its

circulation bouncing back to growth.

Head of the class: It’s statistically impossible 

to graduate from college in the US without

studying one of our textbooks. Our college authors

define the way future generations view the world, and

many are the world’s leading authorities on their

subjects. They include Philip Kotler in marketing, 

Neil Campbell in biology, James Watson in

microbiology, Robin Bade and Michael Parkin in

economics, X J Kennedy in literature and Donald Knuth

in computer programming.

Making history: Though Penguin is famous for the classics of 

literature and for contemporary fiction, it is also home to some of

the most critically acclaimed – and commercially successful – non-fiction.

Three history titles stood out in 2002. Antony Beevor’s Berlin, 

with its story of the human misery of the defining battle of the Second 

World War, topped the bestseller charts and won rich critical acclaim. 

Claire Tomalin’s funny and irreverent biography Samuel Pepys, The 

Unequalled Self, which revealed the personal side of Pepys, won the 

prestigious Whitbread Book of the Year prize. In the US, Penguin 

editors approached Dennis Smith, a retired NY fireman and writer, to 

tell the story of his colleagues who ran into the World Trade Center on 

September 11, when others were running out. His book, Report from 

Ground Zero, stayed on the bestsellers list for many weeks. These 

books will inform and inspire for a long time to come.

Barons of Bankruptcy: Corporate greed was

among the biggest business stories of 2002, 

and executives being led away in handcuffs provided the

defining images. The FT looked behind the headlines and

analysed how much money company directors made as

their companies went bankrupt. After a six-week

investigation, the FT revealed that executives who

presided over the 25 largest bankruptcies in the US

amassed personal fortunes totalling $3.3bn. The story

touched a popular nerve in the US and helped set the

agenda for the debate on corporate governance 

that followed.

Award-winning journalism: The

Financial Times stole the show at

the World Leadership Forum’s Business

Journalist of the Year Awards:
• Decade of Excellence Award: Martin Wolf.
• Business Journalist of the Year Award:

Richard Tomkins.
• Management and Business Education

Award: John-Paul Flintoff.
• Service Industry Award: Juliette Jowitt.



A fair deal for investors: The FT’s asset pricing

business, IDC, is set to benefit from one of its

most exciting new products. IDC discovered that a

structural inefficiency within US mutual funds was

costing the funds $4bn a year. Their investments in

overseas markets like Japan were valued at the end-of-

day prices – even though there were circumstances in

which, if stock markets elsewhere in the world rose

sharply while Japan was sleeping, it was a statistical

certainty that Japan would re-open higher too.

Arbitrageurs were taking advantage of these ‘stale’

prices and making significant profits.

So IDC created a service called Fair Value Pricing – 

to come up with more accurate values for overseas

securities. The product is being trialled with 50 of the

world’s largest financial institutions and we’re helping

the industry solve a problem that they weren’t even

aware of. We’re now developing a range of follow-on

products and ideas that our methodology can 

be applied to.

Making its mark: Millions of students depend on

Pearson as they sit their school tests and exams. In

2002, our educational testing business renewed two of

its largest statewide contracts – California and Ohio – and

won six new state contracts and the Department of

Education’s nationwide test of student progress. This

business is poised to benefit further as the US

Government has passed a law requiring all 50 states to

test every 8-13 year-old in reading and maths every year. 

Great publishing isn’t just about great ideas and stories. It’s also about
making them available in the way customers want them and making the
content special and useful. Much of our future depends upon being able to
customise the things we make. Our books, newspapers and websites all
have mass audiences, but our customers often want something unique, too.

Our customer may be a teacher who wants to give one student special
practice to get his reading skills up to speed with the rest of the class. 
He may be a college professor who wants to build an economics course out
of his own notes, lectures, assignments and tests, and deliver them online
to his students. She may be an investor who wants to track the news and
share price performance of her own unique portfolio of stocks. 

Adding up: Pearson’s Higher Education publishing

business took the emergence of the internet as an

opportunity to extend its leadership and attack one of its

big competitors – the market for second-hand textbooks.

My Math Lab, an online learning environment dedicated to

improving student performance in mathematics, is a good

example. It provides homework in multi-media

instructions for 66 of our Higher Education maths titles

and we’re adding more. Students are able to log on using

access codes, which they only receive when they buy a

new textbook. Professors use the site to tailor material to

their particular teaching needs. This leading-edge

technology helped the Higher Education publishing

business to grow well ahead of its market. We’re launching

similar products in economics, psychology, anatomy and

physiology in 2003. 



The fourth edition: FT.com, the online

expression of the Financial Times, is the

world’s most popular audited business

website. Since its launch in 2000, we’ve been

steadily growing its audience – now a record

3.5 million users every month – and

earning revenues through the sale of

advertising and content. In 2002

FT.com took another big step forward

as it launched a new range of services

and began to convert those users into

paying customers.

We re-designed the site and added

new content, making the most of the

FT’s unique comment and analysis. Paid-for

services such as Lex Live and the Brussels

Briefing are among the most popular areas of

the site. By the end of 2002 we had 45,000

paying subscribers, helping FT.com to break

even. It’s now well established as the leader in

online business journalism and is set fair to

pay its way as the newspaper’s fourth edition.

Testing the professionals: This year,

200 Pearson professional testing

centres opened for business across the US.

Each year 150,000 aspiring nurses will take

their professional examinations in our centres,

which provide an accessible and secure

environment for online testing. Now the

centres are open, we’re aiming to make them

the testing home for many other professions.

Made-to-order: In colleges up and

down America, we’re helping professors

to create their own unique textbooks. We

custom-build books and online programmes

for a professor’s individual course – taking in

his own course plan and lecture notes,

chapters from our books, newspaper articles,

and tests and assignments he wants his

students to take along the way.

So now we can make a curriculum that teaches

his course the way he wants it. This business

has trebled in size over the past three years,

and is a model of personalised publishing that

many other parts of Pearson can follow.

Working for the government: NCS

Pearson’s Government Solutions

business was Pearson’s fastest-growing

division in 2002, winning more than $500m of

new US Government contracts. The US federal

Government is keen to outsource non-core

operations to private companies, and NCS is

using its expertise in testing, training, HR

support and data management to take

advantage of the opportunity.

In March NCS Pearson was hired by the

Transportation Security Administration to help

it recruit and train 64,000 security personnel

for US airports, in the biggest recruitment

drive in US peacetime history. 

We’re also providing an online college

education for US Navy personnel onboard

ships and submarines; processing student

grant applications for the Department of

Education; helping the US Army, Navy and Air

Force to administer their HR systems; and

operating a national customer service centre

for the US Department of Justice.



Sharing assets: As the world’s largest

publisher, we own millions of digital

assets. We’ve pooled these resources to create the

Pearson Asset Library. Not only is this saving costs on

image licensing fees but it is also streamlining our

production processes across the company. In 

2002 we combined our two biggest libraries – 

2.7 million images from our commercial DK image

library and more than 800,000 from Pearson

Education. The Financial Times photo library,

a vast collection of news photographs and

images, will be added in 2003. 

Painting campuses pink:

Our college publisher

Prentice Hall has sales teams on the

campus of every business school and

every college across America. With the

FT, we’re now offering business, finance

and economics professors a weekly

online service from the FT’s top writers.

They report and analyse the major

business and economics stories, and

highlight the big issues to look out for in

the week ahead. Professors use this

commentary to prepare topical lessons

and assignments. The partnership is

helping our college business sell more

books, and introducing the FT to its next

generation of readers.

Four corners: For the first time,

children in the world’s largest English-

language markets – Australia, Canada, the US and

UK – will learn to read from the same series of

books in a new collaborative production between

Pearson Education and Dorling Kindersley. An

international team of researchers, designers and

editors from across the two companies have been

working since 2001 to create 2,400 pages and 

140 books to be launched at the end of 2003.

Each book has been compiled to match curriculum

standards in each of the four countries and written

locally to reflect cultural differences. They will

look dramatically different from any other

reading book with beautiful DK designs that

bring the pages to life. This collaboration is 

one of a number of cross-Pearson projects

spearheaded by a new division, DK Designs,

created specifically to spread DK’s design magic

across the company. 

Over the past few years we’ve spent a lot of time and effort
transforming Pearson from a disparate group into a more
coherent company. We are a large family of businesses that are a lot
alike and all share the same aim – to help our customers get on in, and
make the most of, their lives. Pearson is the world’s leading publisher and
we want to make the most of it. Where it makes sense to share assets –
such as intellectual property, content, design, brands and back offices –
we are doing it more and more. Collaboration across Pearson isn’t just
about reducing costs, it’s also helping us to create new products with
some fantastic results.



The power of one: Together, Pearson

Education and Penguin are the world’s

largest book publisher. We are starting to make that scale

count in our favour. 

Last year, we combined these book publishing businesses

into single companies in Australia and Canada. They

already shared many customers in the form of the major

bookstores, and they now share warehouses, distribution

centres, technology, salesforces and back office

functions, too. In the UK, we are combining Penguin’s and

Pearson Education’s warehousing and distribution into a

new centre. 

These are big investments – we plan to spend a

total of £50m in 2002 and 2003 combined – but

we expect to save £20m a year from 2005

and provide a better service to 

our customers.

A Texas-sized opportunity: In 2003

the state of Texas plans to buy new

social studies textbooks for all its school

children. Pearson Education expects to take a

decent share of that opportunity as it launches a

new social studies programme. 

The new programme consists of 27 books, some

in English, some in Spanish and some for

advanced study, all aligned to the state’s specific

standards. The elementary texts feature specially

designed spreads from Dorling Kindersley that

radically transform the traditional look and feel

of a social studies textbook. And scanners from

our education testing business will enable

teachers, for the first time, to test their students

on-the-spot to see if they’ve learned the lessons

the state requires them to.

The books business: The FT is trusted the world

over for its authoritative business news and

analysis. Now it’s our brand for business books, too.

The FT and Prentice Hall, one of our imprints for college

students and business people, have joined forces to publish

the best titles in management, finance and business. 

Recent titles include the history of telecommunications giant

Nokia; a biography of Bernard Arnault, head of the LVMH

luxury goods empire; and the Financial Times guides to

marketing, investment and strategy.



Everything we create – ideas, stories,

newspapers, images, books, websites –

depends on the minds and imagination 

of our people. We’re home to some of the

best in the business, and we’ve set

ourselves the goal of being the best place

to work in the world. Of course we’re

nowhere near there yet, but that’s where

we’re aiming.

Employee survey: This year we completed

our first company-wide employee survey,

and compared our results with 6,000 other

companies. Pearson scored reasonably well

as a place to work. We enjoy our work, we’re

happy with our working conditions, we think

we have good benefits, we like to think we

help each other. More than 60% of us think

that being part of Pearson is important, and

more than 80% think we’re doing a good job

of communicating what Pearson is about.

But there are also real concerns over job

security, stress and lack of opportunity for

promotion. These are concerns that you

expect at this stage in the economic cycle

and we take them seriously. We’re making a

big effort to improve the feedback and

career planning we provide to everyone at

Pearson, and to improve the information we

give people about their benefits. We’ll 

repeat the survey this year, too, so we can

see how we’re doing. 

Code of conduct: One of our basic principles

is to be a decent company, that does the

right thing by its people, its customers, its

shareholders and everyone we do business

with. This year we published a code of

business conduct, setting out what that

means to us – and really putting down on

paper the standards of what we already

believe and do. 

Pearson careers: Across Pearson, we run a

series of programmes to develop our people

at all stages of their careers. Each of our

businesses runs training programmes for

graduates, exposing them to various roles

across different functions and countries.

Every year, we hold forums for managers

from around the world to focus on company

strategy and generating new ideas. And 

in 2002 we introduced a Pearson-wide

placement programme to give people the

chance to work for a short period with

colleagues in other businesses or 

another country.

Diversity: We aim to be a diverse and

inclusive company. We’ve appointed people

in each of our businesses to spearhead our

diversity programme and this is going to be

a priority for us over the next few years.

We provide education in the broadest sense

of the word. Our products help children to

succeed at school or adults to succeed at

work; they help politicians consider

different points of view or business people

to divine markets; they inspire people to

take a fresh look at the world. In 2002, we

invested some £250m on new products

and services.

Learning to read at your own speed:

A great deal of scientific research suggests

that very young children who aren’t read 

to at home enter school at a

significant disadvantage.

After nearly a decade of

intensive study by top educators and

researchers, the Waterford Early Reading

Program was developed by the Waterford

Institute, a non-profit organisation

whose mission is to deliver

superior education through technology.

The programme, sold across the US by

Pearson Education, has a unique computer-

based instruction that adapts to an

individual user’s learning pace, regardless of

primary language or pre-literacy exposure. It

gives each child 15 minutes of individual

attention and assistance each day, with a

rich multi-media mix of books, poems, songs

and other literacy activities.

The programme has been formally assessed,

comparing the achievements of students

who used the programme with those who

did not. The research shows the programme

to be very effective in preparing young

children to read, with particular strength in

bringing the lowest performers in a class to

a great place to work

We publish educational programmes that help teachers teach and
students learn; news and analysis that help business people, politicians
and investors make decisions; and fiction and non-fiction books that
entertain and inform.

In all that publishing, we are unusually dependent on our people: the
reporters, authors, designers, editors, educators and sales people who
create our products and make them successful. Our work is underpinned
by some basic principles. They are about being a company that is brave,
imaginative and decent; about being committed to education in the
broadest sense of the word; and about having a fundamental commitment
to editorial integrity and freedom of speech.

our products

david bell * director for people, pearson

...a company that is entirely reliant on our people and counts on the



reading competency and helping non-English

speaking children to assimilate English

language skills more quickly.

We’ve recently launched the Waterford Early

Maths and Science programmes, using the

same innovative self-paced software to

provide students with a solid foundation in

basic maths skills, science content and

creative problem-solving.

Leaving no child behind: Teachers and

schools getting ready for America’s most

sweeping education reforms for 25 years

now have a helping hand. Concert, a new

online application, will allow teachers to

tailor learning for each student and help

schools to monitor and report their

students’ performance. These are new

requirements for schools as part of

President Bush’s ‘No Child Left Behind’

education act. 

Putting reading first: The US federal

Government has created a $1bn annual

budget to boost literacy levels for young

children. The money can only be spent on

programmes that are scientifically proven to

boost language and literacy skills. 

Pearson Education has partnered with

eminent researchers to bring their work

in scientifically-based reading instruction

to benefit young children across America.

Teaming up with the National Center for

Learning Disabilities, Pearson Early Learning

published their research-based screening

tool, Get Ready to Read!, which helps

parents and teachers know if a child is ready

to learn how to read. To engage parent,

child, and teacher in the active development

of reading skills, we published their

scientifically-based programme Read

Together, Talk Together. It is founded on the

principle that children gain dramatic growth

in reading and language skills when there is

an integrated dialogue between the adult

and the child who is learning to read. The

programme includes new picture books

designed by Dorling Kindersley, classic

children’s books from Penguin, and support

materials for teachers and parents designed 

to stimulate conversations with children 

about books. 

Our editorial

judgements – what

authors we publish, the

stories we feature, the comment we

make – can have a big impact on both broad

social issues and specific community

organisations. That’s why we employ the

best authors, editors and journalists, and

vigorously protect their editorial integrity

and freedom.

Editorial integrity: Freedom of speech and

editorial independence are fundamental

principles of our publishing. Penguin has

long championed these causes. Over the

years, it has been the publisher (and

defender in the courts) of controversial titles

and the Financial Times has an

equally strong reputation for

incisive and objective news and

analysis. 

Corporate ethics and responsibility: While

our newspapers have helped to shape the

debate on corporate ethics and

responsibility, our book publishers are

creating the leading practical guides for

business schools and companies. 

Our higher education imprint Prentice Hall

leads the publishing market in business

ethics – a market which is growing rapidly as

more college and MBA students choose

business ethics courses as one of their

electives towards a degree in business.

Everybody’s Business: For the past ten

years, the FT has been lending its publishing

skills to campaigning organisations such as

Business in the Community and The

Prince of Wales Business Leaders

Forum, bringing their publications to

a much wider audience of business

leaders and publishing indices of

corporate responsibility and

environmental management. Last year the

FT teamed up with Dorling Kindersley to

publish Everybody’s Business, a handbook

for companies who are trying to meet

changing expectations from customers,

employees, communities and investors.

A life like mine: In 2002 Dorling Kindersley

and the United Nations Childrens Fund

(UNICEF) extended a long-term publishing

partnership that gives a unique

insight into the lives children lead

around the world. Nearly 11 million

children under five die each year,

mostly from preventable diseases,

and more than 100 million children

aged 5-14 are in full-time or dangerous

work. The UN’s Convention on the Rights

of the Child sets out what every child

needs, from the basics of food, water and

shelter, through education and health care

and protection from wars, abuse and

exploitation. To celebrate the anniversary of

the UN Convention, DK and UNICEF

published A life like mine, exploring the

Rights of the Child through the eyes of

twenty children from all corners of the world. 

publishing power

fact that culture and conduct have a great deal to do with success...



We’ve focused our business on

helping people of all ages get

on in their lives and we’ve

focused our community support around

organisations that help them do that too.

In 2002, we invested some £2.8m in

community programmes. That investment

is centred on two things. We want to

support our employees who are active in

their communities, providing them with

time, money and products that encourage

and extend their commitment. And we

want to forge long-term partnerships with

a small number of not-for-profit

organisations that make a

sustainable difference to

education, teachers and literacy.

A jump-start for pre-schoolers: In 2001 we

made a $2.5m, three-year commitment to

Jumpstart, a US non-profit organisation.

Jumpstart recruits and trains college

students to work one-to-one with

disadvantaged pre-school children. The

process can measurably improve the

children's performance, and often inspires

the college students to take up careers as

pre-school teachers. This year, the Pearson

Teacher Fellowship is sponsoring 

28 Jumpstart alumni to become full-time

early education teachers. Pearson Teacher

Fellows receive stipends, on-going training,

plus individual mentoring from our

employees to support them in the first two

years of their teaching careers. Our US

businesses are using their expertise

and resources creatively to further

assist the Jumpstart programme

with books, technology and

staff time. We plan to launch

a flagship UK community

programme during 2003.

Employee volunteering: We encourage

employees to offer their services as

volunteers – to read to children in local

primary schools, paint classrooms or tidy 

up playgrounds. 

We run a matching scheme for employee

fundraising so that they can double the

money they raise for their chosen

organisations. Our payroll-giving schemes

make it easier for employees to make tax-

free donations to their favourite causes.

Spreading the word: We partner with 

various organisations which promote literacy

and increase access to books. Our children’s

publisher Puffin works with Bookstart in the

UK, which provides every baby in the country

with a pack of free books and learning

materials for parents. In the US, Penguin has

partnered with Literacy Partners, which

focuses on adult and family literacy

programmes. 

We also work closely with Book Aid

International, which helps schools and

libraries in the developing world to make

books and educational materials available

where they are most needed.

Environment: Every day, our people travel to

work and for business, use electricity to

keep warm or cool and to power their

computers and consume water. Our books

and newspapers use paper and ink and are

packaged around the world. While most of

our products are based on intellectual

property, we recognise that our day to day

operations have an effect on the world

around us and that we have a responsibility

to manage and measure this impact.

Efficiency is not just about capital. It is

also about making sure that we and our

supplier partners do not use up more natural

resources than we really need to.

Pearson has had an environmental policy

since 1992. We reviewed this policy in 2000

and put a benchmarking procedure in place

in 2001 to measure our progress. We have

now surveyed all of our wholly owned

businesses. We have set targets and report

on our performance on our website. There 

is more to do, but we are committed to

continue this work. 

Labour standards and human rights:

A commitment to labour standards and 

human rights is one of the basic building

blocks on what being a good corporate 

citizen means to us. 

We realise that these are not always easy

issues. One practical way to make real our

concern for labour standards and human

rights was by becoming a founder signatory

to the United Nations Global Compact. The

Compact sets out nine principles in the 

areas of human rights, labour standards 

and the environment. Its purpose is to

provide a framework for companies to

consider and manage their impact on global

society and the environment – ideal for an

international company with customers all

over the world.

In our 2000 Annual Report and Accounts, we

codified the UN principles into a series of

guidelines that formed the key commitments

against which we would judge ourselves. 

Each year, we report in our Annual Report

and Accounts and on our website on the

progress made against our guidelines.

In 2001 we began a process to ensure that

we live up to these commitments by

surveying our workforce. We completed this

process in 2002 and the survey now covers

82 business operations in 41 countries. We

are confident that for all the businesses that

we own we meet or exceed the standards we

have set ourselves on equal employment

opportunities and conditions. In 2003 we

plan to extend our survey to include our

major sub-contractors.

community programmes

our policies

bill barke * chairman and ceo addison wesley higher education group, jumpstart board member

...in everything we do, we aspire to be brave, imaginative and decent.



Operating review

In 2002, sales increased by 6% to £4,320m and operating profit from
continuing operations improved by £67m to £493m, an increase of 18%.
Adjusted earnings per share grew to 30.3p, a headline increase of 42%.
Operating free cash flow improved by £69m to £305m. Average use of
working capital improved by £53m in our book publishing businesses,
even as we increased investment in new authors, titles and programmes.

On a statutory basis, Pearson reported a loss before tax for the year 
of £25m (a £436m loss in 2001) and generated a loss per share of 13.9p 
(a loss per share of 53.2p in 2001). The loss includes a (non-cash)
goodwill charge of £340m. Net borrowings fell by £971m to end the 
year at £1,408m. The board is recommending a 5% increase in the
dividend to 23.4p per share.
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sales  total £4,320m $6,955m sector analysis

geographical analysis

6%  asia pacific  £249m $401m

10%  continental europe  £419m $675m

9%  united kingdom  £411m $661m

2%  rest of world  £102m $164m

73%  north america  £3,139m $5,054m

19%  the penguin group  £838m $1,349m

18%  higher education  £775m $1,248m

19%  professional education  £830m $1,336m

17%  the ft group  £726m $1,169m

27%  school education  £1,151m $1,853m

sector analysis

* continuing operations before
   goodwill and exceptional items.

* continuing operations before
   goodwill and exceptional items.

operating profit*  total £493m $794m

geographical analysis

6%  asia pacific  £31m $50m

7%  continental europe  £40m $64m

rest of world  £(1)m $(2)m

united kingdom  £(72)m $(116)m

87%  north america  £495m $797m

18%  the penguin group  £87m $140m

29%  higher education  £142m $229m

14%  professional education  £69m $111m

16%  the ft group  £80m $129m

23%  school education  £115m $185m
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In 2002, Pearson launched its first ever corporate advertising
campaign. While our publishing imprints are known the
world over, research suggests that there is little awareness
that names like Scott Foresman, Prentice Hall, Penguin and
The Financial Times are all part of the Pearson family. The
campaign – which only runs in our own publications – aims to
show how all of our businesses help people ‘live and learn’.

john fallon * ceo, pearson education, europe, middle east and africa
pamela musick * pearson education



The Financial Times Group

The Financial Times Group is a network of some of the world’s finest
newspapers and a fast-growing web of online services. Built around the
Financial Times newspaper – a unique voice on the key financial,
economic and business issues of the day – we are the most international
source of business news and analysis in the world.

The FT Group saw revenues fall £75m (8%) as the
global economic downturn continued to hit advertising
revenues and, to a much lesser extent, newsstand
sales. Despite the revenue decline, operating profits
increased 8% to £80m due to double digit profit
growth at IDC and Recoletos (the FT Group’s two
businesses least affected by the downturn),
successful cost reduction programmes across the
Group, and sharply lower internet losses of £34m
(down from £60m in 2001).

The Financial Times newspaper and its internet
partner, FT.com, are now fully integrated. A 14%
reduction in their combined cost base mitigated – 
but could not offset – a sharp reduction in advertising
revenues at the newspaper. A further advertising
deterioration in the second half, together with some
one-off costs, meant that, although the newspaper
remained in profit for the full year, it operated at a
loss in the second half. Industry conditions remained
tough for the FT’s major advertising categories,

operating review continued
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• The Financial Times is the most international
business newspaper in the world. It is printed in 20
cities across the globe with a daily circulation of
over 470,000 and a readership of more than 1.6m
people in 140 countries.
• FT.com, the newspaper’s internet partner,
combines agenda-setting editorial and financial data
with a broad range of business tools, including the
most extensive business news search function on
the internet. FT.com attracts 3.5m unique monthly
visitors and has a growing subscriber base of 45,000.
• Our pan-European network includes the leading
business newspapers and websites in France (Les
Echos and lesechos.fr) and Spain (Expansión and
expansiondirecto.es). In 2000 we launched a new
German language newspaper, FT Deutschland, a
joint venture with Gruner + Jahr, which has built 
a circulation of 90,000 in just three years.
• Our Interactive Data Corporation (NYSE: IDC) is 
a leading provider of financial data to institutional
and retail investors. IDC collects, maintains and
models data on more than 3.5m securities for its
customers which include 49 of the world’s top 
50 financial institutions.
• FT Business produces specialist information on
the retail, personal and institutional finance
industries including Investors Chronicle and the
UK’s premier finance magazine, The Banker.
• The FT Group has a 50% stake in the Economist
Group, which publishes the world’s leading weekly
business and current affairs journal.
• The FT also has a stake in a number of joint
ventures, including FTSE International, a joint
venture with the London Stock Exchange;
Vedomosti, Russia’s leading business newspaper 
and a partnership venture with Dow Jones and
Independent Media; and a 50% stake in BDFM,
publishers of South Africa’s leading financial
newspapers and websites.

In 2002 FT.com launched a new range of services and
began to convert loyal users into paying customers. 
The entire site was redesigned, offering an improved user
experience and new value-added services. Subscribers
enjoy complete access to specialist FT comment and
analysis including Lex Live and in-depth data on over
18,000 listed companies worldwide. This helped FT.com
reach its target of break-even in the fourth quarter of 2002.
And it added a new revenue stream (alongside advertising
& content sales) with 45,000 subscribers signing up by the
end of the year.

michael osborn * financial times
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£726m $1,169m

£801m $1,290m

  £844m $1,359m

£80m $129m

£72m $116m

  £98m $158m

operating profit
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including financial services, technology and business-
to-business. Advertising volumes fell by 24% (on top
of a 29% fall in 2001) and advertising revenues by
23% (after a 20% decline in 2001). The newspaper
ended the year with average daily circulation of
473,587, a decline of 6% on the previous year
primarily due to lower sales in the UK.

FT.com broke even in the fourth quarter of 2002.
Revenues were up 9% to £25m. Despite the
introduction of paid-for elements of the site, FT.com’s
popularity continued to grow, up 30% to a record 
3.5m unique monthly users in January 2003. 

Les Echos made a profit of £7m (down 34% on 2001)
as advertising revenues fell sharply. Average daily
circulation was 121,000, a 6% decline, but well ahead
of its market. FT Business delivered double digit
margins as its major titles – Investors Chronicle, The

Banker and Financial Adviser – all strengthened their
market positions.

Losses from the FT’s associates and joint ventures

were less than half the level of the previous year due
to continued progress at FT Deutschland, our joint
venture with Gruner + Jahr. Despite the tough German
advertising market, FT Deutschland grew its
advertising revenues slightly and increased its
circulation by 14% to 89,000 at the end of the year.
The Economist Group also contributed to the
improvement, offsetting falling advertising revenues
with tight cost controls. The Economist’s worldwide
weekly circulation grew by 6% to 881,259. 

Recoletos (Bolsa Madrid: REC), our Spanish media
group, increased profits by 21%, benefiting from
actions taken in 2001 to reduce costs. After a
successful re-launch Marca, Spain’s leading sports
newspaper, grew its circulation by 2% to 382,000 and
increased advertising revenues and profits. Circulation

at business newspaper Expansion was 9% lower and
advertising revenues 25% lower.

Interactive Data Corporation (NYSE: IDC), our 60%-
owned asset pricing business, increased revenues by
7% as contract renewal rates in its institutional
business – which accounts for 90% of revenues –
continued to run at 95%. IDC also benefited from the
launch of several new products and the integration of
Merrill Lynch’s Securities Pricing business, the latest
in a series of successful bolt-on acquisitions. In
January 2003, IDC announced the acquisition of S&P
Comstock, which adds real-time pricing to IDC’s
existing end-of-day services.
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underlying
operating profit 2002 2001 % change

ft newspaper £1m $2m £31m $50m (92)

other ft publishing* £13m $21m £21m $34m (39)

associates and
joint ventures £(3)m $(5)m £(10)m $(16)m 65

internet 
enterprises** £(34)m $(55)m £(60)m $(97)m 46

recoletos £29m $47m £23m $37m 21

idc £74m $119m £67m $108m 12

total £80m $129m £72m $116m 8

* Les Echos and FT Business

** The FT Group’s internet enterprises include online businesses related 

to the FT, Les Echos, Recoletos, FT Deutschland, The Economist, IDC and

CBSMarketWatch.

underlying
sales 2002 2001 % change

ft newspaper £202m $326m £250m $403m (19)

other ft publishing* £102m $164m £138m $222m (14)

internet 
enterprises** £48m $77m £51m $82m (5)

recoletos £148m $238m £150m $242m (4)

idc £226m $364m £212m $341m 7

total £726m $1,169m £801m $1,290m (8)

jon mcmanus * financial times 
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The Penguin Group increased sales by 5% and
operating profits by 11%, in spite of Penguin’s £10m
share of our £30m investment in new back office
systems and processes.

In the US, Penguin published 24 titles that became
New York Times number one bestsellers, more than
any other publisher and a 25% increase on 2001. In
the UK, Penguin posted its best performance on the
bestseller lists for a decade as 45 titles reached the
Neilsen Bookscan top 15, a 10% increase on 2001.
This strong performance enabled Penguin to gain
share in both the US and the UK.

Dorling Kindersley increased sales by 8% and profits
by £15m as it benefited from its integration within
Penguin, the revitalisation of DK’s creative style and
our investment in a stronger frontlist of key titles. 

Pearson is now, by some distance, the world’s largest
book publisher and Pearson Education and Penguin
are working on a number of initiatives to maximise the
scale advantages that this brings. 

The Penguin Group

Penguin is one of the world’s great names in consumer publishing. 
From literary prize winners to commercial blockbusters; from a child’s 
first picture book to the classics of literature; from fantastic fiction to
beautiful reference works, Penguin publishes an unrivalled range of 
books in 100 countries. Penguin is the world’s pre-eminent English
language publisher – number one or two in the US, UK, Australia, 
New Zealand, India and Canada. 

operating review continued
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underlying 
2002 2001 % change

sales £838m $1,349m £820m $1,320m 5

operating profit £87m $140m £80m $129m 11
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operating profit

02

01

00

  £87m $140m

£80m $129m

£79m $127m

sales

02

01

00

  £838m $1,349m

£820m $1,320m

£755m $1,216m

> Over the last four years, Penguin has doubled its presence
on the bestseller lists in the US and UK thanks to writers
such as Tom Clancy, Patricia Cornwell, Jan Karon, Nora
Roberts, Nick Hornby and Jamie Oliver.

> We are the world’s leading children’s publisher, helping
characters such as Peter Rabbit, The Little Engine That 
Could and Spot capture the imagination of children all over
the world through imprints such as Puffin, Grosset & Dunlap
and Ladybird.

> Dorling Kindersley’s beautifully illustrated reference books
help children and adults of all ages to learn about the world
around them in more than 90 countries and 40 languages.

> Penguin is working hard to discover the writing stars of
tomorrow. In 2002 our debut authors included Hari Kunzru and
Jonathan Safran Foer, winner of the Guardian First Book Award,
in the UK, and Gary Shteyngart, winner
of the Stephen Crane First Fiction
Award, and Sue Monk Kidd in the US.

> In 2003 we relaunched the Penguin
Classics range which includes more
than 1,000 titles from Homer’s
The Odyssey to George Orwell’s
Nineteen Eighty Four.

> People discover the world using
our travel guides. Together, our
Rough Guides and Dorling Kindersley’s
Eyewitness Guides, have sold more
than 15 million copies worldwide.

john makinson * chairman and chief executive, penguin group
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Underlying sales at Pearson Education increased 11%
and profits 22%. Profits were helped by a £52m
reduction in internet losses but offset by Pearson
Education’s £20m share of investment in new back-
office systems and processes and an £11m increase in
pension contributions. NCS Pearson is now an integral
part of Pearson Education. On a standalone basis,
revenues increased 42% to £843m and profits
increased 46% to £92m.

In our School business sales were down 5% and
operating profits down 15%. In the US, our School
business includes publishing, testing and software
operations. School publishing revenues were down 6%
due to the slower adoption cycle* and our decision to
compete for just 65% of the available new adoption
dollars. Our school imprints, Scott Foresman and
Prentice Hall, took a 23% share of the total new
adoption market and a 36% share of the adoptions in
which we participated. Overall, our share of the US
School publishing market was 24% (24.5% in 2001). 

Pearson Education

Pearson Education is the world’s leading education company. We serve
every age and level of student from early learning right through to
professional life. We offer the broadest range of publishing and services
from the most comprehensive list of textbooks, to leadership in testing,
assessment and enterprise software and the very best in online consumer
and professional learning.

Through our Scott Foresman and Prentice Hall School
imprints, one in three American schoolchildren studies
English or Maths with one of our textbooks.

We are America’s leading test scoring and reporting
company, scoring and processing 40 million student tests
across the US every year. 

More than 40,000 schools in the US use at least one of 
our online programmes and more than 14 million parents,
students and teachers connect to our learning tools from
home using the internet.

We are the largest college publisher in the world, with
imprints such as Prentice Hall, Addison Wesley, Longman,
Allyn & Bacon and Benjamin Cummings. These publishers
represent around one in three of all the text and online
programmes studied on US campuses.

Our professional and technology group publishes leading
computer and business titles through imprints such as
Addison-Wesley Professional, Peachpit Press, 
Prentice Hall PTR and Cisco Press.

Pearson Government Solutions is our fastest-growing
business providing data management information and
education-related services to the US federal Government.

We teach more people English as a second language than
any other company in the world – 40 million of them. 
We’re also the leading education company outside the 
US, operating in 55 countries and 17 languages.

* In the US, 21 ‘adoption’ states buy textbooks and related programmes
to a planned contract schedule, which means the level of spending
varies from year to year according to this schedule. The ‘open territory’
states are those that buy textbooks on an as-needed basis rather than
on a published adoption schedule.

underlying  
sales 2002 2001 % change

school £1,151m $1,853m £1,266m $2,038m (5)

higher education £775m $1,248m £721m $1,161m 13

professional £784m $1,262m £558m $898m 48

ft knowledge £46m $74m £59m $95m (18)

total £2,756m $4,437m £2,604m $4,192m 11

underlying 
operating profit 2002 2001 % change 

school £140m $225m £167m $269m (15)

higher education £142m $229m £127m $204m 17

professional £81m $130m £80m $129m 8

internet £(25)m $(40)m £(77)m $(124)m –

ft knowledge £(12)m $(19)m £(23)m $(37)m –

total £326m $525m £274m $441m 22
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We are the number one educational testing
company in the US, and in 2002 we extended
that lead as we won several new state testing
contracts. We plan to use that experience to
build our testing business outside the US.

michael kayser * ncs pearson
claudine o’leary * ncs pearson
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  £2,756m $4,437m

£2,604m $4,192m

£2,090m $3,365m

operating profit
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  £326m $525m

£274m $441m

£237m $382m



After 13% growth in 2001, our school testing business
grew by a further 3%. It renewed and expanded two of
its largest multi-year statewide contracts – California
and Ohio – as well as the National Assessment of
Educational Progress contract from the US Department
of Education. It won new contracts in California and 
six other states that will start to contribute to
revenues in 2003. Revenues were down at our school
software business, primarily due to the deferral of a
number of contracts into 2003, but losses fell as we
outsourced more of our software development needs. 

Outside the US, our school publishing businesses
performed strongly in Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore
and Spain. Strong growth in English Language
Teaching sales in Europe and Asia was partially offset
by some weakness in US and Latin American markets.

Our Higher Education business increased revenues 
by 13% and operating profits by 17%. In the US the
Higher Education publishing business grew its
revenues by 14%, ahead of market growth of 10% 
(8% excluding Pearson). The business benefited from
a booming college population, its publishing and
salesforce strength and its lead in making online
services an integral part of its products. Our custom
publishing business, which produces text books and
course materials custom-made for individual college
professors, continued its rapid growth, with sales up
50% in the year (and 300% over the past three years).
Around the world, our Higher Education operations

benefited from the same trends we saw in the US, 
with a particularly strong performance in Europe
where revenues were up in double digits.

The Professional business increased sales by 48% 
and profits by 8%. A major investment in 200
professional certification centres across the US, along
with a change in business mix and a further decline in
our higher-margin technology publishing businesses,
and double digit growth in the lower margin
Government Solutions division, meant that profits
grew considerably slower than revenues. In the US, 
we helped the newly-formed Transportation Security
Administration to recruit 64,000 security personnel 
for US airports, a one-year contract worth more than
$300m in revenues to our Government Solutions
business. A series of smaller, longer-term contract
wins – with the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, the Department of Health and Human
Services and the US Department of Defense – gives
the business a strong pipeline for 2003 and future
years. With IT and technology markets continuing to
be bleak, sales at our technology publishing arm were
down 12% in the US (following a 20% fall in 2001) and
margins declined, although due to further cost actions
they were still in double digits. In Europe, where
technology publishing sales were down more than
20% in 2002, we have taken similar actions to reduce
costs.

sales analysis  total £2,756m $4,437m 2002

42%  school  £1,151m $1,853m

28%  higher education  £775m $1,248m

28%  professional  £784m $1,262m

2%  ft knowledge  £46m $74m

sales analysis  total £2,604m $4,192m 2001

49%  school  £1,266m $2,038m

28%  higher education  £721m $1,161m

21%  professional  £558m $898m

2%  ft knowledge  £59m $95m

operating review continued

Pearson Broadband has partnered with Pearson Education to develop
KnowledgeBox, a digital learning system that helps teachers create
multimedia lessons in reading, maths, science and social studies. It
contains over 1,500 digital resources and material from leading publishers
including Longman, Puffin, Penguin and Dorling Kindersley. KnowledgeBox
is being used by schools in 21 states across the US and was launched in the
UK in early 2003.

kellie lane * laura jones * wendy kerr * robin gay * pearson broadband
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Financial review

The sale of our 22% share in RTL was concluded at the
end of January 2002 allowing us to pay down our debt
to under £1.5bn and marking the beginning of a
period of portfolio stability. This also results in the
Pearson profit and loss account becoming more
straightforward as our significant acquisition and
disposal activity and our start-up internet investments
are largely behind us. 2002 also marks the end of 
the integration charges on our major acquisitions.
Moreover, the goodwill amortisation arising from those
acquisitions will be more predictable.

Our operating profits from continuing operations in
2002 increased from 2001 by 18% to £493m. However,
almost entirely as a result of our (non-cash) goodwill
amortisation charge, we still show an overall loss for
the financial year. 

financial statements

goodwill amortisation • Goodwill is a balance sheet
item which represents the difference between the
price paid for acquisitions and the fair value of the
assets acquired. Pearson amortises goodwill to the
profit and loss account over the estimated useful life
of the acquisition, or a period of 20 years whichever 
is the shorter. The goodwill amortisation charge fell 
by £45m last year to £330m mainly due to the
disposal of the RTL Group.

goodwill impairment • Goodwill is subject to an
impairment review at the end of the first full year
following an acquisition and at any other time if
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
carrying value may not be recoverable. In 2002 we
took a £10m impairment charge, relating to a
subsidiary of Recoletos in Argentina.

2002 2001

operating profit from continuing operations £493m $794m £426m $686m

operating profit from discontinued operations (RTL) – – £37m $59m

goodwill amortisation £(330)m $(531)m £(375)m $(604)m

goodwill impairment £(10)m $(16)m £(61)m $(98)m

integration costs £(10)m $(16)m £(74)m $(119)m

non operating items £(37)m $(60)m £(128)m $(206)m

amounts written off investments – – £(92)m $(148)m

net interest payable £(94)m $(151)m £(169)m $(272)m

early repayment of debt and termination of swap contracts £(37)m $(60)m – –

loss before taxation £(25)m $(40)m £(436)m $(702)m

taxation £(64)m $(103)m £33m $53m

loss after taxation £(89)m $(143)m £(403)m $(649)m

minority interests £(22)m $(35)m £(20)m $(32)m

loss for the financial year £(111)m $(178)m £(423)m $(681)m

dividends £(187)m $(301)m £(177)m $(285)m

retained loss for the year £(298)m $(479)m £(600)m $(966)m
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joanne dresner * president, elt, pearson education
debra hopkins * bilingual product manager, pearson education
mercedes muratorio * spanish publishing co-ordinator, pearson education

We’re combining forces to grow our bilingual publishing
programme. In just four years we’ve become the leading
publisher of bilingual materials for the US elementary school
market. We’ve taken the market-leading position in
elementary Spanish reading and we hope to do the same 
in social studies.



financial review continued

integration costs • Integration costs are the one-off
costs of integrating significant recent acquisitions into
our existing businesses. In 2002 £3m was incurred in
integrating Dorling Kindersley into the Penguin Group
(compared to £45m in 2001) and £7m related to the
integration of NCS into Pearson Education (compared
to £29m in 2001). This expenditure was in line with
our forecasts at the time of the transactions and there
will be no further charges in respect of these
acquisitions in 2003. All other restructuring and
related costs are expensed through the profit and 
loss account as part of the ongoing operations of 
our businesses.

non-operating items • In 2002, we took a charge of
£37m for non-operating items relating to losses on 
the sale or closure of businesses and fixed assets. 
The principal items are a profit of £18m relating to 
the completion of the sale of RTL in January 2002 and
a provision of £40m for the loss on sale of our Forum
business, which completed in January 2003. This
provision largely relates to unamortised goodwill at
the balance sheet date. Other items include a loss on
sale of PH Direct of £8m, a profit of £3m on
finalisation of the sale of Journal of Commerce by the
Economist and various smaller losses on investments
and property.

amounts written off investments • In 2002, we
continued to review our fixed asset investments and
concluded that there have been no further material
impairments. This compares to a charge of £92m
taken in 2001 relating to the carrying value of 
Pearson shares held to secure employee share 
option plans and equity investments in a number 
of internet businesses.

interest • Net interest fell by £75m to £94m, with
average net debt decreasing by £748m following the
receipt of proceeds from the RTL disposal. Interest
was further reduced by the effect of a general fall in
interest rates during the year. The weighted average
three month LIBOR rate, reflecting the Group’s
borrowings in US dollars, euros, and sterling, fell by
160 basis points, or 1.6%. The effect of these falls was
mitigated by our existing portfolio of interest rate
swaps, which converted over half our variable rate
commercial paper and bank debt to a fixed rate basis.
As a result, the Group’s net interest rate payable
averaged approximately 5.0%, falling 1.4% from the
previous year. During 2002 we took an additional one-
off charge of £37m for cancellation of certain
swap contracts and the early repayment of debt
following re-balancing of the group’s debt
portfolio on the receipt of the RTL proceeds.
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Reading is fundamental to Pearson. We help more
people learn to read – and enjoy doing it – than any
other company. Our programmes cover every stage of
learning from Dorling Kindersley’s pre-school picture
books to basic school literacy programmes, to
customised electronic reading software to Longman’s
world-famous English language teaching resources.

integration costs 2002 2001 2000 1999

simon & schuster – – – – £9m $14m £95m $153m

ncs £7m $11m £29m $47m £4m $6m – –

dk £3m $5m £45m $72m £27m $44m – –

total £10m $16m £74m $119m £40m $64m £95m $153m



taxation • The Group recorded a total pre-tax loss of
£25m in 2002 but there was a tax charge for the year
of £64m. This situation reflects the fact that there is
only limited tax relief available for the goodwill
amortisation charged in the accounts. The total tax
charge was in fact reduced by a non-operating credit
of £45m attributable to the resolution of the tax
position on the disposal of the group’s remaining
interest in BSkyB. 

The tax charge reflects the adoption of FRS 19
‘Deferred Tax’. FRS 19 requires full provisioning for
deferred tax and this has had a significant effect on
Pearson’s effective tax rate. This is mainly because
Pearson has recognised a deferred tax asset in respect
of US tax losses and other timing differences.
Previously the tax benefit of US tax losses was
accounted for as the losses were utilised.

The tax rate on adjusted earnings, after restating for
FRS 19, decreased from 34.0% to 32.8%. The decrease
was attributable to two main factors. There was a
more favourable mix of profits between higher and
lower tax regimes than in 2001; in addition there was
a benefit from prior year adjustments.

minority interests • Minority Interests include a 40%
minority share in IDC and a 21% minority share in
Recoletos.

dividends • The dividend payment of £187m which we
are recommending in respect of 2002 represents 23.4p
per share – a 5% increase on 2001. The dividend is
covered 1.3 times by adjusted earnings, and 1.6 times
by operating free cash flow. The company seeks to
maintain a balance between the requirements of our
shareholders, including our many private
shareholders, for a rising stream of dividend income
and the re-investment opportunities that we see
across the Group. This balance has been expressed in
recent years as a commitment to increase our annual
dividend faster than the prevailing rate of inflation
while progressively reinvesting a higher proportion of
our distributable earnings in our business. While this
commitment remains unchanged, we believe that the
income requirements of our shareholders should take
priority over reinvestment this year.

dividend per share
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financial review continued

other financial items

pensions • Pearson operates a variety of pension
schemes. Our UK fund is by far the largest and we also
have some smaller defined benefit funds in the US and
Canada. Outside the UK, most of our people operate
401K (essentially defined contribution) plans. In 2001,
after a full actuarial valuation, the company resumed
cash contributions to its UK Pension Fund (a £1bn
fund) following a prolonged ‘holiday’ period. At that
time, this resulted in the scheme having a small
surplus of £40m. Although the next full actuarial
valuation is not due until 2004, the funding level is
kept under regular review by the company and the
Fund trustees. After an informal indication in 2002,
and taking account of current stock market conditions,
the company agreed to increase contributions by £5m
to £25m in 2003, ahead of the full valuation in 2004.
This was designed to keep the scheme fully funded. 

In this report we have included additional disclosure
in respect of FRS 17 ‘Retirement Benefits’ for pensions
and other post retirement benefits. FRS 17 approaches

pension cost accounting from a balance sheet
perspective with the net surplus or deficit in Pearson’s
pension schemes being incorporated into the balance
sheet. Changes in this surplus or deficit will flow
through the profit and loss account and the statement
of total recognised gains and losses. In this report we
have disclosed the effect on the profit & loss account
and balance sheet in the notes to the accounts (see
note 10).

accounting disclosures and policies • As described
above we have included additional disclosure in
respect of FRS 17 for pensions and other post
retirement benefits in accordance with that standard.
The mandatory implementation of FRS 17 has been
postponed and is now not required to be implemented
before adoption of International Accounting Standards
in 2005. FRS 19 ‘Deferred Tax’, has been adopted in
these accounts and the comparative figures have been
restated. The effect of FRS 19 is discussed above and
in note 21 to the accounts.

net trading assets

intangible assets £3,610m $5,812m

tangible assets £503m $810m

operating working capital £811m $1,306m

other net assets £5m $8m

total £4,929m $7,936m

capital employed

shareholders’ funds £3,338m $5,374m

deferred tax, provisions 
and minorities £183m $295m

net debt £1,408m $2,267m

total £4,929m $7,936m
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andrew hill * financial times
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Every Monday, 80,000 business, economic and finance professors across the US
receive a briefing, the Week Ahead, from the Financial Times US managing editor,
Andrew Hill. The professors, customers of our college imprint Prentice Hall, use
the FT’s analysis of the key events to enliven their teaching. The FT benefits from
the scale and reach of Prentice Hall’s large sales and marketing team and from its
experience in managing online curriculum content. 



managing our financial risks

This section explains the Group’s approach to the
management of financial risk.

treasury policy • The Group holds financial
instruments for two principal purposes: to finance 
its operations and to manage the interest rate and
currency risks arising from its operations and its
sources of finance. The Group finances its operations
by a mixture of cash flows from operations, short-term
borrowings from banks and commercial paper
markets, and longer-term loans from banks and capital
markets. The Group borrows principally in US dollars,
euros and sterling, at both floating and fixed rates of
interest, using derivatives, where appropriate, to
generate the desired effective currency profile and
interest rate basis. The derivatives used for this
purpose are principally interest rate swaps, interest
rate caps and collars, currency swaps and forward
foreign exchange contracts. The main risks arising
from the Group’s financial instruments are interest
rate risk, liquidity and refinancing risk, counterparty
risk and foreign currency risk. These risks are
managed by the chief financial officer under policies
approved by the Board which are summarised below.
These policies have remained unchanged, except as
disclosed, since the beginning of 2002. A treasury
committee of the board receives reports on the
Group’s treasury activities, policies and procedures,
which are reviewed periodically by a group of external
professional advisers. The treasury department is not
a profit centre and its activities are subject to internal
audit.

interest rate risk • The Group’s exposure to interest
rate fluctuations on its borrowings is managed by
borrowing on a fixed rate basis and by entering into
interest rate swaps, interest rate caps and forward
rate agreements. Since October 2002 the Group’s
policy objective has been to set a target proportion of
its forecast borrowings (taken at the year end, with
cash netted against floating rate debt) to be hedged
(i.e. fixed or capped) over the next four years of 40%
to 65%. At the end of 2002 that ratio was 56%. On
that basis, a 1% change in the Group’s variable rate
US dollar, euro and sterling interest rates have a £6m
effect on profit before tax. The disposal of Pearson’s
interest in RTL has resulted in a significant reduction
in floating rate debt. We have cancelled a number of
swap contracts in order to bring the balance of fixed
and floating rate debt back within our policy
parameters.

liquidity and refinancing risk • The Group’s objective
is to procure continuity of funding at a reasonable
cost. To do this it seeks to arrange committed funding
for a variety of maturities from a diversity of sources.
The Group’s policy objective has been that the
weighted average maturity of its core gross
borrowings (treating short-term advances as having
the final maturity of the facilities available to
refinance them) should be between three and ten
years. Since January 2002, reflecting the impact of the
RTL disposal, the Group’s policy for non-bank sources
has continued to be they should provide at least
£250m of core gross borrowings, but for bank sources
no such minimum is required (previously £250m). At
the end of 2002 the average maturity of gross

opening net debt £(2,379)m $(3,830)m

cash inflow

operating cash flow £455m $733m

disposals £930m $1,497m

net equity £6m $10m

cash outflow

integration costs £(44)m $(71)m

interest, tax, dividends and other £(252)m $(406)m

acquisitions £(124)m $(200)m

closing net debt £(1,408)m $(2,267)m
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As well as sharing technology resources
and expertise for product development
across the company, we’re also improving
all of our information systems to bring 
us big benefits in terms of customer
service and our ability to manage our
working capital.

david jeska * pearson technology

carol kennedy * pearson broadband
bill gauld * chief information officer, pearson

jason kincade * penguin
jessica goldstein * pearson education



financial review continued
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In the worst financial advertising market for decades, FT Business’
international monthly magazine The Banker, has had its best year ever.
Advertising revenue has grown by 500% in three years.

borrowings was 4.8 years and non-banks provided
£1,790m (90%) of them (down from 5.3 years and up
from 75% respectively at the beginning of the year).
The proceeds of the RTL sale were used to repay debt,
including part of the Group’s syndicated bank facility,
and to provide seasonal working capital. The Group
believes that ready access to different funding
markets also helps to reduce its liquidity risk, and that
published credit ratings and published financial
policies improve such access. The Group manages the
amount of its net debt, and the level of its net interest
cover, principally by the use of a target range for its
interest cover ratio. All of the Group’s credit ratings
remained unchanged during the year. The long-term
ratings are Baa1 from Moody’s and BBB+ from
Standard & Poor’s, and the short-term ratings are P2
and A2 respectively. The Group continues to operate
on the basis that the Board will take such action as is
necessary to support and protect its current credit
ratings. The Group also maintains undrawn committed
borrowing facilities. At the end of 2002 these
amounted to £1,059m, and their weighted average
maturity was 2.5 years.

counterparty risk • The Group’s risk of loss on
deposits or derivative contracts with individual banks
is managed in part through the use of counterparty
limits. These limits, which take published credit limits
(among other things) into account, are approved by

the chief financial officer. In addition, for certain
longer dated higher value derivative contracts the
Group has entered into mark to market agreements
whose effect is to reduce significantly the
counterparty risk of the relevant transactions.

currency risk • Although the Group is based in the UK,
it has a significant investment in overseas operations.
The most significant currency for the Group is the US
dollar, followed by the euro and sterling. The Group’s
policy during the year on routine transactional
conversions between currencies (for example, the
collection of receivables, and the settlement of
payables or interest) remained that these should be
effected at the relevant spot exchange rate. As in
previous years, no unremitted profits were hedged
with foreign exchange contracts. The Group’s policy is
to align approximately the currency composition of its
core borrowings in US dollars, euros and sterling with
the split between those currencies of its forecast
operating profit. This policy aims to dampen the
impact of changes in foreign exchange rates on
consolidated interest cover and earnings. Long-term
core borrowing is limited to these three major
currencies. However, the Group still borrows small
amounts in other currencies, typically for seasonal
working capital needs. At the year end the split of
aggregate net borrowings in its three core currencies
was US dollar 72%, euro 13% and sterling 15%.

net borrowings fixed 
and floating rate 2002 2001

fixed rate £753m $1,212m £1,398m $2,251m

floating rate £655m $1,055m £981m $1,579m

total £1,408m $2,267m £2,379m $3,830m

gross borrowings
bank debt £193m $311m £694m $1,117m

bonds £1,790m $2,882m £2,078m $3,346m

total £1,983m $3,193m £2,772m $4,463m

gross borrowings by currency
us dollars £1,350m $2,174m £1,829m $2,945m

sterling £241m $388m £520m $837m

euro £380m $612m £404m $650m

other £12m $19m £19m $30m

total £1,983m $3,193m £2,772m $4,463m



chairman
Dennis Stevenson • chairman, aged 57, has been a non-executive director of Pearson since 1986 and became chairman in

1997. He is also chairman of HBOS plc and a non-executive director of Manpower Inc. in the US.

executive directors
Marjorie Scardino • chief executive, aged 56, joined the Pearson board in January 1997. She trained and practised as a

lawyer, and published a weekly newspaper in the US. In 1985 she joined The Economist Group as president of its North

American operations and was its chief executive from 1993 until joining Pearson. She is also a non-executive director of

Nokia Corporation.

David Bell • director for people, aged 56, became a director of Pearson in March 1996. He is chairman of the Financial Times

Group, having been chief executive of the Financial Times from 1993 to 1998. In July 1998 he was appointed Pearson’s

director for people with responsibility for the recruitment, motivation, development and reward of employees across the

Pearson Group. He is also a non-executive director of VITEC Group plc and chairman of the International Youth Foundation.

John Makinson • chairman and chief executive officer of the Penguin Group, aged 48, joined the Pearson board in March

1996 and was finance director until June 2002. From 1994 to 1996 he was managing director of the Financial Times, and

prior to that he founded and managed the investor relations firm Makinson Cowell. He was appointed chairman of The

Penguin Group in May 2001. He is also a non-executive director of George Weston Limited in Canada.

Rona Fairhead • chief financial officer, aged 41, joined the Pearson board and became chief financial officer in 

June 2002. Prior to this she served as deputy finance director from October 2001. From 1996 until 2001, she worked at ICI,

where she served as executive vice president, group control and strategy. Prior to that, she worked for Bombardier Inc. in

finance, strategy and operational roles.

Peter Jovanovich • chief executive of Pearson Education, aged 54, joined the Pearson board in June 2002. He became chief

executive of Pearson Education in 1998. Prior to this he was chairman and chief executive of Addison Wesley Longman. 

He also serves on the boards of the Association of American Publishers and the Alfred Harcourt Foundation.

non-executive directors
Terry Burns*† • aged 58, was the government’s chief economic adviser from 1980 until 1991 and Permanent Secretary of 

HM Treasury from 1991 until 1998. He is non-executive chairman of Abbey National plc and Glas Cymru Limited, and a non-

executive director of The British Land Company PLC. He was appointed a non-executive director of Pearson in May 1999.

Reuben Mark*† • aged 64, is chairman and chief executive of the Colgate-Palmolive Company and a director of AOL Time

Warner Inc. He became a non-executive director of Pearson in 1988.

Vernon Sankey* • aged 53, was previously chief executive of Reckitt & Colman plc and is deputy chairman of Photo-Me

International plc and Beltpacker plc. He is also a non-executive director of Zurich Financial Services AG and a board member

of the UK’s Food Standards Agency. He became a non-executive director of Pearson in 1993.

Rana Talwar† • aged 54, was previously group chief executive of Standard Chartered plc. He became a non-executive director

of Pearson in March 2000.

Patrick Cescau • aged 54, is a director of Unilever plc and Unilever NV. He became a non-executive director of Pearson in

April 2002.

* a member of the audit committee.
† a member of the personnel committee.

Board of Directors
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The directors are pleased to present their report to shareholders, together with the financial statements for the year

ended 31 December 2002 on pages 61 to 64 and 67 to 102. Details of the businesses, the development of the Group and

its subsidiaries and likely future developments are given on pages 9 to 12 and 23 to 28 of this annual report. Sales and

profits of the different sectors and geographical markets are given on pages 69 and 70.

Results and dividend • The loss for the financial year ended 31 December 2002 was £111m (2001: £423m loss). The loss

retained for the year was £298m (2001: £600m loss) and has been transferred to reserves. A final dividend of 14.3p per

share is recommended for the year ended 31 December 2002. This, together with the interim dividend already paid, makes

a total for the year of 23.4p (2001: 22.3p). The final dividend will be paid on 9 May 2003 to shareholders on the register at

the close of business on 14 March 2003, the record date.

Significant acquisitions and disposals • Details of these transactions can be found in notes 25 and 26 to the accounts on

pages 96 to 97.

Transactions with related parties • Details of transactions with related parties, which are reportable under FRS 8, are given

in note 30 to the accounts on page 100.

Capital expenditure • The analysis of capital expenditure and details of capital commitments are shown in note 12 to the

accounts on page 83.

Directors • The present members of the board, together with their biographical details, are shown on page 35. Patrick Cescau

was appointed a non-executive director on 1 April 2002, and both Rona Fairhead and Peter Jovanovich were appointed

directors on 1 June 2002. Details of directors’ remuneration and interests in ordinary shares and options of the company 

are contained in the report on directors’ remuneration on pages 46 to 60. Three directors, David Bell, Terry Burns and 

Rana Talwar will retire by rotation at the forthcoming Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 25 April 2003. All three, being

eligible, will offer themselves for re-election. Rona Fairhead and Peter Jovanovich who were appointed to the board after 

the last AGM, retire from office in accordance with the company’s articles of association and, being eligible, will offer

themselves for reappointment. Details of directors’ service contracts can be found on pages 49 and 50. No director was

materially interested in any contract of significance to the company’s business.

Corporate governance • We have carried out a comprehensive internal review of the implications of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

and the Higgs recommendations on corporate governance. The review was conducted with the help of our external advisers

and the board has discussed the matter in full. Most of their recommendations – whether they are mandatory, optional, or

considered to be best practice – are already part of our governance and audit procedures.

The key issues the board has been discussing are:

1. Pearson supports the principles of good governance and code of best practice expressed in the Combined Code

published in June 1998. We have complied with the Combined Code with only two main exceptions. The first is that we have

not had a separate Nominations Committee, but instead used the entire board as the Nominations Committee. This has

been because we have a small board and have seen a contradiction between on the one hand asking executive directors to

be legally responsible under the Companies Act yet on the other hand effectively disenfranchising them from decisions on

the addition of non-executives to the board. The Higgs report deals with this concern by firmly establishing that the

Nominations Committee should have a majority of non-executive directors (rather than consist entirely of them). We

welcome this approach and will now set up a Nominations Committee. 

2. Our second non-compliance with the Combined Code is that we have not named a senior independent director (SID). 

To date we have been satisfied with the practice that if any shareholder raises a concern or makes a complaint to the

chairman, he is obliged to share it with the other directors. Pearson has also for some time been happy for non-executives

to meet shareholders. However, recognising the appetite to formalise these processes, we do now intend to appoint a SID.

Directors’ Report
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3. Until recently the board has had a majority of non-executive directors. In 2002 we added two more executive directors to

the board and as a result we now have the same number of executive and non-executive directors. (This excludes the

chairman who, under the definition set out in the Higgs report is not an executive director – as his is a part time role – but,

as chairman, is not considered “independent”.) We determined some time ago to seek to appoint up to two additional

independent directors. When one is appointed, non-executive directors will be in the majority and we will comply – albeit

for good business reasons – with this general principle.

4. Under some definitions, however, not all of these non-executive directors are “independent”. The Higgs report

recommends that, non-executive directors should not serve on the board for more than ten years. However, Higgs

acknowledges that boards must be free to make their own judgements on this issue. Two of our non-executive directors

have been on the board for more than ten years and both would not wish to continue to serve as directors unless they are

regarded as “independent”. The unanimous view of their colleagues on the board is that, by virtue of their personalities,

their experience and their knowledge of the business, they are robustly independent. There are many examples of board

debates and decisions that support this view. Therefore, we believe it would be in the interests of shareholders to consider

them as fully “independent”, and we intend to do so.

5. Higgs has said no-one should hold more than one chairmanship of a FTSE100 company. Although Higgs has made it clear

that this principle should be applied to future appointments rather than current incumbents, we felt it right to consider it.

Our chairman, Dennis Stevenson, is also chairman of HBOS plc and has been chairman of both companies for nearly 

five years. Dennis’ chairmanship will be routinely considered as part of high level succession planning by the Nominations

Committee. However, all the other members of the board have made it clear to Dennis that they do not wish him to step

down from the chairmanship. Before Dennis became chairman of Halifax plc (now HBOS plc), the Pearson board was

consulted and agreed to his taking on this additional chairmanship. Since then, there has never been the slightest conflict

of time or interest. 

6. We welcome the Higgs recommendations that boards should evaluate themselves and their work annually. We will report

on what we have done and what the outcomes are in our next annual report.

7. The board has not yet formally considered the detailed audit-related recommendations of both the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

and the Smith report on audit committees. The audit committee has of course been studying these and it will report shortly

to the board.

The board • The board currently comprises the chairman, who is part-time, five executive directors and five non-executive

directors. All of the non-executive directors are independent of management and free from any business or other

relationship which could materially interfere with the exercise of their independent judgement.

The board schedules six meetings each year and arranges to meet at other times as appropriate. There is a formal schedule

of matters specifically reserved to the board for decision and approval, and the board is supplied in a timely manner with

the necessary information to discharge its duties. A procedure exists for directors to seek independent professional advice

in the furtherance of their duties, and all directors have access to the advice and services of the company secretary.

Board committees • The board of directors has established the following committees all of which have written terms of

reference setting out their authority and duties:

i Audit committee • This committee is chaired by Vernon Sankey and its other members are Terry Burns and Reuben Mark.

All are non-executive directors. The committee provides the board with the means to appraise Pearson’s financial

management and reporting, and to assess the integrity of the Group’s accounting procedures and financial controls. The

Group’s internal and external auditors have direct access to the committee to raise any matter of concern and to report the

results of work directed by the committee. The committee reports to the full board of Pearson.
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ii Personnel committee • This committee is chaired by Reuben Mark and its other member during 2002 was 

Terry Burns. Rana Talwar joined the committee in 2003. All three are non-executive directors. The committee meets regularly

to decide the remuneration and benefits packages of the executive directors and the chief executives of the main operating

companies, as well as recommending the chairman’s remuneration to the board for its decision. It also reviews the Group’s

management development and succession plans. The committee reports to the full board and its report on directors’

remuneration, which has been considered and adopted by the board, is set out on pages 46 to 60.

iii Treasury committee • This committee comprises Dennis Stevenson, Rona Fairhead, Vernon Sankey and Rana Talwar. 

The committee sets the policies for the company’s treasury department and reviews its procedures on a regular basis.

Internal control • The directors have reviewed the effectiveness of the Group’s internal control process in accordance with

provision D.2.1 of the Combined Code.

The directors are responsible for the Group’s system of internal control and reviewing its effectiveness. They consider that

the system of internal control is appropriately designed to manage the risk environment facing the Group and to provide

reasonable, but not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or loss.

They confirm that there is an ongoing process, embedded within the Group’s integrated internal control system which

allows for the identification, evaluation and management of significant business risks, together with a reporting process 

to the board. The directors require operating companies to undertake at least annual reviews to identify new or potentially

under-managed risks. The results of these reviews are reported annually to the board via the audit committee. This process

has been in place throughout 2002 and up to the date of the approval of this annual report and accords with the Turnbull

guidance.

The main elements of the Group’s internal control system including risk identification are as follows:

i Board • The board of directors, which has overall responsibility for the Group’s system of internal control, exercises control

through an organisational structure with clearly defined levels of responsibility, authority and appropriate reporting

procedures. The board meets regularly and has a regular schedule of matters that are brought to it or its duly authorised

committees for decision, aimed at maintaining effective control over strategic, financial, operational and compliance issues.

This structure includes the audit committee, which with the chief financial officer, reviews the effectiveness of the internal

financial and operating control environment of the Group. The audit committee meets regularly, at least three times per

annum, and considers, inter alia, reports from internal and external auditors covering such matters.

ii Operating company controls • The identification and mitigation of major business risks is the responsibility of operating

management. Each operating company maintains controls and procedures appropriate to its own business environment

whilst conforming to Group standards and guidelines, including procedures to identify and then mitigate all types of risk. 

To this end operating companies are required to undertake at least annual risk reviews to identify new or potentially under-

managed risks, the results of which are reported to the board.

iii Financial reporting • There is a comprehensive budgeting and forecasting system with an annual budget approved by the

board of directors. Monthly financial information, including balance sheets, cash flow statements, trading results and

indebtedness, are reported against the corresponding figures for the budget and the previous year, with corrective action

being taken by the directors as appropriate. Quarterly, group senior management meet with operating company

management to review their business and financial performance against budget and forecast. Major business risks relevant

to each operating company are reviewed in these meetings.

iv Treasury management • The treasury department operates within policies approved by the board, and its procedures are

reviewed regularly by the treasury committee. Major transactions are authorised outside the department at the requisite

level and there is an appropriate segregation of duties. Frequent reports are made to the chief financial officer and regular

reports are prepared for the treasury committee.

directors’ report continued
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v Group control • The group control department has the central responsibility for risk control and internal audit, which it

exercises through teams located both in the UK and the US. The department reviews business risks, processes and

procedures in all the main operating companies, agrees with operating companies their plans to eliminate or mitigate risks

where possible, and to improve controls and processes. It monitors operating companies’ progress and reports the results

of its work regularly to executive management and, via the audit committee, to the board. Annually, via the audit

committee, the group control department specifically reports on business risk to executive management and the board.

vi Insurance • Insurance cover is provided either through Pearson’s captive insurance subsidiary or externally, depending on

the scale of the risk in question and the availability of cover in the external market. The insurance market remains difficult

and the Group continues to review its insurance coverage to ensure that it has the most cost effective balance between

insured and uninsured risks.

Going concern • Having reviewed the Group’s liquid resources and borrowing facilities, and the 2003 and 2004 cash flow

forecasts contained in the Group budget for 2003, the directors believe that the Group and the company have adequate

resources to continue as a going concern for the foreseeable future. For this reason, the financial statements have, as

usual, been prepared on a going concern basis.

ABI guidelines on socially responsible investment • The board has taken steps during the year to implement procedures to

facilitate the company’s compliance with the ABI guidelines on socially responsible investment. We are now reporting for

the first time on our level of compliance with the guidelines.

During February of this year, the monitoring of social, environmental and ethical (SEE) risk was carried out by the group

control department, in addition to their work on the Turnbull risk management process. A report from the group control

department on SEE risk management is now tabled at each meeting of the audit committee and of the board. This enables

the board to take regular account of the significance of SEE matters to the business of the company.

Pearson is proud to have been a founding signatory to the UN ‘Global Compact’. As part of our compliance process in

support of this, we have reviewed our risks relating to labour standards, human rights and the environment. No significant

issues arose out of these reviews. Our progress in reviewing our risks is described in the sections to follow on labour

standards, human rights and the environment. During 2003, we will work with more of our key suppliers to optimise

compliance with the principles of the ‘Global Compact’. 

In February 2003, operating companies were asked to report specifically on SEE risks for the first time and no significant

risks to shareholder value were identified. It is anticipated that more information about actual and potential SEE risks will

be gathered over time as the monitoring process continues and that this will enable action to be taken to manage such risks

as appropriate.

Shareholder communication • Pearson has an extensive programme of communication with all our shareholders – large and

small, institutional and private. We also make a particular effort to communicate regularly with Pearson’s employees, a

large majority of whom are shareholders in the company.

During the year, we completed a major revamp of our website, www.pearson.com. We post all company announcements 

on the website as soon as they are released, and major shareholder presentations are made accessible via webcast or

conference call. It contains a dedicated investor relations section with an extensive archive of past announcements and

presentations, historical financial performance, share price data and a calendar of events. It also includes background

information about all of our businesses, links to their websites, and details of our corporate responsibility policies 

and activities.

Each year our AGM – which will be held on 25 April this year – includes information about Pearson’s businesses and the

previous year’s results as well as general AGM business.

People • Pearson wants to be the best employer in the world. We know this is an ambitious goal and that we need

continually to review the way we hire and promote people and how we train, develop and reward them. 
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There are approximately 30,000 people in Pearson spread throughout 60 countries. We have two main aims: to make sure

that we are ‘best in class’ wherever we operate and to be consistent in the way we treat our people in every part of the

world. Each business has detailed employment policies for recruitment, remuneration, employee relations, health and

safety, and terms and conditions designed for the different sectors and countries in which they operate.

Pearson has a number of specific and discrete responsibilities across all its operating companies. These include overseeing

the compensation, benefits, staffing, succession planning, development and training of our most senior executives. We also

work hard to identify individuals with the potential to be future leaders in the business and to make sure they get

development opportunities which match their aspirations with the needs of our businesses.

i Employment • We are committed to equal opportunity for all, regardless of gender, race or other status. This philosophy

applies equally to recruitment and to the promotion, development and training of people who are already part of Pearson. 

The company takes seriously its statutory obligations to the disabled and seeks not to discriminate against current or

prospective employees because of any disability. We are always willing to make reasonable adjustments to premises or

employment arrangements if these substantially disadvantage a disabled employee or prospective employee.

Last autumn we launched a new initiative to make sure that the company properly reflects the communities and markets 

in which we operate. We are developing a number of programmes to ensure that we hire, promote and develop our people

in a way which is consistent with our commitment to diversity.

Pearson’s core values are simple: we want to be a company which is brave, imaginative and decent in everything we do. 

This means that we treat our people as we wish to be treated. This is also true when we have to reduce staff and, here too,

we seek to set a high standard.

ii Training and development • The development of our people is an integral part of the management agenda within each

operating unit of Pearson as well as a key responsibility of the top leaders across the company. It is championed by

Pearson’s director for people. We believe that we have two main aims in our training and development activities: firstly, 

to ensure that our people are trained to do their current job to the best of their abilities; and secondly, to ensure that we

have a strong pipeline of future managers for our businesses.

Each company has people dedicated to training who carry out regular, thorough analyses of training needs, and create

programmes and activities to meet these needs.

In addition to the attention to training within each operating unit, we have a number of discrete professional groups across

the Pearson companies – editors, designers, sales and marketing people, finance experts and so on. We have created

programmes which address the specific skills of each of these groups and last year we held forums for professionals in

finance, HR, marketing and design. Each of these was designed to help develop their professional skills and to create

opportunities to share ideas, resources and expertise. We have also created opportunities for job swaps, mentoring and

other programmes within each functional group. We intend to extend this formula to other functional groups in due course.

In 2002, we again held our leadership forum which brought together over 100 managers from each part of Pearson. This

forum, which is also attended by the top management of our company, provides an opportunity to understand our key

business challenges and learn more about our many Pearson interests. This forum remains a key initiative in the way that

we identify and develop leaders for Pearson’s future.

In 2002, we also implemented a new company-wide performance and career review specifically targeted at the most senior

leaders of our business units. This enables us to take a snapshot on an annual basis of the performance and career

aspirations of these key people. It is enabling us to develop individual plans which match their current and future

development with where the business wants to be.

directors’ report continued
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But our emphasis on career development goes beyond senior management. In 2002, we set a goal to ensure that everyone

in Pearson had a chance to discuss their own aspirations and career prospects if they wished. With this as an overall

objective, we then explored how each operating unit might implement activities to deliver this goal by mid-2003. In some

instances, we enhanced the performance appraisal process to include career discussions, and in other instances, we

created discrete career discussion meetings. By the end of 2002, we had created pilot programmes in most of our business

units and by the end of 2003 will involve everyone in the company.

Many of our people also want to learn more about other parts of Pearson and to have direct experience outside their typical

business responsibilities. We set up the Pearson placement programme which enabled people to do an exchange between

operating units for a week at a time. This increased individuals’ exposure to wider Pearson issues and enhanced their

understanding of the business.

The Pearson placement programme was an intense learning and development initiative for a focused group of individuals.

We have extended our effort to cross-pollinate learning between the operating units through larger scale activities. During

the year, we held a Getting to Know You day in our book publishing units in the US. This comprised a market stall exhibition

of products and services and a number of productive business ideas were produced as a result. Following on from this, we

intend to hold more such learning and development events in 2003. 

iii Employee participation • We continue strongly to encourage share ownership in a number of ways across Pearson and

operate profit sharing and share acquisition plans in over 60 countries. 

Last year Pearson won the ProShare award for best performance in fostering employee share ownership. This was awarded

to recognise Pearson’s serious and long-term commitment to employee share ownership. The judges applauded a number 

of ways in which Pearson used technology, communication and its co-ordinator network to encourage people to respond 

to the launch of its Sharesave plan.

iv Employee communication • Each operating unit has its own communications plan which cascades the key goals and

challenges through line management and encourages feedback to inform future decision making. Across the whole

company, activities include our Pearson-wide magazine, InPearson, as well as our company-wide website, Pearson to

Pearson. This year, we have enhanced the company website with the addition of job posting and CV posting through

PearsonPartners. This aims to connect people from all parts of Pearson to learn about other parts of our business and 

to explore opportunities for development and networking.

The chief executive continues to communicate her messages to all colleagues worldwide, on a semi-annual basis and as

events require, to ensure that people are informed of key developments and goals in a timely and relevant fashion.

v European employee forum • Once again, two meetings were held during the year of the European Employee Forum 

which brings together representatives from across our European business units where we have a significant number of

colleagues. These forums debated key issues relating to employment and business challenges and remain a key conduit 

of information to and from business units to ensure that colleagues have access to the planning and decision-making 

made on their behalf. 

Labour standards and human rights • During 2000, Pearson, along with other companies, signed a ‘global compact’ at the

United Nations (UN) which set out a series of principles on labour standards, human rights and the environment. At that

time, we set a series of key commitments to reflect the UN principles against which we would monitor and report our

performance. We describe our progress below.

In 2001, taking independent advice, we put in place a process to ensure we live up to those commitments covering

approximately 80% of our workforce, primarily focusing in the UK and the US. In 2002, we surveyed the remaining 20% 

of our workforce as well as revisiting areas covered earlier. The survey now covers 82 business operations in 41 countries.

The survey does not cover sales offices or joint ventures where Pearson does not have management control.
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Some of the UN principles concern the environment and are covered by our environmental policy. Others refer to labour

standards and human rights. They are:

Labour standards
• Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining.

• The elimination of all forms of compulsory labour.

• The abolition of child labour.

• The elimination of discrimination in employment and occupation.

Human rights
• To support and respect international human rights within our sphere of influence.

• To ensure that we are not complicit in human rights abuses.

i Labour standards • The commitments shown below reflect the UN principles. As a result of our survey, we are confident

that, for all the businesses we own, we meet or exceed the following:

• We offer equal employment opportunities to all. The people we recruit and promote are selected on merit and suitability,

and are not discriminated against because of gender, race, origin, background, religion, marital status, sexual orientation,

disability or age. In 2001, we identified the need to establish a group-wide diversity policy and last year, we committed

ourselves at a meeting of our most senior managers to a five-year programme to progress this. 

• We comply with the relevant laws relating to employment and employment conditions in each country and business

surveyed. Subject to relevant laws in the countries where we operate, we fully respect the right of our people to freedom

of association and representation either through trades unions, works councils, or any other appropriate forum.

• We are satisfied that we have systems in place to deal with physical and verbal abuse, or the threat of it, and any other

form of intimidation within our workforce. In 2003, we plan to review these systems.

• We recognise that labour standards and conditions may vary from country to country. Pearson companies conduct

business in countries of the world where living standards are low. Where Pearson companies directly control their

activities in a country, we ensure that our people have satisfactory wages and working conditions, and that there is 

no exploitation of labour.

Following our survey in 2001, we set ourselves targets relating to the two supply chain commitments below: 

• We expect those who provide us with goods and services to assure, and if necessary, demonstrate to us that their

businesses at least comply with the UN standards set out above. We also expect third-party suppliers to provide

satisfactory working conditions for their employees. 

• We will advise third-party suppliers that we will positively support their efforts to comply with our guidelines to enable

them broadly to adhere to our commitments made under the UN ‘Global Compact’, and we expect them to do so within 

an agreed time frame. 

The targets we set ourselves were to contact all key suppliers in writing to communicate our expectations and to provide

guidance for our professional buyers on incorporating our commitments into operational practice.

In 2002, in order to meet these targets, we focused attention first on the UK and the US as these countries account for

around 80% of our business. During the year we wrote to over 16,000 of our suppliers managed from the UK or US advising

them of our commitment to the UN ‘Global Compact’ and outlining our expectations of them. We also briefed and provided

guidance for our key professional buyers in the UK and US so that our commitments can routinely be included in

discussions and arrangements with our suppliers, whenever appropriate. As relationships with our key suppliers came up

for renewal in 2002, we introduced a contractual requirement to meet our commitments. In light of the replies we have

received from our original mailing, we have identified certain major sectors including printing, distribution and paper supply

on which we will concentrate this year. 
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In each country, our local subsidiary continues to be responsible for monitoring activity annually. Their reports are

submitted to the director for people at Pearson.

ii Human rights • Pearson companies and people operate globally. Our products are produced and manufactured across the

world and sold in many countries, often by companies we do not own which are operating on our behalf. In the course of

conducting business in ‘high risk areas’, we are committed to ensure that we are not complicit in human rights abuses and

continue to monitor this. If we were to find ourselves inadvertently implicated in abuses of human rights, we would take

immediate steps to rectify such a situation. Our survey revealed no such situations which cause us concern.

iii Board responsibility • David Bell, as director for people, is the board director with overall responsibility for labour

standards, human rights and environmental issues.

Environmental policy • Pearson does not directly operate in industries where there is a potential for serious industrial

pollution. Our main products are based on intellectual property. However, in our normal operations we do things that have

an impact on the environment in many ways.

Pearson has had an environmental policy since 1992. In an ever-changing world, environmental issues concern the company

and its shareholders, customers, staff and the general public alike. During 2000, we reviewed our policy and concluded

that, although most of the original principles were still valid, we needed to enhance our efforts and measure them better.

During 2001 we worked with independent consultants to put in place a benchmarking procedure to allow us to measure our

progress. The procedure has been introduced into all our businesses involving buildings that house over 100 people or are

over 25,000 sq ft in size. The data collected from our surveys allows us to set benchmarks and targets to report against.

For the buildings and companies involved we confirm we meet the principal commitments we set ourselves:

• We comply with the relevant environmental laws and regulations applicable in each country in which we operate.

• We work with regulatory agencies and advisers as necessary in the implementation of effective environmental policies.

• We take account of environmental issues when placing contracts with our top suppliers of goods and services. In 2002, 

we wrote to our principal suppliers, managed from the UK and the US, outlining our commitments and our expectations 

of them.

• We continue to introduce energy efficient systems into our buildings and to manage sensibly our energy requirements.

• A senior executive, Alan Miller, has the responsibility for ensuring that our environmental principles are followed and 

we progress towards the targets we set ourselves. The board takes an active interest in our progress, and each of our

operating companies has nominated a senior person to take responsibility for implementing our policy in those

businesses. The board reviews progress annually.

• Our environmental policy and our annual environmental review are available to everyone in Pearson through our website,

and we have encouraged people to participate and contribute to the development of environmental initiatives as they

affect our business.

Health and safety • We continue to be committed to protecting our people, our visitors, our contractors and our customers

through our health and safety practices in the workplace. As an aid to further progress, we recognised that a group-wide

health and safety policy would be a useful supplement to those adopted by our businesses. 

We reviewed our policy on health and safety in 2002 and will communicate this around the Group in 2003.

Our commitments are:

• We comply with health and safety laws and regulations applicable in each of the countries in which we operate.

• Each of our operating companies has appropriate guidelines and procedures in place for the people working in these

businesses.
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• We ensure that our people are made aware of health and safety issues and good practice in their workplace and that

suitable training, supervision and instruction are provided as necessary.

• We actively encourage safe systems of work, policies and procedures from external contractors to ensure the safety 

of all those working at any time in any one of our operating company locations.

• We review our procedures regularly.

• We accurately record ‘incidents’ that take place and action any changes necessary following such incidents.

• We have measures to monitor our progress and report annually. This forms part of our environmental review.

Supplier payment policy • Operating companies are responsible for agreeing the terms and conditions, including terms of

payment, under which business transactions with their suppliers are conducted. It is Group policy that suppliers are made

aware of such terms of payment and that payments to suppliers are made in accordance with these terms, provided that the

supplier is also complying with all relevant terms and conditions. Group trade creditors at 31 December 2002 were

equivalent to 32 days of purchases during the year ended on that date. The company does not have any significant trade

creditors enabling it to produce creditor information for this purpose.

External giving • In 2002, Pearson’s external giving totalled £2.8m (£2.39m in 2001). This was split between the UK

(£868,000; £745,000 in 2001), and the rest of the world (£1,929,000; £1,648,000 in 2001). In addition to cash donations,

Pearson provides in-kind support such as books, publishing expertise, advertising space and staff time. We encourage our

employees to support their personal charities by matching fundraising and through payroll giving.

We have conducted a major review of our community involvement, with the aim of focusing our support on a cause where

Pearson could make a unique contribution. As the world’s leading education company, we decided to focus our charitable

giving on projects related to education, and have concentrated on larger projects in our main markets in the UK and US. 

We embarked on our first step in 2001 when we made a $2.5m, three-year commitment to Jumpstart, a non-profit

organisation that connects college students who aim to become teachers with low-income pre-school children across the

US. From September 2002, Pearson is supporting 28 teacher fellows and connecting them with mentors from across the

company. Our US businesses are using their expertise and resources creatively to further assist the Jumpstart programme

with books, technology and staff time.

We hope to develop a flagship community programme in the UK during 2003.

Pearson businesses have a proud history of corporate giving and supporting projects in the local community. We support

Book Aid International, which works with schools and libraries to distribute books and educational materials in Africa. 

The Financial Times Group in the UK supports schools and colleges in its local borough of Southwark including reading 

and mentoring schemes. Penguin US has worked with the National Book Foundation and Literacy Partners, which focuses

on adult and family literacy programmes. Pearson Education has a book donation programme which has covered countries

such as Belize, Nepal, South Africa and Lithuania in 2002.
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Share capital • Details of share issues are given in note 23 to the accounts on pages 94 and 95. At the AGM held on 26 April

2002, the company was authorised, subject to certain conditions, to acquire up to 80 million of its ordinary shares by market

purchase. Although circumstances have not merited using this authority and there are no plans at present to do so,

shareholders will be asked to renew this authority at the AGM on 25 April 2003.

At 3 March 2003, beneficial interests amounting to 3% or more of the issued ordinary share capital of the company notified

to the company comprised:

number of shares percentage

Legal and General 24,046,759 3.00%

Telefonica Contenidos, SA 38,853,403 4.85%

The Capital Group Companies Inc. 88,115,107 10.99%

Annual general meeting • The notice convening the AGM to be held at 12 noon on Friday, 25 April 2003 at The Queen

Elizabeth II Conference Centre, Broad Sanctuary, Westminster, London SW1P 3EE, is contained in a circular to shareholders

to be dated 25 March 2003.

Registered auditors • Following the conversion of our auditors PricewaterhouseCoopers to a limited liability partnership

(LLP) from 1 January 2003, PricewaterhouseCoopers resigned on 31 January 2003 and the directors appointed its successor,

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, as auditors. A resolution to reappoint PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as auditors to the

company will be proposed at the AGM, at a level of remuneration to be agreed by the directors.

Statement of directors’ responsibilities • Company law requires the directors to prepare financial statements for each

financial year which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company and Group as at the end of the year and

of the profit or loss of the Group for that period. The directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that

disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time, the financial position of the company and the Group and to enable them to

ensure that the financial statements comply with the Companies Act 1985. They are also responsible for safeguarding the

assets of the company and the Group, and hence for taking reasonable steps towards preventing and detecting fraud and

other irregularities. In preparing the financial statements on pages 61 to 64 and 67 to 102 inclusive, the directors consider

that appropriate accounting policies have been used and applied in a consistent manner, supported by reasonable and

prudent judgements and estimates, and that all relevant accounting standards have been followed. 

julia casson • secretary • 3 march 2003
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Introduction • The Directors’ Remuneration Report is presented to shareholders by the board and contains the following

information:

• a description of the role of the personnel committee;

• a summary of the company’s remuneration policy, including a statement of the company’s policy on directors’

remuneration;

• details of the terms of the service contracts and the remuneration of each director for the preceding financial year; 

• details of the awards under long-term incentive plans held by the directors; 

• details of each director’s interest in shares in the company; and

• a graph illustrating the performance of the company relative to the FTSE All-Share index for the last five years.

This report complies with the Directors’ Remuneration Report Regulations 2002 that apply to the company for the first time

this year. This report also sets out how the principles of the Combined Code relating to directors’ remuneration are applied.

A resolution will be put to shareholders at the Annual General Meeting on 25 April 2003 inviting them to consider and

approve this report.

The personnel committee • Reuben Mark chairs the personnel committee; the other member of the committee during 2002

was Terry Burns. Rana Talwar joined the committee in 2003. All three members of the committee are non-executive

directors. 

It is named the ‘personnel committee’ rather than the more conventional ‘remuneration committee’ to underline the fact

that, while a major part of its responsibility is concerned with remuneration, its overriding brief in an unusually people-

dependent company is to help Pearson achieve its goal of being the best employer in the world. 

The committee’s terms of reference are:

• To approve the remuneration and benefits packages of the executive directors, the chief executives of the principal

operating companies and other members of the Pearson Management Committee. This includes base salary, annual and

long-term incentive entitlements and awards, and pension arrangements.

• To approve the company’s long-term incentive and other share plans, including guidelines for the operation of such plans

as a whole and, where relevant, the determination of performance measures and targets.

• To review, when appropriate with external assistance, the remuneration and benefits packages of comparable companies

to ensure that the company’s senior executives are fairly and competitively remunerated.

• To review the total cost of annual remuneration of the executive directors, the chief executives of the principal operating

companies and other members of the Pearson Management Committee.

• To ensure that the board meets its statutory and regulatory obligations to report the company’s remuneration policy and

directors’ remuneration, including the production of the Report on Directors’ Remuneration.

• To advise and decide on general and specific arrangements in connection with the termination of employment of executive

directors, the chief executives of the principal operating companies and other members of the Pearson Management

Committee.

• To review the company’s management development, training and succession plans.

• To recommend to the full board for its approval the remuneration and benefits package of the chairman of the board.

Dennis Stevenson, chairman, Marjorie Scardino, chief executive, David Bell, director for people, and Robert Head,

compensation and benefits director, provided material assistance to the committee during the year. They attend meetings 

of the committee, although no director is present when his or her own position is being considered. 

To ensure that it received independent advice, the committee appointed Towers Perrin who supplied survey data and

advised on market trends, long-term incentives and other general remuneration matters. They did not provide other

services to the company. 

Other external remuneration and benefits specialists also advised the committee. Watson Wyatt supplied survey data,

advised on retirement benefits and tracked the company’s relative total shareholder return for the purposes of the incentive

share plan. Watson Wyatt were also actuaries for the Pearson Group Pension Plan and advisors to the company on general

retirement and benefit matters in the UK and the US. Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer provided legal advice on long-term

incentives. They were the company’s main UK legal advisor. Lovells advised the company on the legal aspects of pension

arrangements, including those for the executive directors, and were also advisors to the Trustee of the Pearson Group

Pension Plan. The committee did not appoint these firms. 

Report on Directors’ Remuneration
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Compliance • The committee believes that the company has complied with the provisions regarding remuneration matters of

the Combined Code on corporate governance as required by the UK Listing Authority of the Financial Services Authority. 

Remuneration policy • This report sets out the company’s policy on directors’ remuneration. This policy will continue 

to apply to each director for 2003 and, so far as practicable, for subsequent years. The committee considers that a

successful remuneration policy needs to be sufficiently flexible to take account of future changes in the company’s 

business environment and in remuneration practice. Any changes in policy for years after 2003 will be described in future

reports, which will continue to be subject to shareholder approval. All statements in this report in relation to remuneration

policy for years after 2003 should be considered in this context.

Pearson seeks to generate a performance culture by developing programmes that support its business goals and rewarding

contributions towards their achievement. It is the company’s policy that total remuneration (basic compensation plus short-

term and long-term incentives) should reward both short- and long-term results, delivering competitive rewards for target

performance, but outstanding rewards for exceptional performance. 

The company’s policy is that base compensation should provide the appropriate rate of remuneration for the job, taking into

account relevant recruitment markets and business sectors and geographic regions. Benefit programmes should ensure that

Pearson retains a competitive recruiting advantage.

Share ownership is encouraged. Equity-based reward programmes align the interests of directors, and employees in

general, with those of shareholders. They also enhance identification with Pearson by linking rewards with Pearson’s

financial success.

The committee selects performance measures and establishes targets for the company’s various performance-related

annual or long-term incentive plans based on an assessment of the interests of shareholders and the company and taking

into account an appropriate balance of risk and reward for the directors and other participants.

Whether or not targets have been met under the company’s various performance-related annual or long-term incentive

plans is a matter for the committee to determine based on the relevant information and input from advisors and auditors 

as appropriate.

Performance • We set out below Pearson’s total shareholder return performance relative to the FTSE All-Share index (of

which Pearson is a constituent) over the five-year period 1997 to 2002. We have chosen this index on the basis that it is a

recognisable reference point and appropriate comparator for the majority of our investors. 

The five-year total shareholder return figures for Pearson, the FTSE All-Share index and the FTSE Media sector (of which

Pearson is also a constituent) were as follows:

PEARSON FTSE ALL-SHARE FTSE MEDIA

Dec 97 100.00 100.00 100.00
Dec 02 89.53 89.14 81.00

note • Based on data from Bloomberg and FT-SE International.
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Main elements of remuneration • We set out below the company’s policies for each of the main elements of remuneration 

as they affect executive directors, namely:

• base salary and other emoluments;

• annual bonus and bonus share matching;

• long-term incentives.

Total remuneration is made up of fixed and performance-linked elements. Consistent with its policy, the committee places

considerable emphasis on the performance-linked elements of remuneration that comprise annual bonus, bonus share

matching and long-term incentives. As a proportion of total remuneration (not including retirement benefits), the relative

importance of fixed and performance-linked remuneration based on the remuneration policy set out in this report for each

of the executive directors is broadly as follows:

note • Based on current base salaries and other emoluments, target annual incentives with maximum bonus share matching, and
present expected values for long-term incentives.

The committee will continue to review the mix of fixed and performance-linked remuneration on an annual basis consistent

with its overall philosophy. 

Base salary • Our aim is that the base salaries of the executive directors should be set at levels that are competitive with

those of directors and executives in similar positions in comparable companies. This includes a range of companies of

comparable size and global reach in different sectors in the UK and selected media companies in North America. 

Our policy is to review salaries annually.

Other emoluments • It is the company’s policy that its benefit programmes should be competitive in the context of the local

labour market, while recognising the requirements, circumstances and mobility of individual executives.

Annual bonus • The committee establishes the annual bonus plans for the executive directors, chief executives of the

company’s main operating companies and other members of the Pearson Management Committee, including performance

measures and targets and the amount of bonus that can be earned.

The performance targets relate to the company’s main drivers of business performance at both the corporate and operating

company level. Performance is measured separately for each item.

For 2003, the performance measures for Pearson plc are growth in underlying sales and adjusted earnings per share, operating

cash conversion and working capital as a ratio to sales. For subsequent years, the measures will be set at the time.

For 2003, following the committee’s review of executive remuneration, the target annual bonus opportunity for executive

directors and other members of the Pearson Management Committee will be 75% of salary. Individuals may receive up to

twice their target bonus based on performance in excess of target.

The committee will continue to review the bonus plans on an annual basis and to revise the bonus limits and targets in 

light of the current conditions.

The committee may award individual discretionary bonuses. In the UK, bonuses do not form part of pensionable earnings.

In the US, bonuses up to 50% of base salary are pensionable under the supplemental executive retirement plan, consistent

with US market practice.

Bonus share matching • The company encourages executive directors and other senior executives to hold Pearson shares.

The annual bonus share matching plan permits executive directors and senior executives around the Group to invest up to

50% of any after tax annual bonus in Pearson shares. If these shares are held and the company’s adjusted earnings per

share increase in real terms by at least 3% per annum, the company will match them on a gross basis of one share for every

two held after three years, and another one for two originally held (i.e. a total of one-for-one) after five years.

This measure of performance is consistent with the test of company performance used in the executive option plan at the

time the plan was introduced. It is also in line with that adopted by other companies operating deferred bonus or bonus

investment plans of this type where the company match is subject to meeting an additional performance condition.

proportion of total compensation

marjorie scardino

david bell

rona fairhead

peter jovanovich

john makinson

100%0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Base salary Other emoluments Annual bonus & bonus share matching Long-term incentives
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This target is met if the company’s adjusted earnings per share as published in the company’s annual report and accounts for

the financial year ending prior to the end of the three- or five-year period exceed those for the financial year ending prior to the

date of the award by the percentage increase in the Index of Retail Prices (All Items) published by the UK Government plus 3%

per annum, subject to any adjustment the committee may make in accordance with the plan rules. This method of calculation

thus measures the company’s financial progress over the period to which the entitlement to matching shares relates.

The long-term incentive plan • Executive directors, senior and other executives and managers are eligible to participate in

Pearson’s long-term incentive plan introduced in 2001. The plan consists of two parts: stock options and/or restricted

stock. The aim is to give the committee a range of tools with which to link corporate performance to management’s long-

term reward in a flexible way. The principles underlying it are as follows:

• the committee establishes guidelines that set out the maximum expected value of awards each year using an economic

valuation methodology for fixing the relative values of both option grants and restricted stock awards;

• the maximum expected value of awards for executive directors is based on assessment of market practice for comparable

companies;

• no more than 10% of Pearson equity will be issued, or be capable of being issued, under all Pearson’s share plans in any

ten-year period commencing in January 1997;

• awards of restricted stock are satisfied using existing shares.

For stock options, within this overall 10% limit, up to 1.5% of new issue equity may be placed under option under the plan

in any year, subject to the company’s earnings per share performance. No options may be granted unless the company’s

adjusted earnings per share increase in real terms by at least 3% per annum over the three-year period prior to grant.

Performance-linking the grant of options is intended to provide a direct link between the amount of equity allocated to

option grants and the company’s financial progress. The application of a pre-grant performance condition is consistent with

the practice in the markets in which the majority of participants find themselves and is acknowledged by institutional

investors as being appropriate for companies like Pearson. Earnings per share growth was chosen as the most appropriate

test of the company’s financial performance for this purpose. This target is met if the company’s adjusted earnings per

share as published in the company’s annual report and accounts for the last financial year prior to grant exceed those for

the last financial year prior to the start of the three-year period by the percentage increase in the Index of Retail Prices 

(All Items) published by the UK Government plus 3% per annum, subject to any adjustment the committee may make in

accordance with the plan rules. This method of calculation was chosen to link the extent to which options may be granted in

a single year to financial performance. There are no further performance conditions governing the exercise of options.

The vesting of restricted stock is normally dependent on the satisfaction of a stretching corporate performance target over a

three-year period. On the introduction of the plan, the committee said that the performance condition governing the vesting

of restricted stock would initially be growth in Pearson’s free cash flow but that it might specify a different condition in

future years if it thought fit. Details of the performance measures and targets for outstanding awards are set out in the

notes to table 4 on page 55 of this report. Restricted stock may be granted without performance conditions to satisfy

recruitment and retention objectives.

For 2003, the pre-grant performance condition for the award of stock options based on earnings per share growth over the

period 1999 to 2002 was not met. The committee will be able to award restricted stock in accordance with policy, although,

at the date of publication of this report, no decisions had been made.

All-employee share plans • Executive directors are eligible to participate in the company’s all-employee share plans on the

same terms as other employees. These plans comprise share acquisition programmes in the UK and the US. These plans

operate within specific tax legislation (including a requirement to finance acquisition of shares using the proceeds of a

monthly savings contract) and the acquisition of shares under these plans is not subject to the satisfaction of a

performance target.

Shareholding policy • As previously noted, in line with the policy of encouraging widespread employee ownership, the

company is keen to encourage executive directors to build up a substantial shareholding in the company. However, in view of

the volatility of the stock market, we do not think it is appropriate to specify a particular relationship of shareholding to salary.

Service agreements • Executive directors have rolling service agreements with the company. Other than by termination in

accordance with the terms of these agreements, employment continues until retirement.

It is normal policy that the company may terminate these agreements by giving 12 months’ notice, although there may be

circumstances when a longer notice period may be justified. The agreements also specify the compensation payable by way

of liquidated damages in circumstances where the company terminates agreements without notice or cause.

In the case of Peter Jovanovich, his service agreement provides for compensation on termination of employment by the

company without cause of 200% of annual salary plus target bonus reflecting US employment practice and the terms

agreed with him in October 2000 before his appointment as a director of the company.
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We summarise the agreements as follows:

compensation on
termination by the company 

name date of agreement notice periods without notice or cause

Dennis Stevenson 13 May 1997 6 months from the 100% of annual salary at the date 

director; 12 months of termination

from the company

Marjorie Scardino 13 May 1997 6 months from the 100% of annual salary at the date of 

director; 12 months termination, the annual cost of pension 

from the company and all other benefits and a proportion 

of bonus

David Bell 15 March 1996 6 months from the 100% of annual salary at the date of 

director; 12 months termination, the annual cost of pension

from the company and all other benefits and 50% of 

potential bonus

Rona Fairhead 24 January 2003 6 months from the 100% of annual salary at the date of 

director; 12 months termination, the annual cost of pension

from the company and all other benefits and 50% of 

potential bonus

Peter Jovanovich 9 October 2000 Employment may be 200% of annual salary and target 

terminated by either bonus

party at any time, subject 

to 3 months’ notice from 

the director in the case of 

voluntary resignation

John Makinson 24 January 2003 6 months from the 100% of annual salary at the date of 

director; 12 months termination, the annual cost of pension 

from the company and all other benefits and 50% of 

potential bonus

Retirement benefits • We describe in turn the retirement benefits for each of the executive directors.

Marjorie Scardino has both defined benefit and defined contribution pension arrangements in the US. The Pearson Inc.

Pension Plan (the US Plan) is an approved defined benefit plan providing a lump sum convertible to a pension on

retirement. The lump sum accrued at 6% of capped compensation, but accruals of benefit ceased on 31 December 2001.

The defined contribution arrangements are an approved 401(k) plan and an unfunded, unapproved scheme. 

The US Plan has a normal retirement age of 65. Early retirement after age 55 is possible, with company consent and on 

a reduced pension for early payment. The US Plan also provides a spouse’s pension on death in service from age 55 and

death in retirement broadly equivalent to 50% of the member’s early retirement pension. The US Plan does not guarantee

any increases to the pension once it comes into payment.

David Bell is a member of the Final Pay Section of the Pearson Group Pension Plan (the UK Plan), to which he contributes

5% of his pensionable salary.

He is eligible for a pension from the UK Plan of two-thirds of his final base salary at normal retirement age (age 62) due to

his previous service with the Financial Times. Early retirement after age 50 is possible, with company consent, and on a

pension that is scaled down to reflect the shorter period of service completed. If retiring before age 60, the pension will be

further reduced by an actuarial factor to reflect the longer period over which it is expected to be paid.

On death before normal retirement age, a pension will be paid to the spouse, or in the absence of a spouse to a financial

dependant nominated by the member. The pension will be one-third of annual base salary. On death after leaving service

but before retirement, a pension of 50% of the deferred pension will be payable to the spouse or nominated financial

dependant. On death in retirement the pension payable is 60% of the director’s pension (ignoring any pension commuted

for a lump sum at retirement). Children’s pensions may also be payable to dependent children. Pensions in payment are

guaranteed in the UK Plan to increase each year at 5% or the increase in the Index of Retail Prices, if lower.
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Rona Fairhead is also a member of the Final Pay Section of the UK Plan, but her pensionable salary is restricted to the

earnings cap introduced by the Finance Act 1989. In addition, the company contributes into a Funded Unapproved

Retirement Benefits Scheme (FURBS).

The UK Plan provides her with a pension that accrues at one-thirtieth of the earnings cap for each year of service.

Early retirement after age 50 is possible, with company consent, and on a pension from the plan that is scaled down to

reflect the shorter period of service completed. If retiring before age 60, the pension will be further reduced by an actuarial

factor to reflect the longer period over which it is expected to be paid. Under the company’s FURBS arrangements, early

retirement is possible with company consent from age 50 onwards. The benefit payable will be the amount of the member’s

fund at the relevant date.

On death before normal retirement age, a pension will be paid to the spouse, or in the absence of a spouse to a financial

dependant nominated by the member. The pension will be one-third of the earnings cap at the time of death. On death after

leaving service but before retirement, a pension of 50% of the deferred pension will be payable to the spouse or nominated

financial dependant. On death in retirement the pension payable is 60% of the director’s pension (ignoring any pension

commuted for a lump sum at retirement). Children’s pensions may also be payable to dependent children. Pensions in

payment are guaranteed in the UK Plan to increase each year at 5% or the increase in the Index of Retail Prices, if lower. 

In addition the proceeds of the FURBS will be paid.

Peter Jovanovich has both defined benefit and defined contribution pension arrangements in the US. The Pearson Inc.

Pension Plan (the US Plan) is an approved defined benefit plan providing a lump sum convertible to a pension on

retirement. The lump sum accrued at 6% of capped compensation, but accruals of benefit ceased on 31 December 2001. 

In addition, there is an unfunded, unapproved Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan (the US SERP) providing an annual

pension accrual of 2% of final average earnings, less benefits accrued in the US Plan and US Social Security.

The defined contribution arrangements are an approved 401(k) plan and a funded, unapproved 401(k) excess plan. 

The US Plan has a normal retirement age of 65. Early retirement after age 55 is possible, with company consent and on 

a reduced pension for early payment. The US Plan also provides a spouse’s pension on death in service from age 55 and

death in retirement broadly equivalent to 50% of the member’s early retirement pension. The US Plan does not guarantee

any increases to the pension once it comes into payment.

For 2003, Peter Jovanovich’s pension arrangements will include a new unfunded, unapproved, defined contribution plan 

and his participation in the US SERP will cease.

John Makinson is also a member of the Final Pay Section of the UK Plan, and his pensionable salary is also restricted to the

earnings cap. The company has been paying contributions into a FURBS, but the contributions ceased on 31 December 2001.

During 2002, the company established an Unfunded Unapproved Retirement Benefits Scheme (UURBS) for John Makinson. 

The UURBS tops up the pensions payable from the UK Plan and the closed FURBS to a target pension of two-thirds of

Revalued Base Salary on retirement at age 62. Revalued Base Salary is defined as £450,000 indexed in line with the

increase in the Index of Retail Prices.

Early retirement after age 50 is possible, with company consent based on a uniform accrual from 1 April 1994. The pension

from the UK Plan, the FURBS and the UURBS in aggregate will be scaled down to reflect the shorter period of service

completed. If retiring before age 60, the pension will be further reduced by an actuarial factor to reflect the longer period

over which it is expected to be paid.

On death before normal retirement age, a pension from the UK Plan, the FURBS and the UURBS in aggregate will be paid to

the spouse, or in the absence of a spouse to a financial dependant nominated by the member. The pension will be one-third

of Revalued Base Salary. On death after leaving service but before retirement, a pension of 50% of the deferred pension 

will be payable to the spouse or nominated financial dependant. On death in retirement the pension payable is 60% of the

director’s pension (ignoring any pension commuted for a lump sum at retirement). Children’s pensions may also be payable

to dependent children. The pension in payment is guaranteed to increase each year at 5% or the increase in the Index of

Retail Prices, if lower.

Details of directors’ pension arrangements are set out in table 2 on page 53 of this report.

Chairman’s remuneration • The committee recommends to the full board for its approval the remuneration and benefits

package of the chairman of the board.

Dennis Stevenson’s remuneration comprises a salary that is intended to be competitive with those of chairmen in

comparable companies taking into account the role that he performs.
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His original remuneration package included an entitlement to long-term incentives. He waived this entitlement in 1999

because he thought there might be a conflict when discussing long-term incentive policy with shareholders. In view of that

and the fact that his salary was last revised in 1999, his remuneration is currently under consideration.

He is not entitled to an annual bonus, retirement or other benefits. He is eligible to participate in the company’s worldwide

save for shares plan.

Non-executive directors • Fees for non-executive directors are determined by the full board having regard to market practice

and within the restrictions contained in the company’s articles of association. Fees are reviewed annually with the help of

outside advice. Non-executive directors receive no other pay or benefits (other than reimbursement for expenses incurred in

connection with their directorship of the company) and do not participate in the company’s equity-based incentive plans.

Since January 2000, non-executive directors have received an annual fee of £35,000 each. One overseas-based director is

paid a supplement of £7,000 per annum. The non-executive directors who chair the personnel and audit committees each

receive an additional fee of £5,000 per annum. For those non-executive directors who retain their fees personally, £10,000

of the total fee, or all of the fee in the case of Rana Talwar, is payable in the form of Pearson shares which the non-executive

directors have committed to retain for the period of their directorships.

In the case of Patrick Cescau, his fee is paid over to his employer.

Non-executive directors serve Pearson under letters of appointment and do not have service contracts.

They were appointed to the board on the following dates:

Patrick Cescau 1 April 2002

Rana Talwar 20 March 2000

Reuben Mark 6 May 1988

Terry Burns 6 May 1999

Vernon Sankey 8 January 1993

There is no entitlement to compensation on the termination of their directorships.

Remuneration of the directors • Excluding contributions to pension funds and related benefits set out in table 2, directors’

remuneration was as follows:

TABLE 1 2002 2001

all figures in £000s salaries/fees bonus other total total

Chairman

Dennis Stevenson 275 — — 275 275

Executive directors

Marjorie Scardino 525 273 54 852 583

David Bell 310 161 16 487 325

Rona Fairhead (appointed 1 June 2002) 193 100 8 301 —

Peter Jovanovich (appointed 1 June 2002) 325 240 5 570 —

John Makinson 419 279 157 855 396

Non-executive directors

Terry Burns 35 — — 35 35

Patrick Cescau (appointed 1 April 2002) 26 — — 26 —

Reuben Mark 47 — — 47 45

Vernon Sankey 40 — — 40 40

Rana Talwar 35 — — 35 35

Total 2,230 1,053 240 3,523 1,734

Total 2001† 1,653 — 94 — 1,747

† Includes amounts to former directors.

note 1 • John Makinson was the highest paid director in 2002. His total remuneration, including pension contributions,
amounted to £859,607.
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note 2 • For the full-year, Rona Fairhead’s and Peter Jovanovich’s remuneration was as follows:

all figures in £000s salaries/fees bonus other total

Rona Fairhead 318 165 13 496

Peter Jovanovich 557 412 9 978

note 3 • Although the salaries of the executive directors were in certain cases below those of their competitors, the executive
directors (along with their fellow senior managers) elected not to receive an increase in their base salaries with effect from 1 January
2002.

Rona Fairhead and John Makinson received increases in their base salaries on taking up their appointments as chief financial officer
and chairman and chief executive of the Penguin Group respectively with effect from 1 June 2002. 

note 4 • For Pearson plc, the 2002 performance measures in the annual bonus plan were growth in underlying sales, growth in
adjusted earnings per share, trading cash conversion and average working capital as a ratio to sales. 

In the case of Peter Jovanovich and, for part of the year, John Makinson, part of their bonuses also related to the performance of
Pearson Education and Penguin Group respectively. For both businesses, the performance measures were growth in underlying sales,
trading margin, trading cash conversion and average working capital as a ratio to sales. 

No discretionary bonuses were awarded for 2002.

note 5 • Other emoluments include company car and healthcare benefits and, in the case of Marjorie Scardino, include £36,090 
in respect of housing costs.

On taking up his appointment as chairman and chief executive of the Penguin Group with effect from 1 June 2002, John Makinson
also became entitled to a location and market premium in relation to the management of the business of the Penguin Group in the
US. He received £130,640 for 2002.

Marjorie Scardino, Rona Fairhead, David Bell and John Makinson have the use of a chauffeur.

note 6 • No amounts in compensation for loss of office and no expense allowances chargeable to UK income tax were paid during the
year.

TABLE 2 directors’ remuneration report regulations 20021

increase in
transfer

increase value
in accrued accrued transfer transfer less

pension over pension value value directors’
age at the period at 31 dec 02 at 31 dec 01 at 31 dec 02 contributions

31 dec 02 £000 £0002 £000 £0003 £000

Directors’ pensions

Marjorie Scardino 55 -0.5 4.5 33.6 32.0 -1.6

David Bell 56 6.9 179.1 2,104.6 1,965.7 -154.4

Rona Fairhead 41 3.2 4.0 4.9 19.9 10.2

Peter Jovanovich 53 0.7 68.4 339.1 392.5 53.4

John Makinson 48 32.1 97.2 559.2 648.0 84.0

directors’ remuneration report regulations 20021 listing rules1

transfer
value of

increase in the increase
other accrued in accrued

pension pension pension (net of 
costs to other (net of inflation) 

the company pension inflation) at 31 dec 02,
over the related during less directors’

period benefits the period contributions 
£0004 £0005 £000 £000

Directors’ pensions

Marjorie Scardino 439.6 29.1 -0.6 -4.3

David Bell – – 4.0 28.0

Rona Fairhead 78.0 – 3.2 11.2

Peter Jovanovich 20.7 2.1 -0.5 -2.9

John Makinson – 4.5 31.0 202.1

note 1 • In previous years, details of directors’ pension benefits have been reported in accordance with the Listing Requirements of the
Listing Authority. The Directors’ Remuneration Report Regulations 2002 introduced the requirement to disclose additional information
for directors’ pension benefits under defined benefit plans. The above table provides the information required on both bases.

note 2 • The accrued pension at 31 December 2002 is that which would become payable from normal retirement age if the member
left service at 31 December 2002. For Marjorie Scardino, it relates only to the pension from the US Plan and the increase is negative
because of exchange rate changes over the year. For David Bell and Rona Fairhead it relates to the pension payable from the UK
Plan. For John Makinson it relates to the pension from the UK Plan, the FURBS and the UURBS in aggregate. For Peter Jovanovich 
it relates to the pension from the US Plan and the US SERP.
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note 3 • The UK transfer values at 31 December 2002 are calculated using the assumptions for cash equivalents payable from the 
UK Plan and are based on the accrued pension at that date. For the US Plan and SERP, transfer values are calculated using a
discount rate equivalent to current US government long term bond yields.

note 4 • This column comprises payments to a FURBS arrangement for Rona Fairhead. For Marjorie Scardino and Peter Jovanovich, it
includes company contributions to funded defined contribution plans and notional contributions to unfunded defined contribution plans.

note 5 • This column comprises life assurance, group term life cover and long-term disability insurance.

TABLE 3 at 31 Dec 02 ordinary ordinary
shares shares

at 1 jan 02 at 31 dec 02

Interests of directors were

Dennis Stevenson 110,017 161,894

Marjorie Scardino 82,225 86,121

David Bell 49,438 50,939

Terry Burns 812 1,712

Patrick Cescau — —

Rona Fairhead — 560

Peter Jovanovich 54,986 54,986

John Makinson 28,620 29,333

Reuben Mark 10,713 11,837

Vernon Sankey 801 1,666

Rana Talwar 3,283 6,848

note 1 • Ordinary shares includes both ordinary shares listed on the London Stock Exchange and American Depositary Receipts
(ADRs) listed on the New York Stock Exchange. The figures include both shares and ADRs acquired by individuals under the annual
bonus share matching plan.

note 2 • On 2 January 2003, Terry Burns acquired 260 shares, Reuben Mark 339, Vernon Sankey 261 and Rana Talwar 1,074. The
shares were acquired as part of their directors’ fees.

note 3 • Executive directors of the company, as possible beneficiaries, are also deemed to be interested in the Pearson Employee
Share Trust and the Pearson Employee Share Ownership Trust, the trustees of which held 175,402 and 850,779 Pearson ordinary shares
of 25p each respectively at 31 December 2002 and also at 3 March 2003.

note 4 • At 31 December 2002, Marjorie Scardino, John Makinson and David Bell each held 1,000 shares in Recoletos Grupo de
Comunicación S.A. Dennis Stevenson held 8,660 shares.

note 5 • The register of directors’ interests (which is open to inspection during normal office hours) contains full details of directors’
shareholdings and options to subscribe for shares. The market price on 31 December 2002 was 574.50p per share and the range
during the year was 505.00p to 922.00p. 
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TABLE 4 market value latest
date of at date vesting
award 01 jan 02 awarded released lapsed 31 dec 02 of award date

Movements in 
directors’ interests 
in restricted shares

Dennis Stevenson a 12/9/97 74,396 1,232 (76,670) 820.64p N/A

1,042 — 660.30p N/A

74,396 2,274 (76,670) — —

Marjorie Scardino b 8/6/99 54,029 54,029

b 3/5/00 33,840 (33,840) —

c 25/6/98 7,803 (3,903) 3,900

c 29/4/99 23,476 23,476

c 19/5/00 13,676 13,676

c 11/5/01 14,181 14,181

d 9/5/01 55,400 55,400

d 19/11/02 5,869 5,869 672.00p 29/4/04

d 16/12/02 362,040 362,040 638.50p 28/6/09

202,405 367,909 — (37,743) 532,571

David Bell b 8/6/99 26,890 26,890

b 3/5/00 17,097 (17,097) –

c 29/4/99 9,763 9,763

c 19/5/00 6,371 6,371

c 11/5/01 6,371 6,371

d 9/5/01 21,800 21,800

d 19/11/02 2,440 2,440 672.00p 29/4/04

d 16/12/02 159,678 159,678 638.50p 28/6/09

88,292 162,118 — (17,097) 233,313

Rona Fairhead c 19/4/02 933 933 892.00p 19/4/07

d 8/4/02 5,000 5,000 843.00p 8/10/04

d 16/12/02 159,678 159,678 638.50p 28/6/09

— 165,611 — — 165,611

Peter Jovanovich b 8/6/99 46,586 46,586

b 3/5/00 30,678 (30,678) —

c 29/4/99 8,889 8,889

c 19/5/00 9,822 9,822

c 3/1/01 58,343 58,343

d 9/5/01 41,560 41,560

d 19/11/02 2,222 2,222 672.00p 29/4/04

d 16/12/02 198,396 198,396 638.50p 28/6/09

195,878 200,618 — (30,678) 365,818

John Makinson b 8/6/99 30,874 30,874

b 3/5/00 19,539 (19,539) —

c 25/6/98 4,587 (2,294) 2,293

c 29/4/99 11,630 11,630

c 19/5/00 9,117 9,117

c 11/5/01 9,553 9,553

d 9/5/01 26,380 26,380

d 19/11/02 2,907 2,907 672.00p 29/4/04

d 16/12/02 206,880 206,880 638.50p 28/6/09

111,680 209,787 — (21,833) 299,634

note 1 • The number of shares shown represents the maximum number of shares that may vest, subject to any performance
conditions being met.

note 2 • No variations to the terms and conditions of plan interests were made during the year.

note 3 • Restricted shares designated as: a incentive share plan; b reward plan; c annual bonus share matching plan; and 
d long-term incentive plan.
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• Awards released under incentive share plan:

The incentive share plan was introduced in 1993 to reward executives based on the performance of the company over the

medium to longer term. The performance test was Pearson total shareholder return relative to the FTSE 100 total return

index so as to reward the small number of senior executives participating in the plan in such a way that their total

remuneration reflected the performance of the company and the interests of the shareholders. Dennis Stevenson’s was

the only outstanding award under this plan covering the five-year performance period May 1997 to April 2002. 

The terms of this award were such that no shares vested if the ratio of Pearson to FTSE 100 total return was less than

100%. 25% of the shares vested if the ratio was 100% and 150% of the shares (the maximum possible) vested if the ratio

was 125% or more. In addition, Pearson’s adjusted earnings per share for the latest full-year covered by the performance

period (2001) needed to be higher than those in the year prior to the award being made (1996). Pearson’s total

shareholder return was 46.7% over the period and the FTSE 100’s was 36.6%, a ratio of 127.6%. Pearson’s pre-internet

adjusted earnings per share for 2001 were 39.2p against 27.3p in 1996.

As a consequence, both performance targets were met in full and Dennis Stevenson received 150% of shares comprised in

the award together with the rolled-up scrip, dividend re-investment plan or cash dividends. The market value of the shares

on the date of release (19 November 2002) was 672.00p. Details of Dennis Stevenson’s award under this plan are set out

in table 4 itemised as a on page 55 of this report.

• Awards lapsed:

The vesting of Pearson Equity Incentives (PEIs) awarded in 2000 under the reward plan was related to growth in free cash

flow per shares over the three-year period 2000 to 2002. On the basis of performance over that period, no PEIs vested and

all entitlements lapsed. Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson held PEIs under this plan.

Details of these awards are set out in table 4 and itemised as b on page 55 of this report. 

• Awards outstanding:

The annual bonus share matching plan permits executive directors and senior executives around the Group to invest up 

to 50% of any after tax annual bonus in Pearson shares. If these shares are held and the company’s adjusted earnings per

share increase in real terms by at least 3% per annum, the company will match them on a gross basis of one share for every

two held after three years, and another one for two originally held (i.e. a total of one for one) after five years. For the

award made in 1998, since the real growth in earnings per share target for the period 1997 to 2002 was not met, participants

did not become entitled to the second one-for-two matching shares and these awards lapsed. Participants were, however,

already entitled to the first one-for-two matching shares based on 1997 to 2000 performance and these shares will be

released in 2003. For the award made in 1999, participants did not become entitled to the one-for-two match in 2002 but

remain eligible for the one-for-one match in 2004 subject to the earnings per share target for 1998 to 2003 being met. If

this target is not met, the awards lapse. Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Rona Fairhead, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson

hold awards under this plan. Details of these awards are set out in table 4 and itemised as c on page 55 of this report.

As reported in 2001, Pearson Equity Incentives awarded in 1999 under the reward plan vested on 8 June 2002. Following

vesting, the shares remain subject to a two-year retention period and will be released in 2004. Marjorie Scardino, David

Bell, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson hold PEIs under this plan. Details of these awards are set out in table 4 and

itemised as b on page 55 of this report. 

The vesting of restricted stock awards under the long-term incentive plan made in 2001 is related to free cash flow per

share performance over the period 2001 to 2003 consistent with the performance measure used in relation to vesting of

restricted stock under the previous reward plan. The committee considered that free cash flow was the most appropriate

performance measure to determine the vesting of restricted shares at the time because the cash the businesses generate

provides a transparent and accurate measure of Pearson’s achievements and was recognised by shareholders as a

significant driver of value. This target is met if the company’s cumulative free cash flow per share for the three financial

years of the performance period exceeds the target set by the committee for growth over the free cash flow per share for

the financial year prior to the start of the period (free cash flow being defined as our operating cash flow as stated in each

year’s accounts less tax liabilities on operating activities and tax paid). Details of the restricted stock awards under this

plan for Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson are set out in table 4 and itemised as d on

page 55 of this report.
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• Awards granted:

The annual bonus share matching plan shares awarded to Rona Fairhead on 19 April 2002 will vest in full on 19 April 2007

if the company’s adjusted earnings per share increase in real terms by at least 3% per annum over the period 2001 to

2006. 50% of these shares vest on 19 April 2005 if the company’s adjusted earnings per share increase in real terms by at

least 3% per annum over the period 2001 to 2004.

The long-term incentive plan shares awarded to Rona Fairhead on 8 April 2002 will vest on 8 October 2004, being three

years from the date of her appointment, in accordance with the terms agreed with her when she joined the company.

The long-term incentive plan shares awarded on 19 November 2002 will vest on 29 April 2004 providing the company’s

adjusted earnings per share increase in real terms by an average of 3% per annum over the five-year period 1998 to 2003

by comparing earnings per share for 1998 with those for 2003.

The long-term incentive plan shares awarded on 16 December 2002 will vest in tranches as follows:

a b c d e

Marjorie Scardino 60,340 60,340 60,340 60,340 120,680

David Bell 26,613 26,613 26,613 26,613 53,226

Rona Fairhead 26,613 26,613 26,613 26,613 53,226

Peter Jovanovich 33,066 33,066 33,066 33,066 66,132

John Makinson 34,480 34,480 34,480 34,480 68,960

The first tranche of shares shown in A will vest on 28 June 2005. The second, third, fourth and fifth tranches shown in 

B, C, D and E will vest no earlier than 28 June 2005 subject to the Pearson share price reaching £9, £11, £13 and £18

respectively for a period of 20 consecutive business days prior to 28 June 2009. The committee considered that these

awards and share price targets, which focus on the restoration of shareholder value, provide meaningful incentives to the

executives concerned while recognising the long-term interests of shareholders. Details of the restricted stock awards

under this plan for Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Rona Fairhead, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson are set out in table

4 and itemised as d on page 55 of this report.
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TABLE 5 earliest
date of exercised/ option exercise expiry
grant 1 jan 02 granted lapsed 31 dec 02 price date date

Movements in 
directors’ interests 
in share options

Dennis Stevenson b 15/5/98 2,512 — — 2,512 687p 1/8/03 1/2/04

Total 2,512 — — 2,512 —

Marjorie Scardino a* 14/9/98 176,556 — — 176,556 974p 14/9/01 14/9/08

a* 14/9/98 5,660 — — 5,660 1090p 14/9/01 14/9/08

b 15/5/98 2,839 — — 2,839 687p 1/8/05 1/2/06

c 8/6/99 37,583 — — 37,583 1373p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 37,583 — — 37,583 1648p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 37,583 — — 37,583 1922p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 3/5/00 36,983 — — 36,983 2303p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 36,983 — — 36,983 2764p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 36,983 — — 36,983 3225p 3/5/03 3/5/10

d* 9/5/01 41,550 — — 41,550 1421p 9/5/02 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 41,550 — — 41,550 1421p 9/5/03 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 41,550 — — 41,550 1421p 9/5/04 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 41,550 — — 41,550 1421p 9/5/05 9/5/11

Total 574,953 — — 574,953 —

David Bell a* 14/9/98 20,496 — — 20,496 974p 14/9/01 14/9/08

b* 9/5/97 650 — (650) — 530p 1/8/02 1/2/03

b 15/5/98 501 — — 501 687p 1/8/03 1/2/04

b 16/5/99 184 — — 184 913p 1/8/04 1/2/05

b 13/5/00 202 — — 202 1428p 1/8/03 1/2/04

b 9/5/01 202 — — 202 957p 1/8/04 1/2/05

b 10/5/02 — 272 — 272 696p 1/8/05 1/2/06

c 8/6/99 18,705 — — 18,705 1373p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 18,705 — — 18,705 1648p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 18,705 — — 18,705 1922p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 3/5/00 18,686 — — 18,686 2303p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 18,686 — — 18,686 2764p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 18,686 — — 18,686 3225p 3/5/03 3/5/10

d* 9/5/01 16,350 — — 16,350 1421p 9/5/02 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 16,350 — — 16,350 1421p 9/5/03 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 16,350 — — 16,350 1421p 9/5/04 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 16,350 — — 16,350 1421p 9/5/05 9/5/11

Total 199,808 272 (650) 199,430 –

Rona Fairhead d* 1/11/01 19,997 — — 19,997 822p 1/11/03 1/11/11

d 1/11/01 19,998 — — 19,998 822p 1/11/04 1/11/11

d 1/11/01 20,005 — — 20,005 822p 1/11/05 1/11/11

Total 60,000 — — 60,000 —

report on directors’ remuneration continued
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TABLE 5 continued earliest
date of exercised/ option exercise expiry
grant 1 jan 02 granted lapsed 31 dec 02 price date date

Peter Jovanovich a* 12/9/97 8,250 — — 8,250 758p 12/9/00 12/9/07

a* 12/9/97 102,520 — — 102,520 677p 12/9/00 12/9/07

c 8/6/99 32,406 — — 32,406 1373p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 32,406 — — 32,406 1648p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 32,406 — — 32,406 1922p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 3/5/00 33,528 — — 33,528 2303p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 33,528 — — 33,528 2764p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 33,528 — — 33,528 3225p 3/5/03 3/5/10

d* 9/5/01 31,170 — — 31,170 $21.00 9/5/02 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 31,170 — — 31,170 $21.00 9/5/03 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 31,170 — — 31,170 $21.00 9/5/04 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 31,170 — — 31,170 $21.00 9/5/05 9/5/11

d* 1/11/01 19,998 — — 19,998 $11.97 1/11/03 1/11/11

d 1/11/01 19,998 — — 19,998 $11.97 1/11/04 1/11/11

d 1/11/01 20,004 — — 20,004 $11.97 1/11/05 1/11/11

Total 493,252 — — 493,252 –

John Makinson a* 6/5/94 56,000 — — 56,000 567p 6/5/97 6/5/04

a* 20/4/95 20,160 — — 20,160 487p 20/4/98 20/4/05

a* 8/8/96 36,736 — — 36,736 584p 8/8/99 8/8/06

a* 12/9/97 73,920 — — 73,920 677p 12/9/00 12/9/07

a* 14/9/98 30,576 — — 30,576 974p 14/9/01 14/9/98

b* 23/5/96 3,342 — (3,342) — 517p 1/8/01 1/2/02

b 9/5/01 1,920 — — 1,920 957p 1/8/08 1/2/09

c 8/6/99 21,477 — — 21,477 1373p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 21,477 — — 21,477 1648p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 8/6/99 21,477 — — 21,477 1922p 8/6/02 8/6/09

c 3/5/00 21,356 — — 21,356 2303p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 21,356 — — 21,356 2764p 3/5/03 3/5/10

c 3/5/00 21,356 — — 21,356 3225p 3/5/03 3/5/10

d* 9/5/01 19,785 — — 19,785 1421p 9/5/02 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 19,785 — — 19,785 1421p 9/5/03 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 19,785 — — 19,785 1421p 9/5/04 9/5/11

d 9/5/01 19,785 — — 19,785 1421p 9/5/05 9/5/11

Total 430,293 — (3,342) 426,951 –

note 1 • The option prices and market prices have been rounded up to the nearest whole penny.

note 2 • No variations to the terms and conditions of share options were made during the year.

note 3 • Shares under option are designated as: a executive; b worldwide save for shares; c premium priced; and d long-term
incentive; and * where options are exercisable.
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a Executive 

Subject to any performance condition being met, executive options become exercisable on the third anniversary of the date of
grant and lapse if they remain unexercised at the tenth.

Options granted prior to 1996 are not subject to performance conditions representing market best practice at 
that time. 

The exercise of options granted since 1996 is subject to a real increase in the company’s adjusted earnings per share over any
three-year period prior to exercise. This measure of performance represented market best practice and was in accordance with
institutional investors’ guidelines for option plans of that period.

This target is met if the company’s adjusted earnings per share as published in the company’s annual report and accounts for the
last financial year prior to exercise, exceed those for the last financial year prior to the start of the three-year period by the
percentage increase in the Index of Retail Prices (All Items) published by the UK Government plus 2% per annum (for options
granted in 1996 and 1997) and 3% per annum (for options granted in 1998), subject to any adjustment the committee may make in
accordance with the plan rules.

This target was not met for the period 1998 to 2001 and options granted in 1999 did not become exercisable in 2002. This target
was also not met for the period 1999 to 2002 and options granted in 2000 will not become exercisable 
in 2003. 

Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson hold options under this plan. Details of these awards are set
out in table 5 and itemised as a on pages 58 and 59 of this report.

b Worldwide save for shares 

The acquisition of shares under the worldwide save for shares plan is not subject to the satisfaction of a performance target.
Dennis Stevenson, Marjorie Scardino, David Bell and John Makinson hold options under this plan. Details of these holdings are set
out in table 5 and itemised as b on page 58 and 59 of this report.

c Premium priced 

Subject to the performance conditions being met, Premium Priced Options (PPOs) become exercisable on the third anniversary of
the date of grant and lapse if they remain unexercised at the tenth.

PPOs were granted in three tranches. For these to become exercisable, the Pearson share price has to stay above the option price
for 20 consecutive days within three, five and seven years respectively. The share price targets for the three- and five-year tranches
of PPOs granted in 1999 were met in 2000. In addition, for options to be exercisable, the company’s adjusted earnings per 
share have to increase in real terms by at least 3% per annum over the three-year period prior to exercise. This target is met if the
company’s adjusted earnings per share, as published in the company’s annual report and accounts for the last financial year 
prior to exercise, exceed those for the last financial year prior to the start of the three-year period by the percentage increase 
in the Index of Retail Prices (All Items) published by the UK Government plus 3% per annum, subject to any adjustment the
committee may make in accordance with the plan rules. These targets for the three-year periods 1998 to 2001 and 1999 to 
2002 were not met.

Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson hold PPOs under this plan. Details of these awards are set out
in table 5 and itemised as c on pages 58 and 59 of this report.

d Long-term incentive 

Options granted in 2001 were based on pre-grant earnings per share growth of 75% against a target of 16.6% over the period 1997
to 2000 and are not subject to further performance conditions on exercise.

Long-term incentive options granted on 9 May 2001 become exercisable in tranches on the first, second, third and fourth
anniversary of the date of grant and lapse if they remain unexercised at the tenth. The fourth tranche lapses if any of the options 
in the first, second or third tranche are exercised prior to the fourth anniversary of the date of grant.

Long-term incentive options granted on 1 November 2001 become exercisable in tranches on the first, second and third
anniversary of the date of grant and lapse if they remain unexercised at the tenth.

Details of the option grants under this plan for Marjorie Scardino, David Bell, Rona Fairhead, Peter Jovanovich and John Makinson
are set out in table 5 itemised as d on pages 58 and 59 of this report.

In addition, Marjorie Scardino and Peter Jovanovich both contribute US$1,000 per month (the maximum allowed) to the US employee
stock purchase plan. The terms of this plan allow participants to make monthly contributions for one year and to acquire shares at
the end of that period at a price that is the lower of the market price at the beginning or the end of the period, both less 15%. Based
on the market price at the start of the period, Marjorie Scardino and Peter Jovanovich would have the right to acquire 1,461
American Depositary Receipts.

reuben mark • director • 3 march 2003

report on directors’ remuneration continued
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2002 2001
restated

results results
from other from other

all figures in £ millions note operations items total operations items total

Sales (including share of joint ventures) 4,331 – 4,331 4,240 – 4,240

Less: share of joint ventures (11) – (11) (15) – (15)

Sales 2a 4,320 – 4,320 4,225 – 4,225

Group operating profit 496 (302) 194 444 (424) 20

Share of operating (loss)/profit of 
joint ventures and associates 2c/d (3) (48) (51) 19 (86) (67)

Total operating profit/(loss) 2b 493 (350) 143 463 (510) (47)

Loss on sale of fixed assets 
and investments 4a – (13) (13) – (12) (12)

Loss on sale of subsidiaries 
and associates 4b – (27) (27) – (63) (63)

Profit/(loss) on sale of subsidiaries 
and associates by an associate 4c – 3 3 – (53) (53)

Non operating items – (37) (37) – (128) (128)

Profit/(loss) before interest and taxation 493 (387) 106 463 (638) (175)

Amounts written off investments – – – – (92) (92)

Net finance costs 5 (94) (37) (131) (169) – (169)

(Loss)/profit before taxation 399 (424) (25) 294 (730) (436)

Taxation 7 (131) 67 (64) (100) 133 33

(Loss)/profit after taxation 268 (357) (89) 194 (597) (403)

Equity minority interests (27) 5 (22) (24) 4 (20)

(Loss)/profit for the financial year 241 (352) (111) 170 (593) (423)

Dividends on equity shares 8 (187) (177)

Loss retained (298) (600)

Adjusted earnings per share 9 30.3p 21.4p

Loss per share 9 (13.9)p (53.2)p

Diluted loss per share 9 (13.9)p (53.2)p

Dividends per share 8 23.4p 22.3p

There is no difference between the loss before taxation and the retained loss for the year stated above and their historical 

cost equivalents.

The 2001 comparatives have been restated for the adoption of FRS 19 (see note 21).

Consolidated profit and loss account
year ended 31 Dec 2002
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2002 2001
all figures in £ millions note restated

Fixed assets

Intangible assets 11 3,610 4,193

Tangible assets 12 503 542

Investments: joint ventures 13

Share of gross assets 7 8

Share of gross liabilities – (1)

7 7

Investments: associates 14 106 893

Investments: other 15 84 84

4,310 5,719

Current assets

Stocks 16 734 849

Debtors 17 1,057 1,005

Deferred taxation 21 174 272

Investments 2 3

Cash at bank and in hand 18 575 393

2,542 2,522

Creditors – amounts falling due within one year

Short-term borrowing 19 (249) (165)

Other creditors 20 (1,114) (1,203)

(1,363) (1,368)

Net current assets 1,179 1,154

Total assets less current liabilities 5,489 6,873

Creditors – amounts falling due after more than one year 

Medium and long-term borrowing 19 (1,734) (2,607)

Other creditors 20 (60) (54)

(1,794) (2,661)

Provisions for liabilities and charges 22 (165) (239)

Net assets 3,530 3,973

Capital and reserves

Called up share capital 23 200 200

Share premium account 24 2,465 2,459

Profit and loss account 24 673 1,138

Equity shareholders’ funds 3,338 3,797

Equity minority interests 192 176

3,530 3,973

The 2001 comparatives have been restated for the adoption of FRS 19 (see note 21).

The company balance sheet is shown in note 32.

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors on 3 March 2003 and signed on its behalf by 

dennis stevenson • rona fairhead

Consolidated balance sheet
as at 31 Dec 2002
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all figures in £ millions note 2002 2001

Net cash inflow from operating activities 27 529 490

Dividends from joint ventures and associates 6 25

Interest received 11 31

Interest paid (151) (187)

Debt issue costs – (1)

Dividends paid to minority interests (1) (9)

Returns on investments and servicing of finance (141) (166)

Taxation (55) (71)

Purchase of tangible fixed assets (126) (165)

Sale of tangible fixed assets 7 36

Purchase of investments (21) (35)

Sale of investments 3 22

Capital expenditure and financial investment (137) (142)

Purchase of subsidiaries 25 (87) (128)

Net cash acquired with subsidiaries 1 83

Purchase of joint ventures and associates (40) (26)

Sale of subsidiaries 26 3 41

Net cash disposed with subsidiaries (1) –

Sale of associates 14 920 1

Acquisitions and disposals 796 (29)

Equity dividends paid (181) (174)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before management of 
liquid resources and financing 817 (67)

Liquid resources acquired (65) (48)

Collateral deposit reimbursed 22 47

Management of liquid resources 27 (43) (1)

Issue of equity share capital 6 20

Capital element of finance leases (5) (7)

Loan facility repaid (507) (521)

Bonds (repaid)/advanced (167) 507

Collateral deposit reimbursed 17 –

Net movement in other borrowings (7) 3

Financing (663) 2

Increase/(decrease) in cash in the year 27 111 (66)

Consolidated statement of cash flows
year ended 31 Dec 2002
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2002 2001
all figures in £ millions note restated

Loss for the financial year (111) (423)

Other net gains and losses recognised in reserves:

Currency translation differences (317) 26

Taxation on currency translation differences 5 (6)

Total recognised gains and losses relating to the year (423) (403)

Prior year adjustment – FRS 19 21 209

Total recognised gains and losses (214)

Statement of total recognised gains and losses
year ended 31 Dec 2002

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Loss for the financial year (111) (423)

Dividends on equity shares (187) (177)

(298) (600)

Currency translation differences (net of taxation) (312) 20

Goodwill written back on sale of subsidiaries and associates 144 37

Goodwill written back on sale of subsidiaries and associates by an associate – 36

Shares issued 6 18

Replacement options granted on acquisition of subsidiary 1 2

Net movement for the year (459) (487)

Equity shareholders’ funds at beginning of the year 3,797 4,044

Prior period adjustment – FRS 19 – 240

Equity shareholders’ funds at end of the year 3,338 3,797

Reconciliation of movements in equity shareholders’ funds
year ended 31 Dec 2002
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Independent auditors’ report to the members of Pearson plc

We have audited the financial statements which comprise the consolidated profit and loss account, the consolidated
balance sheet, the consolidated statement of cash flows, the statement of total recognised gains and losses, the
reconciliation of movements in equity shareholders’ funds and the related notes. We have also audited the disclosures
required by Part 3 of Schedule 7a to the Companies Act 1985, contained in the report on directors’ remuneration (‘the
auditable part’).

Respective responsibilities of directors and auditors • The directors’ responsibilities for preparing the annual report, the
report on directors’ remuneration, and the financial statements in accordance with applicable United Kingdom law and
accounting standards are set out in the statement of directors’ responsibilities.

Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements and the auditable part of the report on directors’ remuneration in
accordance with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and United Kingdom Auditing Standards issued by the Auditing
Practices Board. This report, including the opinion, have been prepared for and only for, the company’s members as a body
in accordance with Section 235 of the Companies Act 1985 and for no other purpose. We do not, in giving this opinion,
accept or assume responsibility for any other purpose or to any other person to whom this report is shown or into whose
hands it may come, save where expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing.

We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view and whether the financial
statements and the auditable part of the report on directors’ remuneration have been properly prepared in accordance with
the Companies Act 1985. We also report to you if, in our opinion, the directors’ report is not consistent with the financial
statements, if the company has not kept proper accounting records, if we have not received all the information and
explanations we require for our audit, or if information specified by law regarding directors’ remuneration and transactions
is not disclosed.

We read the other information contained in the annual report and consider the implications for our report if we become
aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with the financial statements. The other information
comprises only the financial highlights, the chairman’s statement, the chief executive’s review, the ‘Pearson goals’ section,
the ‘business highlights’ section, the operating review, the financial review, the board of directors, the directors’ report and
the unaudited part of the report on directors’ remuneration.

We review whether the corporate governance statement within the directors’ report reflects the group’s compliance with the
seven provisions of the Combined Code specified for our review by the Listing Rules of the Financial Services Authority, and
we report if it does not. We are not required to consider whether the board’s statements on internal control cover all risks
and controls, or to form an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s or group’s corporate governance procedures or its
risk and control procedures.

Basis of audit opinion • We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards issued by the Auditing Practices
Board. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements and the auditable part of the report on directors’ remuneration. It also includes an assessment of the significant
estimates and judgements made by the directors in the preparation of the financial statements, and of whether the
accounting policies are appropriate to the group’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered 
necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the financial statements and the
auditable part of the report on directors’ remuneration are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or
other irregularity or error. In forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information
in the financial statements.

Opinion • In our opinion 

• the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company and the group at 
31 December 2002 and the result and cash flows of the group for the year then ended; 

• the financial statements have been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985; and

• those parts of the report on directors’ remuneration required by Part 3 of Schedule 7a to the Companies Act 1985 have
been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985.

pricewaterhousecoopers llp • chartered accountants and registered auditors • london 3 march 2003
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The maintenance and integrity of the Pearson Plc website is the responsibility of the directors; the work carried out by the auditors does not involve

consideration of these matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept no responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the financial

statements since they were initially presented on the website.

Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination of financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
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1 accounting policies

Accounting policies have been consistently applied except that FRS 19 ‘Deferred tax’ has been adopted and hence

comparative figures have been restated. The effect of this change in accounting policy is disclosed in note 21. The

transitional arrangements of FRS 17 ‘Retirement benefits’ have been adopted which require additional disclosures in

respect of retirement benefits, as set out in note 10.

a. Basis of accounting • The accounts are prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance with the

Companies Act and applicable accounting standards. A summary of the significant accounting policies is set out below. 

b. Basis of consolidation • The consolidated accounts include the accounts of all subsidiaries made up to 31 December.

Where companies have become or ceased to be subsidiaries or associates during the year, the Group results include results

for the period during which they were subsidiaries or associates. 

The results of the Group includes the Group’s share of the results of joint ventures and associates, and the consolidated

balance sheet includes the Group’s interest in joint ventures and associates at the book value of attributable net assets and

attributable goodwill. 

c. Goodwill • From 1 January 1998 goodwill, being either the net excess of the cost of shares in subsidiaries, joint ventures

and associates over the value attributable to their net assets on acquisition or the cost of other goodwill by purchase, is

capitalised and amortised through the profit and loss account on a straight-line basis over its estimated useful life not

exceeding 20 years. Estimated useful life is determined after taking into account such factors as the nature and age of the

business and the stability of the industry in which the acquired business operates, as well as typical life spans of the

acquired products to which the goodwill attaches. Goodwill is subject to an impairment review at the end of the first full

year following an acquisition, and at any other time if events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value

may not be recoverable. Goodwill arising on acquisitions before 1 January 1998 has been deducted from reserves and is

charged or credited to the profit and loss account on disposal or closure of the business to which it relates. 

d. Sales • Sales represent the amount of goods and services, net of value added tax and other sales taxes, and excluding

trade discounts and anticipated returns, provided to external customers and associates.

Revenue from the sale of books is recognised when the goods are shipped. Anticipated returns are based primarily on

historical return rates. Circulation and advertising revenue is recognised when the newspaper or other publication is

published. Subscription revenue is recognised on a straight-line basis over the life of the subscription.

Revenue from long-term contracts, such as contracts to process qualifying tests for individual professions and government

departments, is recognised over the contract term based on the percentage of services provided during the period,

compared to the total estimated services to be provided over the entire contract. Losses on contracts are recognised in the

period in which the loss first becomes probable and reasonably estimable. Contract losses are determined to be the amount

by which estimated direct and indirect costs of the contract exceed the estimated total revenues that will be generated by

the contract.

e. Pension costs • The regular pension cost of the Group’s defined benefit pension schemes is charged to the profit and loss

account in order to apportion the cost of pensions over the service lives of employees in the schemes. Variations arising

from a significant reduction in the number of employees are adjusted in the profit and loss account to the extent that the

year’s regular pension cost, reduced by other variations, exceeds contributions payable for that year. Other variations are

apportioned over the expected service lives of current employees in the schemes. The pension cost of the Group’s defined

contribution schemes is the amount of contributions payable for the year.

f. Post-retirement benefits other than pensions • Post-retirement benefits other than pensions are accounted for on an

accruals basis to recognise the obligation over the expected service lives of the employees concerned.

g. Tangible fixed assets • The cost of tangible fixed assets other than freehold land is depreciated over estimated economic

lives in equal annual amounts. Generally, freeholds are depreciated at 1% to 5% per annum, leaseholds at 2% per annum,

or over the period of the lease if shorter, and plant and equipment at various rates between 5% and 33% per annum.

h. Leases • Finance lease rentals are capitalised at the net present value of the total amount of rentals payable under the

leasing agreement (excluding finance charges) and depreciated in accordance with policy g above. Finance charges are

written off over the period of the lease in reducing amounts in relation to the written down carrying cost. Operating lease

rentals are expensed as incurred.

i. Fixed asset investments • Fixed asset investments are stated at cost less provisions for diminution in value. 
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j. Share schemes • Shares held by employee share ownership trusts are shown at cost less any provision for permanent

diminution in value. The costs of funding and administering the trusts are charged to the profit and loss account in the

period to which they relate. The cost of shares acquired by the trusts or the fair market value of the shares at the date of

the grant, less any consideration to be received from the employee, is charged to the profit and loss account over the period

to which the employee’s performance relates. Where awards are contingent upon future events (other than continued

employment) an assessment of the likelihood of these conditions being achieved is made at the end of each reporting

period and an appropriate provision made.

k. Stocks • Stocks and work in progress are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

l. Pre-publication costs • Pre-publication costs represent direct costs incurred in the development of titles prior to their

publication. These costs are carried forward in stock where the title to which they relate has a useful life in excess of one

year. These costs are amortised upon publication of the title over estimated economic lives of five years or less, being an

estimate of the expected life cycle of the title, with a higher proportion of the amortisation taken in the earlier years.

m. Royalty advances • Advances of royalties to authors are included within debtors when the advance is paid less any

provision required to bring the amount down to its net realisable value. The royalty advance is expensed at the contracted

royalty rate as the related revenues are earned.

n. Newspaper development costs • Revenue investment in the development of newspaper titles consists of measures to

increase the volume and geographical spread of circulation. These measures include additional and enhanced editorial

content, extended distribution and remote printing. These extra costs arising are expensed as incurred.

o. Deferred taxation • Provision is made in full for deferred tax that arises from timing differences that have originated but

not reversed by the balance sheet date on transactions or events that result in an obligation to pay more tax in the future.

Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is regarded as more likely than not that there will be taxable profits

from which the underlying timing differences can be deducted. Deferred tax is measured at the average tax rates that are

expected to apply in the periods in which the timing differences are expected to reverse, based on tax rates and laws 

that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance sheet date. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are not

discounted. No deferred tax is provided in respect of any future remittance of earnings of foreign subsidiaries or associates

where no commitment has been made to remit such earnings.

p. Financial instruments • The Group uses derivative financial instruments to manage its exposure to interest rate and

foreign exchange risks. These include interest rate swaps, currency swaps and forward currency contracts. Amounts payable

or receivable in respect of interest rate derivatives are accrued with net interest payable over the period of the contract.

Where the derivative instrument is terminated early, the gain or loss is spread over the remaining maturity of the original

instrument. Where the underlying exposure ceases to exist, any termination gain or loss is taken to the profit and loss

account. Foreign currency borrowings and their related derivatives are carried in the balance sheet at the relevant exchange

rates at the balance sheet date. Gains or losses in respect of the hedging of overseas subsidiaries are taken to reserves.

Gains or losses arising from foreign exchange contracts are taken to the profit and loss account in line with the transactions

which they are hedging. Premiums paid on contracts designed to manage currency exposure on specific acquisitions or

disposals are charged to the profit and loss account.

The company participates in offset arrangements with certain banks whereby cash and overdraft amounts are offset against

each other.

q. Foreign currencies • Profit and loss accounts in overseas currencies are translated into sterling at average rates. Balance

sheets are translated into sterling at the rates ruling at 31 December. Exchange differences arising on consolidation are

taken directly to reserves. Other exchange differences are taken to the profit and loss account where they relate to trading

transactions and directly to reserves where they relate to investments. 

The principal overseas currency for the Group is the US dollar. The average rate for the year against sterling was $1.51

(2001: $1.44) and the year end rate was $1.61 (2001: $1.46).

r. Liquid resources • Liquid resources comprise short-term deposits of less than one year and investments which are readily

realisable and held on a short-term basis. 

s. Retained profits of overseas subsidiaries and associates • No provision is made for any additional taxation, less double

taxation relief, which would arise on the remittance of profits retained where there is no intention to remit such profits.
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2a analysis of sales

2002 2001

sales sales
before before

internet internet internet internet
all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises sales enterprises enterprises sales

Business sectors

Pearson Education 2,752 4 2,756 2,596 8 2,604

FT Group 678 48 726 750 51 801

The Penguin Group 838 – 838 820 – 820

Continuing operations 4,268 52 4,320 4,166 59 4,225

Geographical markets supplied

United Kingdom 395 16 411 423 10 433

Continental Europe 413 6 419 438 8 446

North America 3,110 29 3,139 2,936 39 2,975

Asia Pacific 248 1 249 239 2 241

Rest of world 102 – 102 130 – 130

Continuing operations 4,268 52 4,320 4,166 59 4,225

2002 2001

total by inter- total total by inter- total
all figures in £ millions source regional sales source regional sales

Geographical source of sales

United Kingdom 644 (25) 619 686 (20) 666

Continental Europe 304 (4) 300 315 (5) 310

North America 3,144 (36) 3,108 2,976 (35) 2,941

Asia Pacific 226 (2) 224 221 (6) 215

Rest of world 69 – 69 93 – 93

Continuing operations 4,387 (67) 4,320 4,291 (66) 4,225

note • The table above analyses sales by the geographical region from which the products and services originate. Inter-regional sales
are those made between Group companies in different regions. 

2b analysis of total operating profit/(loss)

2002

results
from

operations
before results

internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating
all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment profit

Business sectors

Pearson Education 351 (25) 326 (7) (244) – 75

FT Group 114 (34) 80 – (65) (10) 5

The Penguin Group 87 – 87 (3) (18) – 66

Continuing operations 552 (59) 493 (10) (327) (10) 146

Discontinued operations – – – – (3) – (3)

552 (59) 493 (10) (330) (10) 143
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2b analysis of operating profit/(loss) continued

2002

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment profit

Geographical markets supplied

United Kingdom (37) (35) (72) (5) (25) – (102)

Continental Europe 41 (1) 40 – (8) – 32

North America 518 (23) 495 (5) (288) – 202

Asia Pacific 31 – 31 – (6) – 25

Rest of world (1) – (1) – – (10) (11)

Continuing operations 552 (59) 493 (10) (327) (10) 146

Discontinued operations – – – – (3) – (3)

552 (59) 493 (10) (330) (10) 143

2001
restated

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Business sectors

Pearson Education 351 (77) 274 (29) (254) (8) (17)

FT Group 132 (60) 72 – (67) (3) 2

The Penguin Group 80 – 80 (45) (19) (50) (34)

Continuing operations 563 (137) 426 (74) (340) (61) (49)

Discontinued operations 37 – 37 – (35) – 2

600 (137) 463 (74) (375) (61) (47)

Geographical markets supplied

United Kingdom 16 (53) (37) (33) (27) (55) (152)

Continental Europe 55 (10) 45 – (6) – 39

North America 470 (73) 397 (41) (302) (3) 51

Asia Pacific 24 – 24 – (4) – 20

Rest of world (2) (1) (3) – (1) (3) (7)

Continuing operations 563 (137) 426 (74) (340) (61) (49)

Discontinued operations 37 – 37 – (35) – 2

600 (137) 463 (74) (375) (61) (47)

note • Internet enterprises consist of the Group’s discrete internet operations, including FT.com and Family Education Network.
Integration costs in 2002 and 2001 include costs in respect of the Dorling Kindersley and National Computer Systems acquisitions. 
In 2002, of the goodwill impairment charge, £10m (2001: £58m) relates to the impairment of goodwill arising on acquisition of
subsidiaries (see note 11) and £nil (2001: £3m) relates to the impairment of goodwill arising on acquisition of associates.
Integration costs, goodwill amortisation and goodwill impairment are included as other items in the profit and loss account.
Discontinued operations relate to the withdrawal of the Group from the television business following the disposal of its 22% interest 
in the RTL Group on 30 January 2002.
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2c share of operating loss of joint ventures

2002

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Pearson Education (1) – (1) – – – (1)

FT Group (13) – (13) – – – (13)

The Penguin Group 1 – 1 – – – 1

(13) – (13) – – – (13)

2001

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Pearson Education – – – – – – –

FT Group (20) – (20) – – – (20)

The Penguin Group 1 – 1 – – – 1

(19) – (19) – – – (19)

2d share of operating loss of associates

2002

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Pearson Education 3 – 3 – (1) – 2

FT Group 10 (3) 7 – (44) – (37)

The Penguin Group – – – – – – –

Continuing operations 13 (3) 10 – (45) – (35)

Discontinued operations – – – – (3) – (3)

13 (3) 10 – (48) – (38)

2001

results from
operations

before results
internet internet from integration goodwill goodwill operating

all figures in £ millions enterprises enterprises operations costs amortisation impairment loss

Pearson Education 3 – 3 – (1) (3) (1)

FT Group 8 (10) (2) – (47) – (49)

The Penguin Group – – – – – – –

Continuing operations 11 (10) 1 – (48) (3) (50)

Discontinued operations 37 – 37 – (35) – 2

48 (10) 38 – (83) (3) (48)
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2e analysis of capital employed

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions note restated

Business sectors

Pearson Education 3,914 4,628

FT Group 410 427

The Penguin Group 605 501

Continuing operations 4,929 5,556

Discontinued operations – 763

4,929 6,319

Geographical location

United Kingdom 557 516

Continental Europe 258 243

North America 3,971 4,628

Asia Pacific 125 139

Rest of world 18 30

Continuing operations 4,929 5,556

Discontinued operations – 763

4,929 6,319

Reconciliation of capital employed to net assets

Capital employed 4,929 6,319

Add: deferred taxation 21 174 272

Less: provisions for liabilities and charges 22 (165) (239)

Less: net debt excluding finance leases 27 (1,408) (2,379)

Net assets 3,530 3,973

3 analysis of consolidated profit and loss account

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Cost of sales (2,064) (1,902)

Gross profit 2,256 2,323

Distribution costs (197) (200)

Administration and other expenses (1,924) (2,169)

Other operating income 59 66

Net operating expenses (2,062) (2,303)

Analysed as:

Net operating expenses – before other items (1,760) (1,879)

Net operating expenses – other items:

– Integration costs (10) (74)

– Goodwill amortisation (282) (292)

– Goodwill impairment (10) (58)

Net operating expenses (2,062) (2,303)

note • Other items are all included in administration and other expenses. 
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3 analysis of consolidated profit and loss account continued

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Other operating income

Income from other investments:

Unlisted 2 2

Other operating income (mainly royalties, rights and commission income) 57 64

59 66

Loss before taxation is stated after charging:

Amortisation of pre-publication costs 170 161

Depreciation 122 125

Operating lease rentals:

– Plant and machinery 11 31

– Properties 101 99

– Other 13 17

Auditors’ remuneration:
Audit (Company £20,000; 2001: £20,000) 3 2

Non-audit – UK (Company £231,000; 2001: £nil) 1 2

Non-audit – Overseas 2 3

Non-audit services were as follows:

US reporting, due diligence and other related work 1 2

Taxation advice 2 1

Acquisition related work – 2

3 5

note • There were no fees capitalised in 2002 or 2001.

4a loss on sale of fixed assets and investments

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Net loss on sale of property (3) (2)

Net loss on sale of investments (10) (10)

Continuing operations (13) (12)

Taxation 6 1

4b loss on sale of subsidiaries and associates

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions note restated

Loss on sale of Forum (40) –

Loss on sale of PH Direct (8) –

Loss on sale of iForum – (27)

Net profit/(loss) on sale of other subsidiaries and associates 3 (36)

Continuing operations (45) (63)

Profit on sale of the RTL Group – discontinued operations 14 18 –

(27) (63)

Taxation (6) 4
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4c profit/(loss) on sale of subsidiaries and associates by an associate

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Profit/(loss) on sale of Journal of Commerce by the Economist – continuing operations 3 (36)

Loss on sale of subsidiaries and associates by the RTL Group – discontinued operations – (17)

3 (53)

5 net finance costs

2002 2001

results from other results from other
all figures in £ millions note operations items total operations items total

Net interest payable

– Group 6 (94) – (94) (163) – (163)

– Associates – – – (6) – (6)

Early repayment of debt and 
termination of swap contracts – (37) (37) – – –

Total net finance costs (94) (37) (131) (169) – (169)

6 net interest payable – group

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Interest payable and similar charges:

Bank loans, overdrafts and commercial paper

On borrowing repayable wholly within five years not by instalments (54) (100)

On borrowing repayable wholly or partly after five years (51) (72)

Other borrowings

On borrowing repayable wholly within five years not by instalments – (16)

(105) (188)

Interest receivable and similar income:

On deposits and liquid funds 11 23

Amortisation of swap proceeds – 2

11 25

Net interest payable (94) (163)
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7 taxation

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions note restated

Analysis of benefit/(charge) in the year:

Current taxation

UK corporation tax for the year 11 (28)

Adjustments in respect of prior periods 58 147

69 119

Overseas tax for the year (63) (43)

Joint ventures – (6)

Associates (4) (9)

2 61

Deferred taxation

Origination and reversal of timing differences:

UK (11) 4

Overseas (56) (32)

Adjustments in respect of prior periods 1 –

21 (66) (28)

Taxation (64) 33

The tax for the year is different than the standard rate of corporation tax in the UK (30%). The differences are 

explained below:

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Loss before tax (25) (436)

Expected benefit at UK corporation tax rate of 30% (2001: 30%) 8 131

Effect of overseas tax rates 11 37

Effect of tax losses (7) (1)

Other timing differences 55 (98)

Non-deductible goodwill amortisation (111) (149)

US state taxes (10) (6)

Adjustments in respect of prior periods 56 147

Current tax benefit for the year 2 61

2002 2001
all figures in percentages restated

Tax rate reconciliation

UK tax rate 30.0 30.0

Effect of overseas tax rates 2.8 4.5

Other items – (0.5)

Tax rate reflected in adjusted earnings 32.8 34.0

note • Included in the adjustment in respect of prior periods in 2002 is a tax benefit of £45m (2001: £143m) relating to a prior period
disposal of a subsidiary and a fixed asset investment.

Both the current and the total tax charge on profit (or loss) before tax will continue to be affected by the fact that there is

only very limited tax relief available on the goodwill amortisation charged in the accounts.

The current tax charge will continue to be affected by the utilisation of tax losses and by the impact of other timing

differences, in both cases mainly in the United States. Following the adoption of FRS 19 these factors will have only a very

limited impact on the total tax rate; as shown in note 21, the Group has recognised a total deferred tax asset of £174m at 

31 December 2002 (2001: £272m).

In both 2002 and 2001 the tax charge was materially affected by prior year adjustments; it is not practicable to forecast 

the possible effect of such items in future years as this will depend on progress in agreeing the Group’s tax returns with the

tax authorities.

The total charge in future periods will also be affected by any changes to corporation tax rates and/or any other relevant

legislative changes in the jurisdictions in which the Group operates. It will also be affected by the mix of profits between 

the different jurisdictions.
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8 dividends on equity shares

2002 2001

pence per pence per
share £m share £m

Interim paid 9.1 72 8.7 68

Final proposed 14.3 115 13.6 109

Dividends for the year 23.4 187 22.3 177

note • Dividends in respect of the company’s shares held by employee share trusts (see note 15) have been waived.

9 earnings/(loss) per share

In order to show results from operating activities on a comparable basis, an adjusted earnings per share is presented which

excludes certain items as set out below. The company’s definition of adjusted earnings per share may not be comparable to

other similarly titled measures reported by other companies.

2002 2001
restated

earnings/(loss) earnings/(loss)
note £m per share (p) £m per share (p)

Loss for the financial year (111) (13.9) (423) (53.2)

Adjustments:

– Non operating items 37 4.6 128 16.1

– Integration costs 2b 10 1.3 74 9.3

– Goodwill amortisation 2b 330 41.4 375 47.1

– Goodwill impairment 2b 10 1.3 61 7.7

– Amounts written off investments – – 92 11.6

– Other net finance costs 5 37 4.6 – –

Taxation on above items (67) (8.4) (133) (16.7)

Minority interest share of above items (5) (0.6) (4) (0.5)

Adjusted earnings 241 30.3 170 21.4

Weighted average number of shares (millions) 
– for earnings and adjusted earnings 796.3 795.4

Effect of dilutive share options – –

Weighted average number of shares (millions) 
– for diluted loss 796.3 795.4

note • In 2002 and 2001 the Group made a loss for the financial year (after taking into account goodwill amortisation), consequently
the effect of share options is anti-dilutive and there is no difference between the loss per share and the diluted loss per share. 
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10a employee information

The details of the emoluments of the directors of Pearson plc are shown on pages 46 to 60 and form part of these audited

financial statements.

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Staff costs

Wages and salaries 1,106 1,090

Social security costs 106 104

Post-retirement costs 59 39

1,271 1,233

uk us other total

Average number employed 2002

Pearson Education 1,326 14,459 4,250 20,035

FT Group 1,914 1,140 2,169 5,223

The Penguin Group 1,305 2,167 890 4,362

Other 204 534 1 739

4,749 18,300 7,310 30,359

Average number employed 2001

Pearson Education 1,505 12,610 4,344 18,459

FT Group 2,075 1,121 2,340 5,536

The Penguin Group 1,333 2,293 768 4,394

Other 193 444 1 638

5,106 16,468 7,453 29,027

10b pensions

The Group operates a number of pension schemes throughout the world, the principal ones being in the UK and US. The

major schemes are self-administered with the schemes’ assets being held independently of the Group. Pension costs are

assessed in accordance with the advice of independent qualified actuaries. The UK is a hybrid scheme with both defined

benefit and defined contribution sections but, predominantly consisting of defined benefit liabilities. There are a number of

defined contribution schemes, principally overseas. The cost of the schemes is as follows:

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

UK Group scheme

Regular pension cost

– Defined benefit sections 11 9

– Defined contribution sections 7 6

Amortisation of surplus – (5)

18 10

Other schemes

Defined benefit schemes 6 11

Defined contribution schemes 30 14

36 25

54 35

note • During 2001, the main defined benefit scheme for US employees was closed to the majority of active members. The UK Group
scheme will only offer defined contribution benefits to new joiners from 1 January 2003. The changes to these schemes will give rise
to a reduction in defined benefit and an increase in defined contribution costs, the impact taking effect in 2002 in the US and 2003
in the UK. 

Included in note 22, there is a pension provision of £36m (2001: £61m) as measured in accordance with SSAP 24.
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10b pensions continued

The most recent full actuarial valuation of the UK Group scheme was performed as at 1 January 2001, using the projected

unit method of valuation. It is this valuation that Pearson uses to determine its cash contributions with the goal of

remaining fully funded. The market value of the assets of the scheme at this date was £1,166m. The major assumptions

used to determine the SSAP 24 charge and level of funding are as follows:

uk group
all figures in percentages scheme

Inflation 3.0

Rate of increase in salaries 5.0

Rate of increase for pensions in payment and deferred pensions 3.0

Return on investments 7.0

Rate of increase in dividends 4.3

Level of funding 104.0

The funding policy differs from the accounting policy to the extent that more conservative assumptions are used for funding

purposes. The SSAP 24 funding level of 104% is based on the last formal valuation of the UK Group scheme at 1 January

2001. However, the UK Group scheme actuaries have estimated that the surplus arising at 1 January 2001 had been

substantially eliminated by 1 January 2002, primarily due to adverse market movements in 2001. The Group has therefore

not recognised any amortisation of the surplus for the year ended 31 December 2002. The next full triennial valuation is

due to take place in January 2004.

The date of the most recent valuation of the US plan was 31 December 2001. 

The disclosures required under the transitional arrangements of FRS 17 for the Group’s defined benefit schemes and the UK

Group hybrid scheme are set out below. The disclosures for the UK Group hybrid scheme are in respect of both the defined

benefit and defined contribution sections.

For the purpose of these disclosures, the valuations of the UK Group scheme and other schemes have been updated by

independent actuaries to 31 December 2002. The assumptions used are shown below. Weighted average assumptions have

been shown for the other schemes.

2002 2001

uk group other uk group other
all figures in percentages scheme schemes scheme schemes

Inflation 2.25 3.00 2.50 3.00

Rate of increase in salaries 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50

Rate of inflation linked increase for pensions in payment 
and deferred pensions 2.25 – 2.50 –

Rate used to discount scheme liabilities 5.70 6.75 6.00 7.20

The assets of the UK Group scheme and the expected rate of return on these assets, and the assets of the other defined

benefit schemes and the expected rate of return on these assets shown as a weighted average, are as follows:

uk group scheme

long-term long-term
rate of return rate of return

expected at value at expected at value at
31 dec 2002 31 dec 2002 31 dec 2001 31 dec 2001

% £m % £m

Equities 8.00 472 7.50 657

Bonds 4.75 284 5.30 293

Properties 6.50 112 6.30 102

Other 6.50 108 6.30 42

Total market value of assets 976 1,094

Present value of scheme liabilities (1,189) (1,167)

Deficit in the scheme (213) (73)

Related deferred tax asset 64 22

Net pension liability (149) (51)
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10b pensions continued

other schemes

long-term long-term
rate of return rate of return value at

expected at value at expected at 31 dec 2001
31 dec 2002 31 dec 2002 31 dec 2001 restated

% £m % £m

Equities 9.75 33 9.50 37

Bonds 6.00 23 6.50 24

Other 2.75 1 – –

Total market value of assets 57 61

Present value of scheme liabilities (96) (95)

Deficit in the schemes (39) (34)

Related deferred tax asset 14 12

Net pension liability (25) (22)

note • The measurement of the deficit in the scheme for FRS 17 follows a different approach to SSAP 24. The FRS 17 measurement
date is 31 December 2002. The fall in stock markets in 2002 reduced the market value of the UK Group scheme assets and the fall in
bond yields (the discount rate) has acted to increase the present value of the UK Group scheme liabilities. This has resulted in an
increased deficit in the UK Group scheme under FRS 17.

uk defined
group benefit defined

all figures in £ millions scheme other total contribution total

Operating charge

Current service cost (19) (3) (22) (30) (52)

Past service cost – (1) (1) – (1)

Total operating charge (19) (4) (23) (30) (53)

Other finance income/(charge)

Expected return on pension scheme assets 73 5 78 – 78

Interest on pension scheme liabilities (68) (6) (74) – (74)

Net income/(charge) 5 (1) 4 – 4

Net profit and loss impact (14) (5) (19) (30) (49)

Statement of total recognised gains and losses

Actual return less expected return on pension scheme assets (165) (11) (176)

Experience gains and (losses) arising on the scheme liabilities 17 (1) 16

Changes in assumptions underlying the present 
value of the scheme liabilities 3 (4) (1)

Exchange differences – 2 2

Actuarial loss (145) (14) (159)

Movement in deficit during the year

Deficit in scheme at beginning of the year (73) (34) (107)

Current service cost (19) (3) (22)

Past service cost – (1) (1)

Contributions 19 14 33

Other finance income/(charge) 5 (1) 4

Actuarial loss (145) (14) (159)

Deficit in scheme at end of the year (213) (39) (252)

Related deferred tax asset 64 14 78

Net pension deficit (149) (25) (174)

The contribution rate for 2002 for the UK Group scheme was 17.1% of pensionable salaries. It has been agreed with the

Trustees that the contribution rate for 2003 will be 17.1% of pensionable salaries plus a one-off contribution of £5m. This is

designed to ensure that the UK Group scheme is fully funded.
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10b pensions continued

The experience gains and losses of both the UK Group scheme and other schemes are shown below:

History of experience gains and losses

Difference between the actual and expected return on scheme assets £(176)m

As a percentage of year end assets 17%

Experience gains and (losses) on scheme liabilities £16m

As a percentage of year end liabilities 1%

Total amount recognised in statement of total recognised gains and losses £(159)m

As a percentage of year end liabilities 12%

If the above amounts had been recognised in the financial statements, the Group’s net assets and profit and loss reserve 

at 31 December 2002 would be as follows:

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Net assets excluding pension liability (see note below) 3,566 4,034

FRS 17 pension liability (174) (73)

Net assets including FRS 17 pension liability 3,392 3,961

Profit and loss reserve excluding pension reserve (see note below) 709 1,199

FRS 17 pension reserve (174) (73)

Profit and loss reserve including FRS 17 pension reserves 535 1,126

note • The net assets and profit and loss reserve exclude the pension liability of £36m (2001: £61m) included within provisions 
(see note 22).

10c other post-retirement benefits

The Group provides certain healthcare and life assurance benefits principally for retired US employees and their

dependents. These plans are unfunded. Retirees are eligible for participation in the plans if they meet certain age and

service requirements. Plans that are available vary depending on the business division in which the retiree worked. 

Plan choices and retiree contributions are dependent on retirement date, business division, option chosen and length of

service. The valuation and costs relating to other post-retirement benefits are assessed in accordance with the advice of

independent qualified actuaries.

The cost of the benefits and the major assumptions used, based on a measurement date of 31 December 2001, are as follows:

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Other post-retirement benefits 5 4

all figures in percentages

Inflation 3.0

Rate of increase in healthcare rates 5-10

Rate used to discount scheme liabilities 7.2

Included in note 22, there is a post-retirement medical benefits provision of £56m (2001: £62m). In accordance with UITF 6, 

the cost of post-retirement benefits, and related provisions, are based on the equivalent US GAAP standard, FAS 106.

The disclosures required under the transitional arrangements of FRS 17 are set out below.
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10c other post-retirement benefits continued

For the purpose of these disclosures the valuation of the schemes has been updated to 31 December 2002 using the

assumptions listed below.

all figures in percentages 2002 2001

Inflation 3.00 3.00

Rate of increase in healthcare rates 5-12 5-10

Rate used to discount scheme liabilities 6.75 7.20

The value of the unfunded liability is as follows:

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Present value of unfunded liabilities (63) (63)

Related deferred tax asset 22 22

Net post-retirement healthcare liability (41) (41)

Operating charge

Current service cost (1)

Past service cost –

Total operating charge (1)

Other finance charge

Interest on pension scheme liabilities (4)

Net charge (4)

Net profit and loss impact (5)

Statement of total recognised gains and losses 

Experience gains arising on the scheme liabilities 3

Changes in assumptions underlying the present 
value of the scheme liabilities (7)

Exchange differences 5

Actuarial gain 1

Movement in deficit during the year

Deficit in scheme at beginning of the year (63)

Current service cost (1)

Contributions 4

Other finance charge (4)

Actuarial gain 1

Deficit in scheme at end of the year (63)

Related deferred tax asset 22

Net post-retirement deficit (41)

The experience gains and losses for the schemes are shown below:

History of experience gains and losses

Experience gains on scheme liabilities £3m

As a percentage of year end liabilities 4%

Total amount recognised in statement of total recognised gains and losses £1m

As a percentage of year end liabilities 2%
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10c other post-retirement benefits continued

If the above amounts had been recognised in the financial statements, the Group’s net assets and profit and loss reserves

at 31 December 2002 would be as follows:

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Net assets excluding post-retirement healthcare liability (see note below) 3,586 4,035

FRS 17 post-retirement healthcare liability (41) (41)

Net assets including FRS 17 post-retirement healthcare liability 3,545 3,994

Profit and loss reserve excluding post-retirement healthcare reserve (see note below) 729 1,200

FRS 17 post-retirement healthcare reserve (41) (41)

Profit and loss reserve including FRS 17 post-retirement healthcare reserve 688 1,159

note • The net assets and profit and loss reserve exclude the post-retirement healthcare liability of £56m (2001: £62m) included
within provisions (see note 22).

11 intangible fixed assets

goodwill
all figures in £ millions restated

Cost

At 31 December 2001 as previously reported 4,950

Prior year adjustment – FRS 19 (84)

As restated 4,866

Exchange differences (383)

Additions 63

Disposals (59)

At 31 December 2002 4,487

Amortisation

At 31 December 2001 as previously reported (689)

Prior year adjustment – FRS 19 16

As restated (673)

Exchange differences 70

Disposals 18

Provided in the year (282)

Provision for impairment (see note below) (10)

At 31 December 2002 (877)

Net carrying amount

At 31 December 2001 4,193

At 31 December 2002 3,610

note • In accordance with FRS 11 ‘Impairment of fixed assets and goodwill’ the carrying value of the Group’s acquired subsidiaries
has been compared to their recoverable amounts, represented by their value in use to the Group. The review has resulted in an
impairment charge of £10m (2001: £58m).
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12 tangible fixed assets

freehold and plant assets in
leasehold and course of

all figures in £ millions property equipment construction total

Cost

At 31 December 2001 316 719 7 1,042

Exchange differences (16) (37) – (53)

Reclassifications – 3 (3) –

Owned by subsidiaries acquired – 14 – 14

Capital expenditure 21 89 16 126

Disposals (10) (74) – (84)

At 31 December 2002 311 714 20 1,045

Depreciation

At 31 December 2001 (90) (410) – (500)

Exchange differences 5 25 – 30

Provided in the year (17) (105) – (122)

Owned by subsidiaries acquired – (14) – (14)

Disposals 6 58 – 64

At 31 December 2002 (96) (446) – (542)

Net book value

At 31 December 2001 226 309 7 542

At 31 December 2002 215 268 20 503

Freehold and leasehold property • Net book value includes: freehold of £130m (2001: £150m) and short leases of £85m

(2001: £76m).

Capital commitments • The Group had capital commitments for fixed assets, including finance leases, already under

contract amounting to £12m at 31 December 2002 (2001: £15m).

Other notes • The net book value of Group tangible fixed assets includes £6m (2001: £10m) in respect of assets held under

finance leases. Depreciation on these assets charged in 2002 was £2m (2001: £5m).

13 joint ventures

2002 2001

book book 
all figures in £ millions valuation value valuation value

Unlisted joint ventures 7 7 7 7

note • The valuations of unlisted joint ventures are directors’ valuations as at 31 December 2002. If realised at these values there
would be no liability for taxation. The Group had no capital commitments to subscribe for further capital and loan stock. 

total net 
all figures in £ millions equity reserves assets

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2001 45 (38) 7

Exchange differences – (3) (3)

Additions 16 – 16

Retained loss for the year – (13) (13)

At 31 December 2002 61 (54) 7
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13 joint ventures continued

2002 2001

operating total net operating total net
all figures in £ millions loss assets loss assets

Analysis of joint ventures

Business sectors

Pearson Education (1) – – 1

FT Group (13) 3 (20) 3

The Penguin Group 1 4 1 3

(13) 7 (19) 7

Geographical markets supplied and location of net assets

United Kingdom 1 4 (1) 3

Continental Europe (13) 3 (18) 3

North America (1) – – 1

(13) 7 (19) 7

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Reconciliation to retained loss

Operating loss of joint ventures (13) (19)

UK taxation – (6)

Retained loss for the year (13) (25)

14 associates

2002 2001

all figures in £ millions valuation book value valuation book value

Listed associates 17 17 984 829

Unlisted associates 214 88 258 63

Loans 1 1 1 1

232 106 1,243 893

note • Principal associates are listed in note 34. The valuations of unlisted associates are directors’ valuations as at 31 December
2002. If all associates were realised at these values there would be an estimated liability for taxation, at year end rates, of £nil
(2001: £59m). The Group had no capital commitments to subscribe for further capital and loan stock.

share of total net 
all figures in £ millions equity loans reserves total goodwill assets

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2001 228 1 7 236 657 893

Exchange differences (2) – 1 (1) (3) (4)

Additions 20 – – 20 1 21

Disposals (182) – (1) (183) (575) (758)

Retained profit for the year – – 2 2 – 2

Goodwill amortisation – – – – (48) (48)

At 31 December 2002 64 1 9 74 32 106

note • On 30 January 2002, the Group sold its interest in the RTL Group for £920m, giving rise to a profit on sale of £18m, after
goodwill written back from reserves of £144m and before tax estimated to be £6m.
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14 associates continued

2002 2001

operating total net operating total net
all figures in £ millions loss assets loss assets

Analysis of associates

Business sectors

Pearson Education 2 8 (1) 10

FT Group (37) 98 (49) 120

Continuing operations (35) 106 (50) 130

Discontinued operations (3) – 2 763

(38) 106 (48) 893

Geographical markets supplied and location of net assets

United Kingdom 11 9 4 12

Continental Europe (1) 92 2 72

North America (45) (5) (59) 36

Rest of world – 10 3 10

Continuing operations (35) 106 (50) 130

Discontinued operations (3) – 2 763

(38) 106 (48) 893

all figures in £ millions 2002

Reconciliation to retained profit

Operating profit of associates (before goodwill amortisation) 10

Profit on sale of subsidiaries and associates 3

Taxation (4)

Dividends (including tax credits) from unlisted associates (7)

Retained profit for the year 2

note • The profit on sale of subsidiaries and associates by an associate is £3m relating to the finalised profit on disposal of the
Journal of Commerce by the Economist which took place in 2001 (2001: £(36)m). 

The aggregate of the Group’s share in its associates is shown below:

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Sales 141 700

Fixed assets 28 270

Current assets 130 384

Liabilities due within one year (76) (360)

Liabilities due after one year or more (8) (58)

Net assets 74 236
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15 other fixed asset investments

2002 2001

all figures in £ millions valuation book value valuation book value

Listed 67 64 67 55

Unlisted 20 20 29 29

87 84 96 84

note • The valuations of unlisted investments are directors’ valuations as at 31 December 2002. If all investments were realised at
valuation there would be a liability for taxation of £nil (2001: £6m).

own shares 
all figures in £ millions held other total

Cost

At 31 December 2001 91 107 198

Exchange differences – (4) (4)

Additions 17 4 21

Disposals – (10) (10)

At 31 December 2002 108 97 205

Provision

At 31 December 2001 59 55 114

Provided during the year 7 – 7

At 31 December 2002 66 55 121

Net book value

At 31 December 2001 32 52 84

At 31 December 2002 42 42 84

note • The Pearson Employee Share Trust and Pearson plc Employee Share Ownership Trusts hold 7.9m (2001: 5.5m) Pearson plc
ordinary shares which had a market value of £45m at 31 December 2002 (2001: £43m). These shares have been acquired by the
trusts, using funds provided by Pearson plc, to meet obligations under various executive and employee option and restricted share
plans. Under these plans the participants become entitled to shares after a specified number of years and subject to certain
performance criteria being met. Pearson aims to hedge its liability under the plans by buying shares through the trusts to meet the
anticipated future liability. Dividends on the shares held by the trusts have been waived.

The Group operates a worldwide Save As You Earn scheme together with a similar scheme for US employees that allows the

grant of share options at a discount to the market price of the option granted. The Group has made use of the exemption

under UITF 17 not to recognise any compensation charge in respect of these options.

Employer’s National Insurance and similar taxes arise on the exercise of certain share options. In accordance with UITF 25 

a provision is made, calculated using the market price of the company’s shares at the balance sheet date, pro-rated over the

vesting period of the options.
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16 stocks

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Raw materials 22 32

Work in progress 36 45

Finished goods 297 370

Pre-publication costs 379 402

734 849

note • The replacement cost of stocks is not materially different from book value.

17 debtors

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Amounts falling due within one year

Trade debtors 778 745

Associates 1 2

Royalty advances 109 103

Other debtors 51 49

Prepayments and accrued income 44 40

983 939

Amounts falling due after more than one year

Royalty advances 63 54

Other debtors 10 11

Prepayments and accrued income 1 1

74 66

1,057 1,005

18 cash at bank and in hand

2002 2001

all figures in £ millions group company group company

Cash, bank current accounts and overnight deposits 417 – 300 –

Certificates of deposit and commercial paper 15 – 15 –

Term bank deposits 143 8 78 22

575 8 393 22
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19 financial instruments

A full discussion on treasury policy is given in the Financial Review on pages 33 to 34. Short-term debtors and creditors

have been excluded from all the following disclosures, other than currency risk disclosures.

a. Maturity of borrowings and other financial liabilities

The maturity profile of the Group’s borrowings and other financial liabilities is shown below:

2002 2001

all figures in £ millions group company group company

Maturity of borrowings

Short-term

Bank loans and overdrafts 101 175 65 109

10.75% Sterling Bonds 2002 – – 100 –

5% Euro Bonds 2003 148 148 – –

Total due within one year 249 323 165 109

Medium and long-term

Loans or instalments thereof repayable:

From one to two years 458 338 154 154

From two to five years 616 371 1,285 705

After five years not by instalments 660 660 1,168 1,168

Total due after more than one year 1,734 1,369 2,607 2,027

Total borrowings 1,983 1,692 2,772 2,136

note • At 31 December 2002 £91m (2001: £557m) of debt, including commercial paper, currently classified from two to five years
would be repayable within one year if refinancing contracts were not in place. The short-term bank loans and overdrafts of the Group
are lower than those of the company because of bank offset arrangements.

2002 2001

group group
group other group other

finance financial group finance financial group 
all figures in £ millions leases liabilities total leases liabilities total

Maturity of other financial liabilities

Amounts falling due:

In one year or less or on demand 4 11 15 5 11 16

In more than one year 
but not more than two years 2 8 10 1 9 10

In more than two years 
but not more than five years 1 16 17 8 18 26

In more than five years – 22 22 – 11 11

7 57 64 14 49 63

b. Borrowings by instrument

2002 2001

all figures in £ millions group company group company

Unsecured

10.75% Sterling Bonds 2002 – – 100 –

5% Euro Bonds 2003 148 148 154 154

9.5% Sterling Bonds 2004 120 – 133 –

4.625% Euro Bonds 2004 338 338 353 353

7.375% US Dollar notes 2006 154 – 170 –

6.125% Euro Bonds 2007 370 370 448 448

10.5% Sterling Bonds 2008 100 100 100 100

7% Global Dollar Bonds 2011 310 310 342 342

7% Sterling Bonds 2014 250 250 278 278

Variable rate loan notes 1 1 72 72

Bank loans and overdrafts and commercial paper 192 175 622 389

Total borrowings 1,983 1,692 2,772 2,136
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19 financial instruments continued

c. Undrawn committed borrowing facilities

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Expiring within one year – –

Expiring between one and two years – –

Expiring in more than two years 1,059 1,172

1,059 1,172

note • All of the above committed borrowing facilities incur commitment fees at market rates.

d. Currency and interest rate risk profile

2002

fixed rate borrowings
weighted weighted

total total average average
variable fixed interest period for

borrowings rate rate rate which rate is 
£m £m £m % fixed – years

Currency and interest rate risk profile of borrowings

US dollar 1,350 752 598 5.9 4.0

Sterling 241 161 80 10.5 5.5

Euro 380 305 75 5.2 1.5

Other currencies 12 12 – – –

1,983 1,230 753

note • There is an interest rate collar instrument which matures in 2007 with a notional value of £31m equivalent, that is classified at
year end as a variable rate US dollar borrowing. This instrument limits our interest rate liability above 4.5%.

2001

fixed rate borrowings
weighted weighted

total total average average
variable fixed interest period for

borrowings rate rate rate which rate is 
£m £m £m % fixed – years

Currency and interest rate risk profile of borrowings

US dollar 1,829 625 1,204 6.1 3.5

Sterling 520 410 110 9.3 5.1

Euro 404 320 84 5.2 2.4

Other currencies 19 19 – – –

2,772 1,374 1,398

note • The figures shown in the tables above take into account interest rate, currency swaps and forward rate contracts entered into
by the Group. Variable rate borrowings bear interest at rates based on relevant national LIBOR equivalents.

2002

other total total
financial fixed no interest

all figures in £ millions liabilities rate paid

Currency and interest rate risk profile of other financial liabilities

US dollar 45 5 40

Sterling 8 2 6

Euro 11 – 11

64 7 57
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19 financial instruments continued

d. Currency and interest rate risk profile (continued)

2001

other total total
financial fixed no interest

all figures in £ millions liabilities rate paid

Currency and interest rate risk profile of other financial liabilities

US dollar 48 11 37

Sterling 6 3 3

Euro 9 – 9

63 14 49

2002

other
all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro currencies total

Currency and interest rate risk profile of financial assets

Cash at bank and in hand 279 9 67 62 417

Short-term deposits 2 18 127 11 158

Other financial assets 28 6 – – 34

309 33 194 73 609

Floating rate 281 27 193 73 574

No interest received 28 6 1 – 35

309 33 194 73 609

2001

other
all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro currencies total

Currency and interest rate risk profile of financial assets

Cash at bank and in hand 166 40 62 32 300

Short-term deposits 10 27 40 16 93

Other financial assets 37 4 3 – 44

213 71 105 48 437

Floating rate 176 65 102 47 390

No interest received 37 6 3 1 47

213 71 105 48 437
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19 financial instruments continued

e. Currency exposures

The table below shows the extent to which Group companies have monetary assets and liabilities in currencies other than

their local currency.

2002
net foreign monetary assets/(liabilities)

all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro other total

Functional currency of entity:

US dollar – 2 – 2 4

Sterling 48 – 41 8 97

Euro – 1 – 6 7

Other currencies 4 4 5 – 13

52 7 46 16 121

2001
net foreign monetary assets/(liabilities)

all figures in £ millions us dollar sterling euro other total

Functional currency of entity:

US dollar – – – 3 3

Sterling (67) – 8 5 (54)

Euro – – – – –

Other currencies (5) (2) – – (7)

(72) (2) 8 8 (58)

f. Fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities

The table below shows the book value and the fair value of the Group’s financial assets and financial liabilities.

2002 2001

all figures in £ millions book value fair value book value fair value

Primary financial instruments held or issued 
to finance the Group’s operations

Other financial assets 34 34 44 44

Other financial liabilities (64) (64) (63) (63)

Cash at bank and in hand 417 417 300 300

Short-term deposits 158 158 93 93

Short-term borrowings (249) (253) (165) (165)

Medium and long-term borrowings (1,734) (1,877) (2,607) (2,527)

Derivative financial instruments held to manage 
the interest rate and currency profile

Interest rate swaps – 26 – (30)

Currency swaps – 32 – 16

Foreign exchange contracts – 4 – (1)

note • Other financial assets, other financial liabilities, cash at bank and in hand, short-term deposits and short-term borrowings: the
fair value approximates to the carrying value due to the short maturity periods of these financial instruments. Medium and long-term
borrowings: the fair value is based on market values or, where these are not available, on the quoted market prices of comparable
debt issued by other companies. Interest rate swaps: the fair value of interest rate swaps is based on market values. At 31 December
2002 the notional principal value of these swaps was £1,605m (2001: £2,391m). Currency swaps: the fair value of these contracts is
based on market values. At 31 December 2002 the Group had £758m (2001: £924m) of such contracts outstanding.
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19 financial instruments continued

g. Hedges

The Group’s policy on hedges is explained on page 33. The table below shows the extent to which the Group has off-balance

sheet (unrecognised) gains and losses in respect of financial instruments used as hedges at the beginning and end of the

year. It also shows the amount of such gains and losses which have been included in the profit and loss account for the year

and those gains and losses which are expected to be included in next year’s or later profit and loss accounts.

unrecognised
total net

all figures in £ millions gains losses gains/(losses)

Gains and losses on hedges at 31 December 2001 43 (58) (15)

Gains and losses arising in previous years that 
were recognised in 2002 (1) 34 33

Gains and losses arising before 31 December 2001 that 
were not recognised in 2002 42 (24) 18

Gains and losses arising in 2002 that were 
not recognised in 2002 71 (27) 44

Unrecognised gains and losses on hedges 
at 31 December 2002 113 (51) 62

Of which:

Gains and losses expected to be recognised in 2003 6 – 6

Gains and losses expected to be recognised in 2004 or later 107 (51) 56

20 other creditors

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Amounts falling due within one year

Trade creditors 376 390

Taxation 24 111

Social security and other taxes 13 2

Other creditors 83 85

Accruals and deferred income 499 501

Obligations under finance leases 4 5

Dividends 115 109

1,114 1,203

Amounts falling due after more than one year

Other creditors 31 30

Accruals and deferred income 26 15

Obligations under finance leases 3 9

60 54
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21 deferred taxation

all figures in £ millions

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2001 as previously reported (5)

Prior year adjustment (see below) 277

As restated 272

Exchange differences (29)

Transfers (3)

Net release in the year (66)

At 31 December 2002 174

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Deferred taxation derives from:

Capital allowances (47) (10)

Tax losses carried forward 170 172

Taxation on unremitted overseas earnings (16) (15)

Other timing differences 67 125

174 272

Deferred taxation not provided

Relating to revalued assets and timing differences – –

Relating to gains subject to roll-over relief 1 1

1 1

note • The Group has calculated deferred tax not provided on rolled over gains in 2002, taking into account the indexation allowance
which would be deductible on a disposal of the asset into which the gain was rolled.

Prior year adjustment

FRS 19 ‘Deferred Tax’ has been adopted for the first time in these financial statements. The Group previously provided deferred

tax using the liability method under SSAP 15 and only recognised deferred tax liabilities to the extent that it was probable that

the liabilities would crystallise. Deferred tax assets were only recognised to the extent that their recoverability was assured

beyond reasonable doubt. Under FRS 19 the recognition criteria for deferred tax assets has changed, with the result that the

Group has recognised a deferred tax asset in respect of US tax losses and other timing differences that are regarded as

recoverable against future taxable profits. The adoption of FRS 19 has also had an impact on capitalised goodwill since the

restatement of deferred tax balances acquired has had a corresponding effect upon the goodwill recognised on those

acquisitions. A prior year adjustment has been made in these financial statements to reflect the adoption of FRS 19 and

comparative figures have been restated. The impact on the profit and loss account for 2002 has been to increase the loss after

taxation by £45m (£50m relating to the tax charge and an offsetting £5m to goodwill amortisation) and to increase opening

shareholders’ funds by £209m. The effect on the loss after taxation for 2001 was to increase the loss by £32m.
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22 provisions for liabilities and charges

post- deferred reorgani-
all figures in £ millions retirement consideration integration sations leases other total

At 31 December 2001 123 25 29 29 19 14 239

Exchange differences (11) (4) (2) (2) (2) – (21)

Subsidiaries 
acquired/disposed 2 – – – (1) 1 2

Deferred consideration 
arising on acquisitions – 3 – – – – 3

Released – – – (3) (1) (1) (5)

Provided 59 – 8 9 7 1 84

Utilised (81) (13) (18) (14) (4) (7) (137)

At 31 December 2002 92 11 17 19 18 8 165

note

a Post-retirement provisions are in respect of pensions, £36m (2001: £61m) and post-retirement medical benefits, 
£56m (2001: £62m).

b Deferred consideration. During the year, £13m was paid with respect to companies acquired as part of the NCS acquisition 
in 2000. The balance is expected to be utilised during 2003.

c Integration. These movements relate to The Penguin Group and Pearson Education. £9m has been utilised in relation to properties
and a further £9m relating to severance and IT systems. No further integration charges are anticipated in 2003 relating to these
prior year acquisitions, and the remaining provision should be utilised in the next three years.

d Reorganisations. £9m has been provided during 2002, mostly relating to the restructuring of our back office systems and
processes. £14m has been utilised in the reorganisation of Family Education Network and FT Knowledge. The balance is expected
to be utilised in the next two years.

e Lease commitments. These relate primarily to onerous lease contracts, acquired as part of the purchase of subsidiaries, which
have various expiry dates up to 2010. The provision is based on current occupancy estimates.

f Other. The balance, which relates to a number of small items, is expected to be utilised over varying time periods.

23 share capital

number
of shares

(000’s) £m

Authorised

Ordinary shares of 25p each

At 31 December 2002 1,174,000 294

Called up, allotted and fully paid

At 31 December 2001 800,589 200

Issued under share option and employee share schemes 1,073 –

At 31 December 2002 801,662 200

note • The consideration received in respect of shares issued during the year was £6m (2001: £20m). 
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23 share capital continued

original
number subscription

when of shares exercise
granted (000’s) price (p) period

Options outstanding at 31 December 2002

Worldwide Save for Shares plans 1995 20 390 2000 – 03

1996 60 517 2001 – 04

1997 114 530 2000 – 05

1998 360 687 2001 – 06

1999 544 913 – 970 2001 – 07

2000 217 688 – 1,793 2001 – 08

2001 532 957 – 1,096 2004 – 09

2002 1,466 696 2005 – 10

3,313

Discretionary share option plans 1994 171 567 – 635 1997 – 04

1995 194 487 – 606 1998 – 05

1996 282 584 – 683 1999 – 06

1997 1,156 664 – 758 2000 – 07

1998 1,781 847 – 1,090 2001 – 08

1999 3,681 1,081 – 1,922 2002 – 09

2000 10,432 64 – 3,224 2000 – 10

2001 14,599 822 – 1,421 2001 – 11

32,296

note • The subscription prices have been rounded up to the nearest whole penny. The figures include replacement options granted to
employees of Dorling Kindersley and the Family Education Network following their acquisition. The discretionary share option plans
include all options granted under the Pearson Executive Share Option Plans, the Pearson Reward Plan, the Pearson Special Share
Option Plan and the Pearson Long Term Incentive Plan.

24 reserves

share premium profit and 
account loss account

all figures in £ millions restated

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2001 as previously reported 2,459 929

Prior year adjustment – FRS 19 – 209

As restated 2,459 1,138

Exchange differences net of taxation – (312)

Premium on issue of 1m equity shares 6 –

Goodwill written back on disposal of an associate – 144

Replacement options granted on acquisition of a subsidiary – 1

Loss retained for the year – (298)

At 31 December 2002 2,465 673

Analysed as:

Joint ventures and associates (45)

Group excluding joint ventures and associates 718

note • Cumulative goodwill relating to acquisitions made prior to 1998, which was deducted from reserves, amounts to £1,031m
(2001: £1,249m). During 2002 Pearson plc received £6m on the issue of shares in respect of the exercise of options awarded under
various share option plans. Employees paid £6m to the Group for the issue of these shares. The Group has taken advantage of the
exemption available by UITF 17 and has not incurred a charge on options granted at a discount to market value for its Inland
Revenue approved SAYE schemes and similar overseas schemes. Included in exchange differences are exchange gains of £70m
arising on borrowings denominated in, or swapped into, foreign currencies designated as hedges of net investments overseas.
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25 acquisitions

All acquisitions have been consolidated applying acquisition accounting principles.

a. Acquisition of subsidiaries

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Tangible fixed assets – 5

Associates (3) (3)

Stocks (2) 8

Debtors 2 (78)

Creditors (4) (19)

Provisions (3) (9)

Deferred taxation – (1)

Net cash and short-term deposits acquired 25 83

15 (14)

Equity minority interests (4) (2)

Net assets/(liabilities) acquired at fair value 11 (16)

Fair value of consideration:

Cash (74) (52)

Deferred cash consideration (3) (10)

Costs accrued – (1)

Net prior year adjustments 3 (8)

Total consideration (74) (71)

Goodwill arising 63 87

all figures in £ millions 2002

Acquisition fair values

Book value of net assets acquired 25

Fair value adjustments (14)

Fair value to the Group 11

note • Of the fair value adjustments above, £(14)m relates to the finalisation of prior year provisional acquisition values. These
adjustments relate primarily to: write down of stock to its recoverable amount and the recognition of a provision for royalty
payments. For acquisitions made during 2002 the fair value adjustments are provisional and will be finalised in the 2003 
financial statements.

b. Cash flow from acquisitions

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Cash – current year acquisitions 74 52

Deferred payments for prior year acquisitions and other items 13 76

Net cash outflow 87 128

notes to the accounts continued
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26 disposals

2002 2001
all figures in £ millions restated

Disposal of subsidiaries

Intangible assets (41) (53)

Tangible fixed assets – (7)

Stocks (3) (2)

Debtors (2) (15)

Creditors (3) 14

Taxation – (5)

Provisions 1 1

Net debt (1) –

Equity minority interest 3 –

Net assets disposed of (46) (67)

Proceeds received 11 49

Costs (7) (7)

Net prior year adjustments (3) (1)

Loss on sale (45) (26)

Goodwill written back from reserves – (37)

Net loss on sale (45) (63)

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Cash flow from disposals

Cash – current year disposals 11 49

Costs paid (3) (8)

Deferred receipts and payments from prior year disposals and other amounts (5) –

Net cash inflow 3 41
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27 notes to consolidated statement of cash flows

2002 2001
restated

all figures in £ millions total continuing discontinued total

a. Reconciliation of operating 
profit/(loss) to net cash inflow 
from operating activities

Total operating profit/(loss) 143 (49) 2 (47)

Share of operating loss/(profit)
of joint ventures and associates 51 69 (2) 67

Depreciation charges 122 125 – 125

Goodwill amortisation 
and impairment 292 350 – 350

Decrease/(increase) in stocks 43 (6) – (6)

(Increase)/decrease in debtors (111) 102 – 102

Increase/(decrease) in creditors 64 (103) – (103)

(Decrease)/increase in operating 
provisions (50) 3 – 3

Other and non-cash items (25) (1) – (1)

Net cash inflow from operating activities 529 490 – 490

Dividends from associates 6 7 18 25

Purchase of tangible fixed assets (126) (165) – (165)

Capital element of finance leases (5) (7) – (7)

Sale of tangible fixed assets 7 36 – 36

Add back: non operating fixed 
asset disposal proceeds – (11) – (11)

Add back: integration costs 44 69 – 69

Operating cash flow 455 419 18 437

Operating tax paid (46) (44) – (44)

Operating finance charges (104) (157) – (157)

Operating free cash flow 305 218 18 236

Non operating tax paid (9) (27) – (27)

Non operating finance charges (37) – – –

Integration costs (44) (69) – (69)

Total free cash flow 215 122 18 140

Dividends paid (including minorities) (182) (183) – (183)

Net movement of funds from operations 33 (61) 18 (43)

Acquisitions of businesses 
and investments (124) (100) – (100)

Disposals of businesses, 
investments and property 930 77 – 77

New equity 6 20 – 20

Other non operating items (5) (8) – (8)

Net movement of funds 840 (72) 18 (54)

Exchange movements on net debt 131 (24) – (24)

Total movement in net debt 971 (96) 18 (78)

note • Operating cash flow, operating free cash flow and total free cash flow have been disclosed as they are part of Pearson’s
corporate and operating measures. Tax payments that can be clearly identified with disposals, integration and exchange differences
taken to reserves are allocated as non operating tax payments.

notes to the accounts continued
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27 notes to consolidated statement of cash flows continued

debt due debt due
over- sub- short-term within after finance

all figures in £ millions cash drafts total deposits one year one year leases total

b. Analysis of net debt

At 31 December 2001 300 (60) 240 93 (105) (2,607) (14) (2,393)

Exchange differences (15) 4 (11) (2) (6) 150 1 132

Acquired with subsidiary – – – 24 – – – 24

Other non-cash items – – – – (148) 146 1 (1)

Net cash flow 132 (21) 111 43 87 577 5 823

At 31 December 2002 417 (77) 340 158 (172) (1,734) (7) (1,415)

At 31 December 2000 425 (110) 315 91 (2) (2,705) (16) (2,317)

Exchange differences (10) 1 (9) 1 – (16) – (24)

Debt issue costs – – – – – 1 – 1

Other non-cash items – – – – (100) 99 (5) (6)

Net cash flow (115) 49 (66) 1 (3) 14 7 (47)

At 31 December 2001 300 (60) 240 93 (105) (2,607) (14) (2,393)

note • Finance leases are included within other creditors in the balance sheet (see note 20).

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

c. Reconciliation of net cash flow to movement in net debt

Decrease/(increase) in net debt from net cash flow 111 (66)

Decrease in net debt from management of liquid resources 43 1

Decrease in net debt from other borrowings 664 11

Decrease in finance leases 5 7

Acquired with subsidiary 24 –

Debt issue costs – 1

Other non-cash items (1) (6)

Exchange differences 132 (24)

Movement in net debt in the year 978 (76)

Net debt at beginning of the year (2,393) (2,317)

Net debt at end of the year (1,415) (2,393)

28 contingent liabilities

There are contingent Group and company liabilities in respect of indemnities, warranties and guarantees in relation to

former subsidiaries and in respect of guarantees in relation to subsidiaries and associates. In addition there are 

contingent liabilities of the Group in respect of legal claims. None of these claims are expected to result in a material 

gain or loss to the Group.

29 commitments under leases

At 31 December 2002, the Group had commitments under leases other than finance leases, to make payments in 2003 as

follows:

land and
all figures in £ millions buildings other

For leases expiring:

In 2003 10 3

Between 2004 and 2007 40 16

Thereafter 65 –

115 19
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30 related parties

Joint ventures and associates • Loans and equity advanced to joint ventures and associates during the year and at the

balance sheet date are shown in notes 13 and 14. Amounts falling due from joint ventures and associates are set out in

note 17. Dividends receivable from joint ventures and associates are set out in notes 13 and 14. 

There are no other related party transactions in 2002.

31 post balance sheet events

In January 2003 Interactive Data Corporation announced its acquisition of S&P Comstock for $115m in cash.

32 company balance sheet as at 31 dec 2002

all figures in £ millions note 2002 2001

Fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets 33 – –

Investments: subsidiaries 33 6,422 5,384

Investments: own shares held 33 39 24

6,461 5,408

Current assets

Debtors:

Subsidiaries – due within one year 971 2,186

Subsidiaries – due after more than one year 1,453 1,312

Taxation 10 17

Other debtors 1 –

Prepayments and accrued income – 1

Cash at bank and in hand 18 8 22

2,443 3,538

Creditors – amounts falling due within one year

Short-term borrowing 19 (323) (109)

Subsidiaries (2,641) (2,006)

Other creditors (1) (1)

Accruals and deferred income (13) (15)

Dividends (115) (109)

(3,093) (2,240)

Net current (liabilities)/assets (650) 1,298

Total assets less current liabilities 5,811 6,706

Creditors – amounts falling due after more than one year

Medium and long-term borrowing 19 (1,369) (2,027)

Subsidiaries (393) (392)

Provisions for liabilities and charges (2) (2)

(1,764) (2,421)

Net assets 4,047 4,285

Capital and reserves

Called up share capital 23 200 200

Share premium account 33 2,465 2,459

Special reserve 33 397 397

Other reserves 33 50 50

Profit and loss account 33 935 1,179

Equity shareholders’ funds 4,047 4,285

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors on 3 March 2003 and signed on its behalf by

dennis stevenson • rona fairhead.

notes to the accounts continued
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33 notes to the company balance sheet

all figures in £ millions 2002 2001

Tangible fixed assets (leasehold property)

Cost 1 1

Depreciation (1) (1)

Net book value – –

note • The company had no capital commitments for fixed assets at the end of 2002.

all figures in £ millions

Investment in subsidiaries

At 31 December 2001 5,384

External acquisition 2

Subscription for additional share capital in subsidiaries 1,085

Disposal to subsidiary (16)

Provision for diminution in value (32)

Revaluations (1)

At 31 December 2002 6,422

note • Shares are stated at cost less provisions for diminution in value or directors’ valuations.

Own shares held • Amounts included within own shares held relate to Pearson plc ordinary shares held in respect of the

Pearson plc Employee Share Ownership Trusts (see note 15).

share profit
premium special other and loss

all figures in £ millions account reserve reserves account total

Reserves

Summary of movements

At 31 December 2001 2,459 397 50 1,179 4,085

Currency translation differences – – – (46) (46)

Premium on issue of 1m equity shares 6 – – – 6

Loss for the financial year – – – (11) (11)

Dividends – – – (187) (187)

At 31 December 2002 2,465 397 50 935 3,847

note • The special reserve represents the cumulative effect of cancellation of the company’s share premium account. As permitted by
section 230(4) of the Companies Act 1985, only the Group’s profit and loss account has been presented.
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34 principal subsidiaries and associates

country of
incorporation 

or registration

Subsidiaries 

The principal operating subsidiaries are listed below.
They operate mainly in the countries of incorporation or
registration, the investments are in equity share capital and 
they are all 100% owned unless stated otherwise.

Pearson Education

Pearson Education Inc. US

Pearson Education Ltd England

NCS Pearson Inc. US

FT Group 

The Financial Times Ltd England

Financial Times Business Ltd England

Interactive Data Corporation (60%) US

Les Echos SA France

Recoletos Grupo de Comunicación SA (79%) Spain

The Penguin Group

Penguin Putnam Inc. US

The Penguin Publishing Co Ltd England

Dorling Kindersley Holdings Ltd* England

* Direct investment of Pearson plc.

country of beneficial
incorporation class of interest accounting

or registration share % year end

Associates

FT Group

The Economist Newspaper Ltd England Ord 5p 50 March

‘B’ 5p 100

‘A’ 5p Nil

Trust 5p Nil

FT-SE International Ltd England Ord £1 50 December

notes to the accounts continued
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1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
all figures in £ millions restated restated restated restated

Sales

Continuing operations 1,908 2,977 3,689 4,225 4,320

Discontinued operations 487 355 185 – –

2,395 3,332 3,874 4,225 4,320

Sales – underlying growth % 6.7 7.6 10.5 (0.3) 6.0

EBITDA* 455 631 590 588 615

Trading margin % 13.1 14.0 11.5 10.5 11.4

Operating profit before goodwill 
charge and other items

Pearson Education 99 254 237 274 326

FT Group 118 114 98 72 80

The Penguin Group 48 65 79 80 87

Continuing operations 265 433 414 426 493

Internet enterprises investment

Pearson Education – (3) (83) (77) (25)

FT Group – (36) (113) (60) (34)

– (39) (196) (137) (59)

Adjusted eps* 36.6p 39.5p 30.6p 21.4p 30.3p

Dividends per share* 18.8p 20.1p 21.4p 22.3p 23.4p

Net assets 1,237 1,527 4,398 3,973 3,530

Deferred taxation (243) (266) (295) (272) (174)

Provisions for liabilities and charges 253 206 257 239 165

Net debt (excluding finance leases) 2,279 1,995 2,301 2,379 1,408

Capital employed 3,526 3,462 6,661 6,319 4,929

Operating free cash flow per share* 40.3p 43.4p 23.0p 29.6p 38.3p

* Before goodwill charge, integration costs and non operating items, and restated to reflect the rights issue of equity shares during
2000 and adoption of FRS 19.

Five year summary
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Sales – underlying growth

Sales growth excluding the impact of acquisitions and disposals and movements in exchange rates.

all figures in £ millions 2002

Underlying increase 248

Portfolio changes 10

Foreign exchange (163)

Total sales increase 95

Underlying increase 6.0%

Trading margin

Trading profit (operating profit excluding profit from joint ventures, associates and investments) as a proportion of sales.

all figures in £ millions 2002

Total operating profit – Group 496

Investment income (2)

Trading profit 494

Sales 4,320

Trading margin 11.4%

Operating free cash flow per share*

Operating cash flow less taxation paid on operating profits and interest paid, divided by the weighted average number 

of shares in issue.

all figures in £ millions 2002

Operating profit 493

Cash conversion 92%

Operating cash flow 455

Tax paid on operating profits (46)

Interest paid (104)

Operating free cash flow 305

Weighted average shares in issue (millions) 796.3

Operating free cash flow per share 38.3p

* Before goodwill charge, integration costs and non operating items.

Corporate and operating measures
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Payment of dividends to mandated accounts • Where shareholders have given instruction for payment to be made direct

into a bank or building society, this is done through the Bankers Automated Clearing System (BACS), with the associated

tax voucher showing the tax credit attributable to the dividend payment sent direct to the shareholder at the address shown

on our register. If you wish the tax voucher to be sent to your bank or building society, please inform our registrar, Lloyds

TSB Registrars, The Causeway, Worthing, West Sussex BN99 6DA. Telephone 0870 600 3986 or, for those shareholders with

hearing difficulties, textphone number 0870 600 3950.

Dividend reinvestment plan (DRIP) • The plan provides the benefit of giving shareholders the right to buy the company’s

shares on the London stock market with the cash dividend. If you would like further information about the DRIP, please

contact Lloyds TSB Registrars. Telephone 0870 241 3018.

Personal Equity Plans (PEPs) and Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) • The government no longer permits investment to 

be made in PEPs, although existing PEPs may be continued. Existing Corporate PEP and Single Company PEP holders who

require further information about their PEPs should ring the HBOS helpline on 0870 606 6417. Lloyds TSB Registrars offer

ISAs in Pearson shares. They can be contacted for information on 0870 242 4244. 

Low cost share dealing facility • A postal facility, which provides a simple, low cost way of buying and selling Pearson

shares, is available through the company’s stockbroker, Cazenove & Co. Limited, 12 Tokenhouse Yard, London EC2R 7AN.

Telephone 020 7588 2828.

Shareholder information on-line • Lloyds TSB Registrars provide a range of shareholder information on-line. You can check

your holding and find practical help on transferring shares or updating your details at www.shareview.co.uk. Lloyds TSB

Registrars can be contacted for information on 0870 600 3970.

Information about the Pearson share price • The current price of Pearson ordinary shares can be obtained from Financial

Times CityLine. Telephone 0906 843 3620.

American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) • Pearson’s ordinary shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange in the form 

of ADRs and traded under the symbol PSO. Each ADR represents one ordinary share. Voting rights as a shareholder may 

be exercised through The Bank of New York, ADR Department, 101 Barclay Street, New York, New York 10286, telephone

800 BNY ADRS (toll free within the US) or (1) 610 312 5315 (outside the US). All enquiries regarding ADR holder accounts

and payment of dividends should be directed to The Bank of New York, the authorised depositary bank for Pearson’s 

ADR programme, at the address given above. Pearson will file with the Securities and Exchange Commission a report 

on Form 20-F that will contain a US GAAP reconciliation.

Advisers • auditors PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP • bankers HSBC Bank Plc • broker Cazenove & Co. Limited • financial

advisers Lazard Brothers & Co. Limited, J. Henry Schroder & Co. Limited • solicitors Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, Herbert

Smith and Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.

financial calendar for 2003

ex-dividend date wednesday 12 march

record date friday 14 march

last date for dividend 
reinvestment election thursday 24 april

annual general meeting friday 25 april

payment date for dividend 
and share purchase date for 
dividend reinvestment friday 9 may

interim results monday 28 july

interim dividend friday 26 september

Shareholder Information
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pearson uk

80 Strand,
London, WC2R ORL, UK
Telephone +44 (0)20 7010 2000
Facsimile +44 (0)20 7010 6060
E-mail firstname.lastname@pearson.com
www.pearson.com
Registered number 53723

pearson education

One Lake Street, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458, USA 
Telephone +1 201 236 7000 • Facsimile +1 515 284 6719 
E-mail firstname.lastname@pearsoned.com
www.pearsoneducation.com 

the penguin group

80 Strand, London, WC2R 0RL, UK
Telephone +44 (0)20 7010 2000 • Facsimile +44 (0)20 7010 6060
E-mail initiallastname@penguin.com 
www.penguin.co.uk 
www.penguinputnam.com 

the financial times group

Number One Southwark Bridge, London, SE1 9HL, UK
Telephone +44 (0)20 7873 3000 • Facsimile +44 (0)20 7873 3076
E-mail firstname.lastname@ft.com
www.ft.com

les echos

46 Rue la Boétie, Paris 75008, France 
Telephone +33 149 53 6565 • Facsimile +33 145 61 4892
E-mail initiallastname@lesechos.fr
www.lesechos.fr

recoletos

Paseo de la Castellana 66, 28046 Madrid, Spain
Telephone +34 91 337 3220 • Facsimile +34 91 337 3266
E-mail initiallastname@recoletos.es
www.recoletos.es

pearson us

1330 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York City, NY 10019, USA
Telephone +1 212 641 2400
Facsimile +1 212 641 2500
E-mail firstname.lastname@pearson-inc.com
www.pearson.com

Principal Addresses
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